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UBICOMM 2019
Forward
The Thirteenth International Conference on Mobile Ubiquitous Computing, Systems,
Services and Technologies (UBICOMM 2019), held between September 22-26, 2019 in Porto,
Portugal, continued a series of evens meant to bring together researchers from the academia
and practitioners from the industry in order to address fundamentals of ubiquitous systems and
the new applications related to them.
The rapid advances in ubiquitous technologies make fruition of more than 35 years of
research in distributed computing systems, and more than two decades of mobile computing.
The ubiquity vision is becoming a reality. Hardware and software components evolved to
deliver functionality under failure-prone environments with limited resources. The advent of
web services and the progress on wearable devices, ambient components, user-generated
content, mobile communications, and new business models generated new applications and
services. The conference makes a bridge between issues with software and hardware
challenges through mobile communications.
Advances in web services technologies along with their integration into mobility, online
and new business models provide a technical infrastructure that enables the progress of mobile
services and applications. These include dynamic and on-demand service, context-aware
services, and mobile web services. While driving new business models and new online services,
particular techniques must be developed for web service composition, web service-driven
system design methodology, creation of web services, and on-demand web services.
As mobile and ubiquitous computing becomes a reality, more formal and informal
learning will take pace out of the confines of the traditional classroom. Two trends converge to
make this possible; increasingly powerful cell phones and PDAs, and improved access to
wireless broadband. At the same time, due to the increasing complexity, modern learners will
need tools that operate in an intuitive manner and are flexibly integrated in the surrounding
learning environment.
Educational services will become more customized and personalized, and more frequently
subjected to changes. Learning and teaching are now becoming less tied to physical locations,
co-located members of a group, and co-presence in time. Learning and teaching increasingly
take place in fluid combinations of virtual and "real" contexts, and fluid combinations of
presence in time, space and participation in community. To the learner full access and
abundance in communicative opportunities and information retrieval represents new
challenges and affordances. Consequently, the educational challenges are numerous in the
intersection of technology development, curriculum development, content development and
educational infrastructure.
The conference had the following tracks:
 Ubiquitous software and security
 Ubiquitous networks
 Fundamentals




Users, applications, and business models
Ubiquity trends and challenges
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TPM Feature Set: a Universal Algorithm for
Spatial-Temporal Pressure Mapping Imagery Data
Bo Zhou, Paul Lukowicz
German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence and
Technical Universiy of Kaiserslautern
bo.zhou@dfki.de, paul.lukowicz@dfki.de

Abstract—There have been many studies in recent years using
the Textile planar Pressure Mapping (TPM) technology for
computer-human interactions and ubiquitous activity recognition. A TPM sensing system generates a time sequence of spatial
pressure imagery. We propose a novel, comprehensive and unified
feature set to evaluate TPM data from the space and time domain.
The initial version of the TPM feature set presented in this
paper includes 663 temporal features and 80 spatial features. We
evaluated the feature set on 3 datasets from past studies in the
scopes of ambient, smart object and wearable sensing. The TPM
feature set has shown superior recognition accuracy compared
with the ad-hoc algorithms from the corresponding studies.
Furthermore, we have demonstrated the general approach to
further reduce and optimise the feature calculation process for
specific applications with neighbourhood component analysis.
Index Terms—textile pressure mapping; data analysis; machine
learning algorithm.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Textile Pressure Mapping (TPM) is an emerging technology for ubiquitous and wearable activity recognition. TPM
technology measures the distribution of the planar pressure
force on a surface, which is omnipresent during all sorts of
physical interactions and activities. Dementyev et al. [1] used
a wrist-worn Force Sensitive Resistor (FSR) array to detect
hand gestures. Cheng et al. [2] proposed a system to detect
tongue control gestures with a face-worn TPM patch. Pressure
mat placed on the chair surfaces to detect seating postures
have also been studied in [3] [4]. Sundholm et al. [5] have
demonstrated that sports exercises can be recognized from a
sports mat which sense the pressure distribution. Schneegass
et al. [6] investigated using a pressure matrix as a sleeve for
the forearm to recognize writing gestures.
Many of the researches mentioned above are ad hoc designed on the hardware, software, and algorithm levels. Since
each of these studies encloses many aspects, including the
hardware, software and activity recognition, none of them are
focused on discussions in the algorithm.
Efforts have been devoted to bringing forward a unified
solution to push the pressure mapping technology forward in
the field of ubiquitous computing and the internet of things.
A general hardware architecture to implement TPM sensing
systems in [7] . In [8], a framework is proposed to as a unified
solution to help developers who are new to the technology to
build and evaluate TPM-enabled activity recognition studies.

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2019.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the three datasets used in the evaluation: (1)
tablecloth study [11], (2) robot skin study [12], and (3) leg band study [13].

However, there lacks a comprehensive investigation into the
algorithms of processing the TPM data, especially which
features are contributing to the classification results.
TPM imagery has a spatial-temporal data format. Some
computer vision techniques for video processing has been
applied, such as the work in [9], where neural networks
trained for video classification is used to recognize identity
from footprint on a TPM carpet. However, TPM imagery is
cleaner than camera images in terms of the background scene
or objects, obstruction of view, etc. The neural networks also
require substantial computational power and are not easily explainable, i.e. which feature or part of the network contributes
more to differentiate different activities. Thus many computer
vision techniques can be considered over-engineering for processing the TPM imagery. Maximilian et al. [10] proposed a
generic feature extraction method on time series. To the best of
our knowledge, there lacks a comprehensive and explainable
feature analysis scheme that is suitable for the spatial-temporal
TPM imagery.
In this paper, we propose the TPM feature set, which
comprehensively analyses the TPM data through the time
and space domains. The TPM feature set is evaluated with
datasets from three empirical studies with different application
scenarios. We also investigate which features are contributing
more positively to the classification through neighbourhood
component analysis. The streamlined methods proposed in this
paper can be used to analyse and optimise new datasets from
future TPM studies.
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In Section II, the general format of the pressure mapping
data and terminologies are introduced. Section III explains
the detailed generic method, the TPM feature set, to extract
information from space and time domains. In Section IV,
the spatial and temporal domains are discussed in depth to
investigate which features are more relevant with established
empirical study datasets. Section V concludes the paper.
II. TPM DATA IN THE S PATIAL -T EMPORAL D OMAINS
TPM sensors generate a multi-channel, spatial-temporal
data format, which describes the localization of the pressure
distribution along the time axis.
Every sensing point is defined as a pixel:
p(x, y, t)
(1)
where x and y are the coordinates in the spatial dimensions,
and t is the specific time.
At any time t, the entire mapping M of the sensor is defined
as a Frame:
F (t) = {p(x, y, t) | (x, y) ∈ {M }}
(2)
A temporal sequence from a time window T of Frames is
defined as a data Stream:
ST = {F (t) | t ∈ {T }}
(3)
Individual sensing points have limited information about the
activity; therefore, some descriptive values of the frame at a
given time t are calculated as Frame Descriptors:
desi (t) = F unci (F (t))
(4)
Another approach to abstract the stream from a time window
is to perform per-pixel operations along the time axis, resulting
in individual frames that represent the stream. We call these
frames as Key Frames:
KFi (t) = F unci (ST ))
(5)
III. THE TPM F EATURE S ET
Figure 2 shows the general workflow of calculating the TPM
feature set from the space and time domains. Temporal features
are extracted from sequences of simple frame descriptors
desi (t). Spatial features are calculated from 2-dimensional
key frames KFi (t). The initial version of the TPM feature
set includes 663 (17 × 39) temporal features and 80 (8 × 10)
spatial features.
A. Frame Descriptors
Treat F (t) as a set, the TPM feature set calculates the
following desi (t):
• average value
{M }
1 X
p(x, y, t) (6)
des1 (t) = mean(F (t)) =
|M |
(x,y)

•

variance
des2 (t) =

{M }
1 X
(p(x, y, t) − mean(F (t)))2
|M |

(7)

(x,y)

•

range
des3 (t) = pM AX (t) − pM IN (t)
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(8)

Figure 2. (1) Temporal and (2) spacial feature extraction process.
•

entropy
{M }

des4 (t) = −

X

p(x, y, t) · log2 p(x, y, t)

(9)

(x,y)
•

mean absolute deviation
{M }
1 X
des5 (t) =
(p(x, y, t) − mean(F (t)))
|M |

(10)

(x,y)

the center of mass (CoM) coordinate x and y (weighted
by pixel value) des6 (t) and des7 (t)
• the centroid coordinate (unweighted, only considering the
contour after filtering the frame with a threshold). des8 (t)
and des9 (t). Here the threshold is defined as
mean(F (t)) − 0.25 · (mean(F (t)) − pmin (t)) (11)
• area (the count of pixels that are above the threshold)
des10 (t)
• des11 (t) to des17 (t) Hu’s seven image moments [14]
For a matrix of binary values, the CoM is identical to the
centroid; but for a matrix with multi-values that describes a
profile, the CoM shows how the pixel value density is focused
while the centroid shows only the geometric center. des1 (t),
des6 (t) and des7 (t) are mathematically identical to the first
three central moments in the literature on image moments.
•

B. Temporal Features
Any sequence of frame descriptors is denoted as desi (t) ∈
{des1 (t), des2 (t), ...}. Then, from the temporal sequence
within a window of length T (sliding window or spotted
event), temporal features can be calculated:
• average
{T }
1 X
tfeat1 =
desi (t)
(12)
|T | t
• variance
{T }
1 X
tfeat2 =
(desi (t) − tfeat1 )2
(13)
|T | t
• range
tfeat3 = desiM AX − desiM IN
(14)
•

skewness, that describes the asymmetry of the data
1 PT
(desi (t) − tfeat1 )3
|T | t
tfeat4 = 
(15)
3/2
1 PT
2
(desi (t) − tfeat1 )
|T | t
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•

•

kurtosis, that measures how outlier-prone the temporal
sequence’s distribution is
1 PT
(desi (t) − tfeat1 )4
|T | t
(16)
tfeat5 = 
2
1 PT
2
(desx (t) − tfeat1 )
|T | t
waveform length [15]
T
X
tfeat6 =
−1(desi (t + 1) − desi (t))
(17)
t

•

sum of values greater than mean
T
X
tfeat7 =
(desi (t) | desi (t) > tfeat1 )

(18)

t
•

•

the power spectrum density of desi is calculated with fast
Fourier transform as P SD(n), n ∈ N is the frequency
in the spectrum. Following features are calculated from
P SD(n): average magnitude
N
1 X
P SD(n)
(19)
tfeat8 =
N n
tfeat9 =

n

•
•
•
•
•

{T −1}

(20)
P SD(n)
N is divided to 5 equal frequency bands, the average
values of each band is tfeat10 , tfeat11 , tfeat12 , tfeat13 ,
tfeat14 .
A wavelet transform scalogram is calculated with the
LTFAT toolbox [16], with J = 4 filterbank iterations. The
coefficient vector of each filterbank is C(j), j ∈ [0, 4].
tfeat15 , tfeat20 , tfeat25 , tfeat30 , tfeat35 are the mean
value of each coefficient vector;
tfeat16 , tfeat21 , tfeat26 , tfeat31 , tfeat36 are the variance
of each coefficient vector;
tfeat17 , tfeat22 , tfeat27 , tfeat32 , tfeat37 are the range of
each coefficient vector;
tfeat18 , tfeat23 , tfeat28 , tfeat33 , tfeat38 are the skewness
of each coefficient vector;
tfeat19 , tfeat24 , tfeat29 , tfeat34 , tfeat39 are the kurtosis
of each coefficient vector;
PN

From a time window, a key frame can be one particular
frame that has special frame descriptor values, such as the
maximum or minimum of desi (t). A key frame can also be
calculated from the stream of the window through pixel-wise
operations. 8 key frames are calculated in the TPM feature
set:
• per pixel average of all frames
{T }
1 X
KF1 =
F (t)
(21)
|T | t
sum of per pixel differences
{T −1}
X
KF2 =
(F (t + 1) − F (t))
t
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X

KF3 =|

((F (t + 1) − F (t)) > 0) |

(23)

((F (t + 1) − F (t)) < 0) |

(24)

t
{T −1}

n · P SD(n)

C. Key Frames

•

sum of only the positive or negative values of per pixel
differences

KF4 =|

n

•

•

mean frequency
PN

•

Figure 3. Feature weight distributions of different NCA division methods
(tablecloth dataset)

X
t

•
•
•

the frame which has the maximum mean pixel value as
KF5 and the frame with the minimum mean value as KF6
the frame with the maximum standard deviation from the
stream as KF7
the per pixel average of the frames, whose pixel value is
greater than the frame pixel average
{T }

KF8 =

1 X
(Fp (t))
|T | t

(25)

(
p(x, y, t) if p(x, y, t) ≥ mean(F (t))
Fp (t) =
0
if p(x, y, t) < mean(F (t))
D. Spatial Features
Various image processing techniques can then be used to
extract information from those key frames. Image moments
are proven to be helpful shape descriptors as spatial features
sf eatj (KFi ) through previous studies. In the TPM feature set,
we use the 3 central moments and Hu’s 7 invariant moments
[14], which are rotation, translation and scale invariant.

IV. E VALUATION AND F EATURE S ELECTION
In this section, we evaluate how different combinations of
frame descriptors - temporal feature pairs, and key frame spatial feature pairs contribute to the classification accuracy.
The datasets used are from various past studies in different
setting scenarios.
A. General Approach

(22)

The evaluation process can be divided into four parts:
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1) Convert the data stream into features: From the time
domain, first, temporal sequences of the 17 frame descriptors desi (t) are calculated from every stream. Within every
desi (t), a sliding window is performed. Every window is
denoted as n ∈ N . The data in the window is multiplied
with a Tukey window with r = 0.2, to bring the start and
end of the window to zero. For every sliding window, 39
temporal features tfeatj (desi ), j ∈ 1, 2, ...39, i ∈ 1, 2, ...17
are calculated. In the spatial domain, first the input data stream
is cropped with the same window size and window step as the
sliding window for desi (t), but the outputs are the smaller
length of streams, and no Tuken window is applied. Within
each window of streams, 8 key frames KFi are calculated.
Overall 10 spacial features is calculated from every key frame
sfeatj (KFi ), j ∈ 1, 2, ...10, i ∈ 1, 2, ...8.
2) Baseline cross-validation: To carry out balanced training, all classes are trimmed to the same amount of windows
by random selecting. The amount of windows is the class that
has the least windows. K-fold cross-validation is performed
with multiple classifiers, and the accuracy is used to compare
different classifier’s results.
3) Feature selection: The feature weight evaluation is performed using neighbourhood component analysis (NCA) [17].
The method ranks the most relevant features that contribute to
the classification. Since the features are calculated from two
levels of information: temporal features are calculated first by
reducing the space domain to frame descriptors, then to the
time domain features; as spatial features are calculated first
by reducing the time domain to key frames. Thus, the feature
weight result can either be presented as a feature weight vector
or as a feature weight matrix for either the temporal or spacial
feature methods.
4) Feature reduction: The top-weighted features are selected to perform the same cross-validation. For comparison,
the least weighted features are also evaluated separately.
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) [18] is another commonly used technique for reducing feature dimensions. The
method removes redundancy and outputs a set of eigenvectors
that best describes the variance of the dataset. Each component
is orthogonal to the preceding one so that the eigenvectors
are uncorrelated and thus without redundancy. However, PCA
itself does not take the class label information, it only analyses
the data distribution to remove redundancy but not irrelevant
features. Typically, PCA is used as a step after calculating
the features, and before feeding the information to classifiers.
Therefore, we use NCA instead of PCA to find the features
that are more contributive to distinguishing different classes.
B. Datasets
Three past studies are taken for comparison, they are codenamed as: tablecloth [11], robot skin [12], and leg band [13]
as shown in Figure 2.
In the tablecloth study [11], a TPM fabric with a 30-by-42
matrix is placed on a dining tablet to detect dining related
actions. A main dish plate, a salad bowl, and a glass are
placed on it. Participants eat various food of different textures,
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that would require different actions for dining the food with
a knife and a fork. The force of the actions can propagate
through the cutlery and plates to the tablecloth surface. The
7 action classes are: stir, scoop, cut, poke, scoop, collect and
replace. The sliding window is chosen with 2 second period
and 1 second window step. 10 participants each took part in
8 recordings.
In the robot skin study [12], a TPM fabric with a 20by-20 matrix is used to detect 7 emotionally related touch
gestures onto a dummy arm or a surface, including grab,
poke, press, push, scratch, pinch and stroke. The gestures
are already segmented based on matrix activation, since when
there is no gesture, the matrix is not being pressed. In total, 24
participants took part in 2 recordings. Each recording includes
16 repetitions of every gesture.
In the leg band study [13], a TPM fabric with an 8-by16 matrix is embedded in an elastic compression band that is
placed on the thigh as users take part in gym leg exercises.
The sensor detects the surface pressure of the leg muscles as
planar pressure mechanomyography. The 5 activity classes are:
working out with a cross trainer, leg press, seated leg curl and
leg extension, plus a class contains all non-workout activities.
Based on the activity’s characteristic, the sliding window is
chosen as 4 seconds wide, the window step is 20% of the
window size. Six participants have recorded 4 sessions each.
In this paper, all the participants’ data are merged together
as one dataset for every study (person independent - inclusive
case). Every sliding window or gesture is one sample. The
tablecloth dataset has 10815 samples, robot skin 5376 samples,
and leg band 28425 samples.
C. Neighborhood Component Analysis (NCA)
This subsection briefly explains the NCA method published
in [17] and implemented in Matlab as fscnca. The NCA
method assumes a feature weight vector w as a variable to
be multiplied with the features, and uses an approximate
solver to find the optimal weight vector that maximizes the
correct classification probability (the objective function). (The
mathematical symbols for NCA explanation are not related to
the rest of this paper for the TPM feature set.)
For a d-dimensional dataset of N training points, all the
points from the dataset are taken as a query point once xi . For
each query point, the other points can be taken as its reference
point as a probability pij derived from their weighted distance
enclosed in a kernel function. The probability that this query
point xi is correctly classified is defined as the probability
summation of the reference points that has the same class,
similar to a K-nearest neighbour classifier.
The objective function is the average of all the points’
correct classification probability. After unfolding the relationship, the objective function can be written as a differentiable
function of the feature weight vector, with a tunable parameter
λ which is multiplied with the weight vector’s term in the
objective function:
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Figure 4. Accuracy with varying amount of selected features comparison of four NCA division methods (tablecloth dataset)

F (w) =

N
X



N
X


i=1

j=1,j6=i

Pij yij − λ

d
X


wl2 

•

(26)

l=1

where yij = 1 if the query point and the reference point has
the same class. Since F (w) is differentiable, its maxima can
be approximated with algorithms, such as stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) [19], to find out the feature weight vector w
that maximizes the objective function F (w). In other words,
NCA finds the best feature weight combination that yields the
highest correct classification probability.

•

•

Higher accuracy with the same number of top ranking
features compared to other approaches.
Greater difference between highest accuracy and the accuracy with the least ranking features, than the difference
between highest accuracy and the accuracy with the top
ranking features.
With the same amount of features, top ranking features
should in general result in higher accuracy than least
ranking features.

E. NCA Evaluation
D. NCA division approaches on high dimensional features
A problem of NCA is that when most of the features
contribute to the classification, the approximation may return
to only very few highly weighted features while the others
remain close to zero weight. This leaves the classification
result relatively low with selected high weighted features. Our
solution is to segment these features and perform NCA on
smaller batches, then combine the feature weights. In this
work, four NCA division approaches are investigated:
• All-in-One: all the features are taken under NCA as once.
• Space-time domain split: features are split into two
groups: spatial domain features and temporal domain
features.
• Branched: features are more detailed separated into
branches. In the time domain, a branch is all the temporal
features from one frame descriptor; in the space domain,
a branch is all the spatial features from one key frame.
• K-fold: all features are randomized and split into K equal
partitions. One NCA is performed for each partition.
In the segmented feature groups, the resulting feature weight
vectors are normalized within each group before being concatenated into one vector. The results of the four different
feature division approaches on the smart tablecloth data are
shown in Figure 3. From the result, All-in-One and domainsplit NCA return similar weight for the time domain features,
with zero weight for most of the features. The domain split
NCA gives higher weight on the spatial features as a result
of normalization before merging, but the feature indexes that
are higher than approximate zero are the same between the
two approaches. In the branched and 20-fold NCA, however,
many more features are given higher weight.
To compare which approach is better, cross-validation with
the highest ranking features, in comparison with the lowest
ranking features can be used. A better approach should meet
the following criteria:
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To evaluate which approach yields better feature selection,
cross-validation from the top or least ranking features are
performed. For performance reasons, top or least 2, 5, 10, 20,
40 and 80 features are chosen. The NCA algorithm should
have greater influence on the KNN classifiers since the basic
principle is similar (Euclidean distance to the training data
samples). In this evaluation, a variety of classifiers are chosen:
1) classification tree with 100 maximum splits and Gini’s
diversity index split criterion (Fine Tree)
2) linear discriminant analysis (LDA)
3) support vector machine with a quadratic kernel (Q SVM)
4) support vector machine with a cubic kernel (C SVM)
5) K-nearest neighbor with equally weighted Euclidean
distance and K=10 (KNN 10)
6) K-nearest neighbor with squared inversely weighted
Euclidean distance and K=10 (KNN 10 W)
7) Ensemble of 30 decision tree learners (Bagged Trees)
The results are shown in Figure 4.
For many classifiers, all-in-one and domain split NCA has a
near symmetric accuracy distribution centered at all features;
sometimes with the least ranking features, there are higher
accuracy points than the corresponding top ranking features.
From this, we concluded that the feature weights derived
by these two methods are no better than random selection.
Branched and 20 Fold NCA, on the other hand, in general,
meet the criteria listed above, and have a similar trend of the
accuracy values. The highest ranking features result in higher
accuracy values than the lowest ranking features.
The top 2 ranking features already result in over 80%
accuracy for Bagged Trees and the two KNN classifiers.
While for the other classifiers, Fine Tree, LDA and SVM,
the accuracy values are significantly lower. This may because
these classifiers work by separating the feature space with
modelled boundaries, while KNN and bagged trees do not use
such boundaries to distinguish different classes. The data’s
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nature may not fit very well with the classifiers’ algorithms,
e.g., the data may not have clean-shaped boundaries, or the
same class may have several clusters. However, this cannot be
further investigated at this point due to the high dimensionality.
The least 2 ranking features result in close to chance level
(14.3% for 7 classes) accuracy values, thus means the NCA
successfully identify the less relevant features. As the number
of features taken grows, the accuracy of both top and least
ranking features increase, but the top ranking features give
higher accuracy than the least ranking ones.
As branched NCA is not a generic approach, and K-Fold
NCA can be performed on any feature sets, this work will
continue with K-Fold NCA. Figure 5 shows the top ranking
features but with more amount of taken features until all
of them are chosen. From it, the accuracy has come to a
stable level close to 90% between 10 to 160 features for
most classifiers except for LDA and Fine Tree; while from
240 features on, the accuracy has another increase that is on
the similar level with all the features. This shows that only the
top 10 features are sufficient for this dataset for moderately
high accuracy, and 240 features are adequate to explain all the
class discriminant as good as with all features.

Figure 5. Top ranking features of the 20 fold NCA on the tablecloth dataset
to locate the optimal amount of features.

F. Application Variance and Discussions
To be displayed only as a linear vector of values as in Figure
3 is not sufficient to tell which feature calculation method is
more relevant. Therefore, the feature weight vector is reshaped
into two 2-dimensional matrices according to the frame descriptor - temporal feature combination or key frame - spacial
feature combination as a feature weight matrix (F WM ). For
the tablecloth dataset, the temporal feature weight matrix
F WMt is shown in Figure 6, and the spacial feature weight
matrix F WMs is in Figure 9(1). From F WMt , it can be
seen that some temporal features have no contribution, such
as skewness, kurtosis, including the skewness and kurtosis
for the wavelet transform. Some frame descriptors are more
important, such as des2 variance, des3 range, des5 mean
absolute deviation. All the 7 Hu’s moments des11 to des17
are less important. It is possibly a result that in this dataset,
the objects are all plates or glasses, and their footprints are all
circular. Hence, the shape descriptors are not contributing to
the activity. From F WMs , the key frames describe the static
values, such as KF1 and KF2 are less contributive, while the
key frames that describe the dynamic changes all have greater
feature weights.
Two other datasets are evaluated with the same process,
and the resulting plots of ‘number of features’ - accuracy
plots are in Figure 10. (SVM classifiers are not used for
evaluation here due to performance constraints.) Referring
to the NCA evaluation criteria, NCA has effectively located
relevant features in all datasets. Feature weight matrix are
shown in Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9(2)(3). Table I
compares the accuracy of the original studies with the TPM
feature set. The top 20 features from each dataset are further
listed in Table II.
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Figure 6. Temporal feature weight - Smart tablecloth dataset.

Comparing the F WMt and F WMs of all datasets, highest
ranking features are different for specific applications. There
are only three features that are present in all datasets’ top 40
features. For example, skewness and kurtosis have relatively
high weight for the robot skin dataset, and also have higher
weights in some of the frame descriptors for the leg band
dataset. The FFT features have almost no weight in the robot
skin dataset, while these features are significantly relevant in
the tablecloth and leg band dataset. And when FFT features
have more weight, wavelet transform features also have more
TABLE I. ACCURACY COMPARISON OF THE ORIGINAL STUDIES
AND THE TPM FEATURE SET
Dataset

Original Study

TPM Feature Set

Tablecloth
Robot Skin
Leg Band

91.2%
92.7%
81.7 %

91.4 %
94.7 %
98.2 %
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TABLE II. TOP RANKING FEATURES
Tablecloth dataset
Ranking

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Des/KF
Feature
Domain

5
17
T

2
10
T

2
37
T

3
37
T

2
17
T

1
17
T

3
36
T

2
3
T

5
22
T

3
17
T

Ranking

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Des/KF
Feature
Domain

3
1
T

3
20
T

14
27
T

5
35
T

5
8
T

3
35
T

3
27
T

6
3
S

10
3
T

3
22
T

Robot Skin dataset

Figure 7. Temporal feature weight (robot skin dataset)

Figure 8. Spatial feature weight (leg band dataset)

weight. This is expected since both FFT and wavelet transform
describes frequency information. In the leg band dataset, Hu’s
7 moments as frame descriptors have significantly higher
weight than the other two dataset. Spatial features on average
have less weight in the tablecloth and robot skin datasets than
in the leg band datasets.
The key conclusion is that, for different applications, the
TPM sensor data exhibit different natures.
G. Performance Benchmark
We evaluated the computational performance with a dataset
recording file (.mat format) of 286MB (Leg Band dataset
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Ranking

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Des/KF
Feature
Domain

3
21
T

3
16
T

4
34
T

4
8
S

4
1
S

3
31
T

4
15
T

6
7
S

3
1
T

4
22
T

Ranking

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Des/KF
Feature
Domain

3
7
T

2
1
T

4
27
T

4
39
T

4
16
T

3
1
S

4
7
S

3
6
S

3
15
T

4
2
S

Leg Band dataset
Ranking

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Des/KF
Feature
Domain

2
32
T

7
37
T

6
22
T

5
17
T

5
22
T

15
35
T

8
31
T

15
32
T

9
25
T

8
1
S

Ranking

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Des/KF
Feature
Domain

8
15
T

9
35
T

3
31
T

15
3
T

12
17
T

15
22
T

8
16
T

4
3
T

8
17
T

6
32
T

person 1 recording 1). The benchmark was carried out on
a 2018 MacBook Pro with a six-core 2.6GHz Intel Core
i7 processor, and Matlab 2019a. The total frame descriptors
calculation took 43.87s and total key frames 2.47s. All the
temporal features from all frame descriptors took 350.05s
and the spatial features 0.765s. During the temporal feature
calculation, the most time consuming process is the fast
wavelet transform, which takes 281.35s out of the 350.05s.
The 20 fold NCA with all the recordings from the leg band
dataset took 926.83s.
However, since the feature set is meant to help explore the
useful features for specific data set offline, the computational
requirement is less important. With the NCA optimization
method, developers can further reduce and select the features
to be computed based on their specific requirements.
V. C ONCLUSION
A generic feature calculation method, the TPM feature
set, is proposed in this paper. Built upon various relevant
studies, it can be used to extract information from both the
space and time domains for the TPM imagery. Through our
evaluation, our approach shows superior accuracy compared to
the original studies in which the datasets were published with
ad hoc algorithms. Not all features contribute equally, and the
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Figure 9. Spatial feature weight matrices of the three datasets.

Figure 10. Feature number against accuracy for the Robot Skin and Leg Band dataset with 20 fold and branched NCA.

feature weights vary with different applications. Neighborhood
component analysis can be used to locate and explain the
more contributing features and further optimise a system by
reducing feature calculation efforts.
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Abstract—New devices generate, send, and display messages about
their status, data retrieval, and device information. An increase
in the number of notifications received, tends to reduce their
tolerance. This article sets out a notification management system
focused on user profiles and environments. The solution involves
transferring notifications in a multi-device scenario using MQTT
and CoAP technologies, while also adopting privacy criteria. It
consists of three modules, the first of which was a prototype
and evaluated using real devices, the second is a decision module
and the third which was a dispatcher module for processing the
messages.
Keywords–Notifications management; data privacy; internet of
things.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Ubiquitous computing is currently an everyday phenomenon in which we are surrounded by mobile devices, such
as smartphones, tablets, clocks, televisions, and other smart
devices. According to [1], the computer has been imperceptibly
shipped into the environment for the user. These devices also
meet the demands of the users and, in turn, collect data from
them [2]. In light of this, there has been a comparable growth
in mobile device networks, and as [3] and [4] state, devices
can be used to process an extensive collection of data from
the most wide-ranging events and points of interest.
The devices have become ubiquitous, and as a result, there
has been a rise in the number of notifications delivered. This
delivery requires a management system that can deal with
multiple devices since the number of interruptions caused by so
many notifications can distract the user’s attention. According
to [5], there is a need to bring together communication, the
user, and the devices being employed, to ensure data privacy
is protected. This task entails providing accurate information
to the right recipient, establishing rules for timely decisionmaking, as well as choosing the location.
This work requires using the control and management
notifications with a suitable network for transferring messages
through devices using CoAP and MQTT protocols. The CoAP
was defined by the IETF [6] in 2014 and is the most recent
protocol of the two. The method of using CoAP is similar
to HTTP, since it follows the client/server model, and makes
use of REST. Its mode of operation includes HTTP methods
such as POST, PUT, UPDATE and DELETE. However, the
UDP-based communication of this protocol is different from
that of HTTP. The MQTT is an application layer protocol that
is already designed for devices with low computational power
and it uses the publish/subscribe architecture. This means that
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when a client posts a M message on a particular topic, each
client enrolled in the T topic will receive the M message. In
the same way as the HTTP, the MQTT depends on the TCP
protocol and IP that are involved. However, compared with
HTTP, MQTT is designed to have a lower cost in the protocol
stack.
The main difference between CoAP and MQTT is that
the former runs on UDP, while the latter runs on top of
TCP. Since UDP is not reliable in its acknowledgment of
a receipt, CoAP provides a reliability mechanism. This is
carried out by using both confirmable and non-confirmable
messages. Confirmable messages are entirely dependent on
a commit message, while non-confirmable messages do not
need acknowledgment. Another difference between CoAP and
MQTT is the availability of different levels of QoS. The MQTT
defines three levels of QoS while the CoAP does not offer
different levels.
This paper is structured into six sections: Section II
presents the related works; Section III is dedicated to the
description of the proposed solution and comparison between
MQTT and CoAP are presented in Section IV; Section V
presents the prototype and the experimental results and, finally;
in Section VI, we present the conclusions and contributions obtained.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

The papers selected in this chapter emerged from a systematic review of the literature. In the search for the best
time for the delivery of notifications and breakpoint discovery
methods [7], the authors sought to execute the task directly on
the mobile device. The application can detect breakpoints and
then deliver notifications.
In [8], a study was conducted to predict the most opportune
time for delivering the notification to the user employing a
dataset obtained from the Android system which displays a
pop-up notification format. The process ends after a pairing
device and browser. In the study by [9], it is stated that before
notifications can be delivered effectively to a user with IoT
devices, it is first necessary to understand the user’s real need.
The main challenge is determining the user´s interest, which
may vary according to his/her status.
The work of [10] is a provisional study and only attempts
to predict which device should be selected to deliver the
notification. Although the dataset of notification is used to
train the algorithms, the solution is based on different machine
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learning algorithms and allows the system to be evaluated. The
result is to some extent synthetic and assumes that the data
available for the notification are precise. As early as [9], the
author examines an approach to access user notifications, (usually for registration purposes), by establishing an open-source
framework for searching notifications on mobile devices.
III.

PRISER

The solution that was found makes use of UbiPri’s privacy and control management middleware [11], which differs
from other existing solutions by providing a generic privacy
management and control model. One of the components refers
to services; this is called PRISER [12] and is responsible for
managing notifications. The application involves assigning a
lifetime value to the notification. In the case of a device without
Internet access, in a given environment, it should be possible
to send medium and high priority notifications in another way,
such as by sending an SMS.
In PRISER, a mobile device application was developed to
gather, and record notifications executed in the second plan.
All the requirements and running jobs in the second plan
are reliable and can be run in almost all android versions.
After granting users rights to manage services, this service
is executed in the second plan on a permanent basis and
receives a callback when a notification is added to or removed
from the system. The Notifications are stored in the device
memory and can be navigated by the device administrator. A
JSON object comprises all the notification information. The
infrastructure is based on open standards and used on the
Internet and IoT devices, such as the CoAP protocol and the
MQTT message queuing protocol for low-capacity devices.
The proposed architecture is composed of three modules: the
collector mentioned above, the decision and dispatcher. These
modules are highlighted in blue in Figure 1.

Notiﬁcation Management System

Privacy
Device

User
Environment
Device

App
Android

Decision

MQTT

Criteria
Priority
TTL
User proﬁle
Envinronment

User

id
group
proﬁle

Dispatcher

A. Notification Collector
The notifications of the device are stored in the device
memory and can be navigated by the device administrator. An
Android app was used for this test, and its installation was
based in [5]. A JSON object comprising all the notification
information is obtained, in accordance with the items mentioned above.
B. Decision Maker
The main purpose of the decision module in the notification management system is decision-making, and receiving
information concerning the privacy of the environment, the
device or even the user. The module seeks to answer the
following questions: (i) what is the best location to receive the
message?; (ii) when is the best time to show the notification
to the chosen user? (iii) in which device will the chosen users
receive the notification? and (vi) what is the best way to send
the notification?. The most important feature of this module is
the way it is used to make decisions.
According to [10], a decision tree algorithm creates a
flowchart pattern, in which each internal node represents a
test attribute, each branch represents the test result, and each
node in the sheet represents a label. The root- to-leaf paths
represent the classification rules for issuing the notification
This module also aggregates criteria information about the
user context (e.g., location, status, current activity), as well
as information related to the notification for a lifetime. The
criteria serve important purposes in the NMS, such as the
way information is used to choose the device and to alert the
user (e.g., vibration, sound or light) or to display notifications
received that are based on the user’s location.
C. Dispatcher
Finally, the dispatcher adapts the notifications to the chosen
target devices and then sends them. When handling notifications that are only intended for one device, this causes certain
problems. The first point is that the user must always be
charging the device, or remain close to it. The second point
refers to connectivity, during which the device that the user
uses may become disconnected, or even be without a battery.
The dispatcher module is based on an architecture that uses
multiple devices as shown above in Figure reffig:diagrama1.
Both MQTT and CoAP can be used in the dispatcher. Routing
messages for IoT include smart-things and devices and provide
a web service for third-party applications. The MQTT and
CoAP applications are described below.
IV.

MQTT

IoT

CoAP

Device

Webservices

MQTT AND C OAP

This section is dedicated to experiments performed on
multiple devices, including proposals for message transmission
and notifications between devices using the MQTT and CoAP
message protocols. Packet transmission times and tests from
notification quantities were used.
A. Collect and Share using MQTT

Figure 1: PRISER: Notification Management System [13]
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The notifications collected in an Android device are shared
with the decision module through the publish/subscribe that
implements an MQTT protocol. The WebSocket unit provides
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the communication layer between a combination of the clientside and the server-side for MQTT. The reaper unit receives
heartbeat events from operational devices and the component
for connecting the devices is called triproxy because it deals
with three endpoints instead of the usual two. They can have
more than one instance of running simultaneously, and then
give a comma-separated list to the provider.
The unit below uses a provider in the dispatcher module
unit for making a connection to the Android Debug Bridge
(ADB) and starting worker processes for each device. It then
sends and receives commands from the processor. Its purpose
is to send and receive requests from the app units and distribute
them across the processor among the units.
B. Collect and Share using CoAP

at 1GHz, while running the Debian 9.4OS and Raspberry Pi
model 3 which has 1GB of RAM and an ARM Cortex-A53,
1.2GHz.
V.

P ROTOTYPE AND E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

The initial tests of the collector module proved that,
depending on the number of notifications a user receives,
the collection process can alternate between every 10 and
60 seconds. A large accumulation of notifications of just
the operating system was noticed when using notification by
application. The application used for the tests were initially
developed by Weber et al. [5] and described in PRISER [13].
This application is shown in Figure 3. Only the message
transmission control part and the protocols were used for this
work. This resulted in a comparison System for Notifications
x Notifications of an application shown in Figure 4.

In the case of CoAP, the notification system employs a
request/response system for transferring messages to other
devices. A gateway called COSGP-IoT was implemented that
relied on the methods and other resources provided by the
libcoap2 library, which is the default system for limited
capacity devices. This method makes the server responsible
for assigning the appropriate working logic of the GET,
PUT and DELETE methods defined by the CoAP protocol
specifications. It follows the Constrained Restful Environment
(CORE) architecture, that includes the Write / Read and Full /
Partial of the OSGP model. Also, it supports Pending Events
Descriptors (PEDs), which act as the Pending Activator Tables,
that are essential for maintenance and general scalability. It
should be noted here that there is an absence of a POST
function, which can be explained by the lack of an analog
method from the OSGP model; thus, it is not necessary to
implement the type of request in question.
The following are invoked for its use: a) the gateway
function, b) an individual call for each request and response,
and c) a corresponding translation method and d) , mapping
the data when extracting certain attributes, such as a message
identifier, request/response, packet size and token. The data
repository of the CoAP server is one of the resources that can
be added in the context of the application, and it is through
this that the methods must be called. When used for the CoAP
requests, this work carried out the implementation of a client
in Python, owing to the practicality of the language and ease
of use of the libraries available for the platform.

Figure 3: NMS Notification collector. [13]

80 No. of Notifications
60
40

Apps
System

20

6
Figure 2: GET Full method for received message.

The testing environment consisted of the hardware implementation of the code developed. The chosen development
platform, that was focused on integrating implementations
planned in the work, were divided between the client and
server. In the case of the CoAP client, it was decided to use the
BeagleBone Black microcontroller, which has 512MB of RAM
and an ARM Cortex A8 AM3358 CPU with a core operating
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Figure 4: Notification by System x Notification by App per
hour.

A. MQTT Results
The purpose of the second experiment is to compare the
MQTT transfer and latency to forward a notification. First, a
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transmission was carried out by dividing the packets into the
MQTT. 64, 128, 256 and 512 bytes were used for a total load
of 1024, 2048, 4096 and 8192. In every case, a JSON file was
simulated. The results are shown in Figure 5.

B. CoAP Results

Time(ms)
1024
60
2048
4096
40
8192
20

128 bytes

The requirements imposed on NMS were based on the
taxonomy and continued as rules and regulations in accordance
with research in the literature. The evidence obtained from this
article is as follows.

256 bytes

FULL

512 bytes

Size
Figure 5: MQTT Publish transmission splited in packets on
Beaglebone Black microcontroller.

The performance results of CoAP and the translation functions, together with the resources coming from the standard
C language libraries, were obtained directly from the source
code of the gateway. The results are arranged in milliseconds
in the graphs below. The communication latency between the
devices was discounted . Only the PUT and GET Fulls methods
were tested, in view of the complexity involved in describing
the results and the nature of the article. The payloads of the
CoAP packages had JSON files of sizes varying between 1024,
2048, 4096 and 8192 bytes. These were divided into packets
smaller than 64 bytes, which allowed a larger sample and
greater control. Each method was tested 4 times, making a
total of 960 packets for each of the two methods tested. The
first test can be seen in Figure 8.

Time (ms)
1024
2048
4096
20
8192
30

10

128 bytes

256 bytes

FULL

512 bytes

Size
Figure 6: MQTT publishing with split packages on Raspberry
Pi device.
The results obtained through the comparison showed that
the CoAP is efficient for a low volume of messages but when
the volume increases the MQTT is more efficient; further tests
must be carried out to measure the degree of efficiency during
the work. This result is shown in Figure 7.
20 Time(s)

There is a difference between the processing time of the
PUT Full requests made by the two microcontrollers. The
requests for translation from the CoAP script to OSGP took
up more time (between 0.021 ms and 0.175 ms) than the
response translations (0.002ms to 0.018 ms), owing to the
number of fields and amount of information used by the OSGP
packages. The total time for the method ranged from 0.076 ms
to 0.538 ms. However, in Figure 9, the processing time between
both types of hardware is technically the same (except for the
fluctuation rates that may occur) for the GET Full method.

15
10

MQTT
CoAP

5

200

400

800

0

160

Figure 7: MQTT vs CoAP.
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0
320
Messages

The read response translations from OSGP to CoAP were
predictably the most detachable, with times varying between
0.41ms and 0.318ms. The requests were given in the order of
0.003ms to 0.027ms and the total amount of time ranged from
0.083ms to 0.608ms.
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Abstract— This paper presents NEWTON Earth Course large
scale pilot developed and deployed as part of the NEWTON
Project. The pilot consists of a number of innovative
applications that teach STEM topics part of the primary school
curriculum. A demo of the Earth Course Pilot will be provided
during the presentation session.

The educational applications cover a set of topics part of four
main areas: Atmosphere, Geosphere, Biosphere and
Astronomy. The applications use various technologies and
innovative pedagogical methods (e.g., Augmented and
Virtual Reality, gamification, game-based learning and
problem-based learning) to achieve the learning objectives
specific to the primary school curriculum specific to the 5th
grade and 6th grade and to improve learning satisfaction. The
applications are also suitable for children with special
educational needs, specifically hearing impairments.
The main applications (see Fig.1) employed in this pilot
are:
 Water Cycle in Nature, focusing on precipitation
formation and related topics, such as vaporisation,
evaporation and condensation;
 Wildlife, focusing on a set of terrestrial animals, such
as deer, brown bear, lynx, wolf, wild boar, fox, hare
and moose;
 Sea-Life, focusing on the aquatic world and
presenting educational material on sea creatures such
as sharks, stingrays, dolphins, puffer fish, jellyfish,
octopus, orc, turtle, clownfish, seahorse;
 Final Frontier game, presenting the rocky planets,
the giant gas planets and an astronomical bodies
such as the Moon part of the Solar System;
 Geography application, focusing on educational
content about Ireland and United Kingdom,
including its monuments and archaeological sites.
The deployment of the Earth Course pilot was done using
the online NEWTON project platform called NEWTELP
(NEWTON Technology Enhanced Learning Platform) and it
involved all applications, knowledge tests and questionnaires
for assessing learner experience, usability of the platform and
applications as well as knowledge gain evaluation. The pilot
was deployed in three European schools and results
presented in various papers [4]-[7]. Eight separate learning
sessions were carried out employing digital educational
content developed as part of the NEWTON project.
Focus groups and interviews were carried out with
learners and teachers, in order to assess the effect and
benefits of the pilot. Noteworthy is that the children
participating in this course enjoyed each session, and got
excited every time when the NEWTON team was setting up
the classroom for another Earth Course session. Some
children already came up with ideas on other applications
and what other interesting subjects they might like to learn.

Keywords: STEM Education; technology enhanced learning;
augmented reality; game based learning.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Technology-Enhanced Learning (TEL) methods are
currently one of the proposed teaching solutions for the
increasing lack of interest in science, technology,
engineering and mathematic (STEM) subjects. These
subjects are perceived as boring and difficult to be studied.
Therefore, many students seem to become disengaged in
such topics, especially if they are struggling to understand
certain complex concepts leading to diminishing grades. TEL
solutions offer various teaching approaches that help
students to understand better STEM topics, thus increasing
their interest and engagement. It has been observed in
primary schools the majority of students are interested in
STEM topics and it is important to continue fostering
students’ interest in these throughout their education, from
primary to secondary and third-level institutions.
The NEWTON project [1] is an EU Horizon 2020funded project involving 14 partners from seven countries.
The main objectives of the project include building a
networked platform to facilitate integration and
dissemination of many technology-enhanced learning (TEL)
materials and innovative learning approaches. NEWTON
also investigates the impact of using various forms TEL
materials, such as serious games, virtual labs, fabrication
labs, augmented reality, virtual reality, and innovative
learning approaches, such as problem-based learning, on
students’ learning outcome and affective states. Various
courses covering STEM subjects were developed and
deployed in European educational institutions [2]-[4].
II.

EARTH COURSE PILOT

Earth Course is one of the NEWTON Project’s largescale pilots that focuses on primary school education and it
was carried out across Europe in Ireland, Slovakia and
Romania, 172 students have participated in the study. The
Earth Course pilot includes a set of educational applications
developed in an effort to attract children to STEM subject.
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Water Cycle in Nature application (Nature
Environment

Water Cycle in Nature application (Virtual
Lab - Boiling Experiment)

Sea-life Application – Nature Environment

Sea-life application – Virtual Lab

Final Frontier Game - Venus

Final Frontier game – Virtual Library

Figure 1. Water Cycle, Final Frontier and Sea-life applications part of the NEWTON Earth Course Pilot

The overall feedback from teachers that applied the Earth
Course pilot in their class was positive. They all noted the
enjoyment students exhibited during these sessions as well as
their engagement in each topic. Teachers are very open to
using novel technologies seeing the benefits of the
NEWTON-based lessons. However, schools’ infrastructure
were sometimes lacking the necessary equipment. Teachers
also noted that it is imperative to have a more established
communication between TEL designers and teachers,
emphasizing the need to improve teachers’ familiarity and
involvement with TEL approaches.
In terms of learner satisfaction, the majority of the
students who exhibited positive learning satisfaction
following NEWTON-based lessons were students who
already have positive attitudes to school and they were used
to employing technology as well as those students who do
not have issues with STEM subjects. It is notable the fact
that students who do not like school reported significant
improvements in knowledge assessment tests, specifically
preferring to use NEWTON apps when learning STEM
topics and an increased enjoyment level during NEWTONbased lessons compared to their usual STEM classes.
III.

CONCLUSIONS

Summarizing, learner’s experience and knowledge
results analysis show that the NEWTON approach lessons
applied in primary schools increased children’s interest in
Technology Enhanced Learning, which also improved their
engagement in STEM subjects. NEWTON approach also
provided a beneficial support in terms of knowledge
acquisition and can be employed by teachers as an aiding
tool to better illustrate to children various STEM concepts.
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Abstract— In this paper, we illustrate a practical way to
determine the systematic error of a micro-electro-mechanical
systems inertia measurement unit sensor-based altitude and
height reference system mounted on a drill-head for
underground navigation. This enables for calibration purposes
and for alignment of the system in a designated global
reference frame. Furthermore, an extension of this is to enable
for onboard real-time calibration in the field with direct access
to required parameters over a designed underground wireless
ad hoc sensor network telemetry system. This contribution is in
line with the embedded systems component of the ubiquitous
devices and operative systems track of the conference.

during a drilling operation irrespective of the drill depth. An
extension of this will be to enable the calibration process to
be done directly on the field while only communicating the
required parameters for the process.
In general, the contribution of this paper is to provide a
methodology for MEMS sensor positioning and calibration
which can be applied (on-field) by making use of a robotic
arm-mounted miniature drill-head where different
orientations can be simulated thus representing a multiposition platform for effective sensor calibration. Our
robotic-arm-mounted IMU-based AHRS drill-head is
programmed at preset orientations whose positions are
accurately known from the settings on the robotic arm and
used in the estimation of the deterministic errors. The
known orientation angles are used with the known local
gravity vector to establish the resolved known MEMS
accelerometer output data from each of the 3 orthogonal
axes which is then used in the determination of the
calibration parameters.
Sensor system testing and calibration for Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU)-based navigation systems is of
critical importance and has significant consequences in
terms of cost and performance of the host vehicle. Basically,
the testing and calibration techniques employed needs to
reflect the type of application and importantly, the
environment in which the sensor and systems are to operate
[2]-[6]. Testing is done to enable the output signals to be
calibrated and to understand the behavior of the device unit
in various situations and environment. In other terms,
sensors are calibrated by comparing the analogue or digital
signals produced by the sensor with the known input
motion. So, for instance, from the rate transfer tests, the
output signals from a gyroscope can be compared with the
accurately known rotation rate and the scale factor deduced.
Also, using gravity vector as an accurate standard, the scalefactor of an accelerometer can be defined. Application of
error compensation is then utilized to correct the effects of a
predictable systematic error. A basic requirement is that an
error process can be represented by an equation and
modelled mathematically, and that a signal corresponding to
the disturbing effect such as temperature or acceleration, is
available and can be measured to the required accuracy [4].
The accuracy that may be achieved from the application of
compensation techniques is dependent on precisely how the

Keywords-calibration; deterministic;
MEMS; sensor guided drill process;

I.

stochastic;

AHRS;

INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in the field of wellbore drilling has
seen the gradual migration towards the concept of
digitalization of key aspects of the entire drilling operation
[1]. This has therefore seen the move towards the
optimization of drilling operations utilizing the so-called
modern technology tools so as to gain economic advantage
by way of improving the efficiency of the drilling process
[1]. There is therefore a push towards sensor-controlled
deep drilling process so as to provide suitable sensor data
continuously in real-time. This requires a deeper
understanding of multimodal sensors/sensor networks and
their conditions of use. Therefore, for field test verification,
we have realized an appropriate ad-hoc sensor network
along the entire drill string. We also describe the necessity
for using a suitable calibration process and give an outlook
on how we can generate training data in the next steps to
provide a deep neural network solution to process the sensor
data.
In our Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS)based Altitude and Height Reference System (AHRS) for
bottom hole trajectory tracking, the main concept is to
minimize the errors associated with the IMU sensors before
the application of a suitable mathematical model in order to
obtain an optimal estimation of the orientation and therefore
improve the trajectory of the well path. To facilitate this
process is our in-house designed and developed
underground wireless ad hoc sensor network borehole
telemetry system which allows for real-time data exchange
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coefficients in the “error” equations represents the actual
sensor errors. The representation can often vary as a
function of time, the environment in which the sensor is
used and how often it is used. For more demanding
applications, it may be necessary to re-calibrate the sensor
regularly, to ensure that the compensation routines are as
effective as required by the particular application. Usually,
the sensor system is mounted on a multi-axis table or on a
rig. The unit may be rotated through a series of accurately
known angles and positioned in different orientations with
respect to the local gravity vector. The dominant sensor
errors may then be determined from static measurements of
acceleration and turn rate taken in each orientation of the
unit.
In Section II of our paper, we provide an overview of the
related works on the approach utilized for IMU sensor
calibration. Section III then outlines the general equation
model representation for the combined form of the
deterministic and stochastic model of the IMU sensor output
data. In Section IV, we discuss the calibration process and
the methodology for determination of the calibration
parameters for finding the deterministic errors associated
with two mounted inexpensive MEMS IMU sensors used
for the wellbore trajectory tracking process. We then discuss
an experimental setup for verification of our calibration
process. In Section V, we give the conclusion and an
overview of ongoing research in view of the adaptation of
deep-learning techniques to improve the calibration process.
II.

RELATED WORKS

Introduction to topics surrounding AHRS fail to
sufficiently describe the error characteristics of the inertial
systems. Inertial system design and performance prediction
depends on accurate knowledge of sensor level behavior and
therefore it is important to be able to understand and analyze
the intrinsic noise characteristics of the IMU sensors to
develop the necessary stochastic model to be used in the
AHRS model. Generally, the IMU sensor errors are
composed of the deterministic and stochastic parts. The
main deterministic errors are the bias and misalignment
errors. The misalignment errors are composed of the scale
factor and the non-orthogonal errors of the sensor [3]-[5].
Laboratory calibration procedures are normally employed in
the elimination of these deterministic errors. El-Diasty et al.
[3] discussed two calibration methodologies used to find the
calibration parameters in order to remove the deterministic
errors (systematic errors); inertial biases (bias offset), scale
factor and non-orthogonality errors. This involves the sixposition static test (up and down position for the inertial
sensor axes) [3]-[5]. Basically, the non-orthogonality error
is as a result of the imperfect mounting of the IMU sensors
along the orthogonal axis at the time of manufacturing.
However, in most cases, upon the final integration of the
IMU sensor in the final application hardware, there is also
the need for a re-calibration of the IMU sensor output as a
result of imperfection in the alignment of the IMU sensor
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with respect to the final application hardware, which in this
case is the drill-head. In the field, there is the difficulty or
lack of adequate means to properly re-calibrate the inertial
sensors after physically mounting of the hardware on the
respective device. This approach therefore provides a means
to utilize the drill tube holder which has the ability to be
oriented at different angular positions like that of a robotic
arm to be utilized for the purposes of calibration.
El-Diasty et al. [3] work is based on the premise that the
IMU sensor is in alignment with local gravity vector and
therefore gives a general description of how the calibration
parameters are determined using the two-position static tests
in the zenith direction for the case of the MEMS
accelerometer. In their approach, the calibration was done
by inducing an excitation signal as input to MEMS
accelerometer which is done with local gravity as the
excitation/reference signal [3]. In the case of the MEMS
gyroscope, the test is done by the use of a two-position
dynamic test in any direction [4]. This involves a gyro
excitation signal input in the form of a known rotation rate
using a calibration turn-table. They discuss further the socalled six position direct method and the six-position
weighted least square method approach to determine the
inertial bias, scale factor and non-orthogonal deterministic
errors. However, for certain applications, this zenith
position is determined by the geometry (physical structure)
of the application hardware of interest which for our case
would be the bottom hole assembly or the drill-head. The
sensor reference frame is defined by the body to which the
IMU MEMS sensor is strapped unto. This therefore
necessitates the need to determine the alignment of the IMU
MEMS sensor relative to the body frame of bottom hole
assembly or drill-head on which it is mounted. So basically,
the final deployment would require for a re-alignment of the
IMU MEMS sensors with respect to the drill-head
orientation.
III.

GENERAL MODEL OF THE IMU SENSOR

The output from the IMU MEMS accelerometer and
gyroscope illustrating both the deterministic and stochastic
errors is given as shown in (1) and (2). For the MEMS
gyroscope triad with instantaneous output  m , we have

(

)

 m =  g +  g   + b g +  b g + wg

(1)

and for the MEMS accelerometer triad with instantaneous
linear acceleration output f , we have
m

f

m

= (  a +  a )   + ba +  ba + wa

 is the
and  a

(2)

where

true instantaneous output of the gyroscope

triad

and

 g represent the 3x3 matrices of the

misalignment (scale factor and non-orthogonal) errors of the
accelerometer and gyroscope respectively. b a and b g are
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the biases in m/s2 and deg/s respectively for the
accelerometer and gyroscope respectively.  a and

 g are 3x3 matrices comprising of the

residual scale and

non-orthogonal errors (non-diagonal elements),

 b g are

residual biases,

 ba

and

wa and w g are the zero mean

white noise (deg/s for gyros and m/s2 for acceleration).
So basically the deterministic part of the scale factor and
non-orthogonality and the bias can be determined in the
laboratory calibration approach that allows for the direct
estimation of the bias and misalignment which can be
removed from the raw measurements say m and f m [3];
the raw gyroscope and accelerometer output, before being
used in the implementation of the inertial machination
equations. The corrected measurements in body reference
frame is given as
(3)
 bib =  M g   +  b g + wg

f b =  a  f +  ba + wa
Basically
and

 bib

 a

and

(4)

f b still contain random errors:  g

matrices comprising residual scale errors

(diagonal elements) and residual non-orthogonal errors
(non-diagonal elements) for gyro and accelerometer
respectively. El-Diasty et al. [3] also elaborates on the
different stochastic models as random constant, random
walk, Gauss-Markov process that is used with the Kalman
filter for optimal estimation of the gyroscope and
accelerometer outputs to provide accurate and continuous
navigation solution.
IV.

CALIBRATION IN THE GLOBAL REFERENCE FRAME FOR
DETERMINISTIC ERRORS

The calibration of our IMU-based AHRS miniature drillhead involved finding the parameters/coefficients that map
the measured MEMS accelerometer and gyroscope triad
outputs from each sensor’s reference frame unto our
designated navigation reference frame shown as the global
reference frame in Figure 1.

Figure 1a. IMU MEMS sensors mounted on the drill-head and to be
aligned to the common global reference frame
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Figure 1b. Sensors mounted on the miniature drill-head and further
mounted on the KUKA robotic arm

In our setup, for the IMU sensors, we used the Vectornav100T and the MPU-9255 MEMS sensors which are of
industrial and consumer grade respectively. The IMU
MEMS accelerometer output data model is represented by
the linear equation given as

f m =  a  f + ba + wa
g

(5)

where f m is the observed measurement acceleration vector
consisting of the outputs of the x, y and z axes of the MEMS
accelerometer triad IMU sensor , f g is the resolved
accelerometer vector at a preset orientation,  is the
misalignment matrix with the unknown parameters, b
represents the static bias and w denotes the zero-mean
white Gaussian noise. The equation represents that for
which a linear regression analysis by which an attempt to
find the best, in the least-square sense, straight line to fit a
given set of data can be made.
A. Experimental setup and description
Our experimental setup consisted of the two IMU
sensors mentioned earlier; Vectornav-100T and the MPU9255, each composed of a MEMS gyroscope accelerometer
triad with axis orthogonal and mounted on a miniature drillhead to form our AHRS integrated system. Eight preset
orientations at predefined and accurately measured angles
on the Kuka Robot was programmed. At each defined
orientation, 1000 measurements were recorded from both
sensors at a data rate of 20Hz. This was then used in the
formulation given in (6) to generate the unknown regression
parameters for the misalignment and bias which minimizes
the errors using the maximum likelihood estimation method.
Given a set of parameter values with the matrix
representation and observations, the estimated regression
parameters were determined. The general equation is written
in the form.
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Y =   +  r

(6)

This is represented as
 f mx 
 i
Y i =  f myi 


 f mzi 
1 0 0

 i = 0 1 0

0 0 1

(7)

f a _ xi

f a _ yi

f a _ zi

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

f a _ xi

f a _ yi

f a _ zi

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

f a _ xi

f a _ yi

0 

0 

f a _ zi 

positions (p) preset on the robotic arm with respect to our
designated global/navigation reference frame. The recorded
measurement in the respective orientation from both MEMS
IMU accelerometer sensors is given in Table II. At each
orientation position, up to 1000 readings were taken and
then afterwards averaged to obtain the respective output on
each axis. The output from the Vectornav-100T
accelerometer is labelled as the vn_ax, vn_ay and vn_az for
the respective x, y, and z axes while for that of the MPU9255 accelerometer is labelled mpu_ax, mpu_ay and
mpu_az respectively.
TABLE II.

(8)
 = bx by bz  xx  xy  xz  yx  yy  yz  zx  zy  zz 

-0.004

-0.003

1.010

1.681 10.131

0.129

-0.115

0.996

pos_2

-0.883 -1.466 10.123

-0.137

0.110

0.997

pos_3

-1.811

0.749 10.081

0.108

0.129

0.995

pos_4

1.333 -0.533 10.175

-0.116

-0.136

1.000

is the zero-mean white Gaussian noise vector

pos_5

0.368

1.709 10.126

0.132

-0.113

0.996

R is the noise covariance matrix, f mxi is the x

pos_6

-0.916 -1.436 10.124

-0.133

0.112

0.996

pos_7

-1.848

0.778 10.070

0.111

0.132

0.993

1.296 -0.505 10.179

-0.113

-0.133

1.000

 r =  w

wy

(

)

x

ˆ =    R −1  

where

r

−1

wz 

pos_1

T

(10)

   R −1  Y

(11)

th

component of the i measured acceleration. The converted
output in the global reference frame is given as

(

f g =  −1  f m − b

)

(12)

Considering the calibration of our drill-head mounted
MEMS IMU sensors after mounting both on the robotic
arm, as mentioned earlier, the robotic arm was preset to
assume a number of orientations to enable the sensor data in
the respective orientations to be recorded and used for the
calibration process. The calibration entailed the
determination of the mapping misalignment matrix and bias
vector for the transformation of the sensor output from the
sensor reference frame to our designated global/navigation
reference frame. In our case, the recordings were done twice
in each preset orientation position as observed in Table 1.
TABLE I.

CALCULATED X,Y,Z VALUES FOR THE TRUE ACCELERATION
VALUES IN A GIVEN ORIENTATION

h_p

p_1

p_2

p_3

p_4

p_5

p_6

p_7

p_8

Axis Pitch:

0°

-10°

10°

0°

0°

-10°

10°

0°

0°

Roll:

0°

0°

0°

-10°

10°

0°

0°

-10°

10°

0.00

0.00 -0.18 0.18

0.00

0.000

x

z

Cal.

0

-0.18 0.18

0

0.00

0.00 -0.18 0.18

0.00

0.00 -0.18 0.176

1

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.985

Table I shows the true accelerometer output approximated
to three decimals places for the different orientation
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hm_pos -0.245

vn_az mpu_ax mpu_ay mpu_az

0.109 10.276

i

y

vn_ax vn_ay

T

(9)

and

ACTUAL ACCELEROMETER OUTPUT IN THE
CORRESPONDING ORIENTATION

ISBN: 978-1-61208-736-8

pos_8

0.400

The recorded MEMS accelerometer triads output data
shown in Table 2 were then used as the observation
representation in equation (6) and the maximum likelihood
method was used to determine the systematic mapping bias
vector and scale factor and non-orthogonal mapping matrix
that is used for the transformation from each sensor’s
reference frame to our designated global/navigation
reference frame.
The results for the generated Vectornav-100T misalignment
and bias were found to be:
 -3.820

M VN _ a =  -9.005
 -0.012


8.100
-3.826
0.293

 1.188

bVN _ a =  -0.822
 0.644








-1.465 

0.966 
9.625 

(13)

The generated MPU-9255 accelerometer misalignment and
bias was determined to be:
 -0.754 -0.658 0.082 


M MPU 9255 _ a =  0.658 -0.753 0.010 
 0.001 0.016 1.061 
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 -0.076 


=  -0.093 
 -0.052 



bMPU 9255 _ a

(14)

Conceptually, an unlimited or arbitrary number of different
preset locations can be utilized for generating the true
outputs to be used in the bias vector and misalignment
vector determination process. However, the number of
observations/measurements should be equal or greater than
the number of unknown parameters to ensure a nonunderdetermined system.
For the determination of the calibration parameters of the
MEMS IMU gyroscope triad, the high resolution, high
accurate calibration turn-table was utilized. With rotation in
the clockwise direction considered positive, two preset
rotation speeds of equal magnitudes at 200 degrees per
second (°/s) but in opposite directions were applied to each
axis while the axis of interest was aligned with gravity in the
upwards direction on the turn table as shown in Figure 4.
TABLE III.
THE PRESET RATE OF 200°/S APPLIED BOTH CLOCKWISE
(C.W.) AND ANTI-CLOCKWISE (A-C.W.) TO THE TURN TABLE WITH EACH
AXIS IN TURN ALIGNED WITH GRAVITY IN THE UPWARDS DIRECTION

axis

rate

x
c.w.
(°/s)

x
a-c.w
(°/s)

x

200 °/s 200.00 -200.00

y

200 °/s

0.00

0.00

z

200 °/s

0.00

0.00

y
c.w.
(°/s)

y
a-c.w
(°/s)

z
c.w
(°/s)

z
a-c.w
(°/s)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

200.00 -200.00
0.00

0.00

200.00 -200.00

Again 1000 readings were taken and then afterwards
averaged to obtain the respective output on each axis as
shown in Table 4. The results of the readings from Table IV
were then used as the observations representation in
equation (6) and the maximum likelihood method again
used for the determination of the misalignment and bias
mapping matrix and vector respectively. Temperature
dependency was considered such that the misalignment and
the bias were recalculated according to the corresponding
sensitivities per degree increase in temperature of both
MEMS IMU accelerometer and gyroscope triads.
TABLE IV.

axis
x

RECORDED VECTOR-100T GYROSCOPE OUTPUT IN THE
RESPECTIVE POSITIONS

x
x
c.w.
a-c.w
(°/s)
(°/s)
-185.875 185.741

y

-72.021

71.948

z

-2.667

2.601

y
c.w.
(°/s)

y
a-c.w
(°/s)

z
c.w.
(°/s)

z
a-c.w
(°/s)

74.060

-74.429

0.068

-0.353

-186.627 186.225

0.156

0.418

0.633

-1.004

199.412 -199.75

The generated Vectornav-100T gyroscope misalignment and
bias was determined to be:
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M VN _ g

 -0.929 -0.360 -0.013 


=  0.371 -0.932 0.004 
 0.001 -0.001 0.998 


bVN _ g

TABLE V.

axis
x

 -0.046 


=  -0.190 
 -0.008 



(15)

RECORDED MPU-9255 GYROSCOPE OUTPUT IN THE
RESPECTIVE POSITIONS

x
x
y
y
c.w.
a-c.w
c.w.
a-c.w
(°/s)
(°/s)
(°/s)
(°/s)
127.8232 -127.678 154.0631 -154.038

y

-154.261

154.480

126.568

-126.565

z

-0.976

1.120

-0.001

-0.013

z
c.w.
(°/s)

z
a-c.w
(°/s)

2.809

-2.849

0.930

-1.047

200.138 -200.338

The generated MPU-9255 gyroscope misalignment and bias
was determined to be:

M MPU 9255 _ g

 0.639 -0.772 -0.005 


=  0.770 0.633 0.000 
 -0.014 0.005 1.001 



bMPU 9255 _ g

 0.085 


=  0.002 
 -0.059 



(16)

B. Verification of Calibration
For the verification of our calibration process, the Kuka
robotic arm was then programmed for motion along a
specified trajectory. The trajectory involved the movement
of the drill head from a station position A, through station
position B and finally settling at position point C. In this
setup the vertical displacement from A to B was made with
a distance of 0.5m. The position C was then set at an
inclination angle of about 30° from station position B and
also with a displacement of 0.5m from B. We then
established the ground truth of our drill-head trajectory
based on the Kuka robots coordinate system with the points
A, B and C as shown in Figure 2. The points of the station
positions A, B and C were referenced to a central reference
point on the robot. To determine the true geometric
measurements, the numerical values of the positions given
as vector coordinates indicated by the robotic PLC read out
was used. Note that the measurements were given in
millimeters. For actual verification of the trajectory of the
miniature drill-head, a recording of the changing position
vector coordinates was made and graphed to give a good
representation of the ground truth from the perspective of
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body frame of reference and the designated
global/navigation reference frame. The two IMU sensors
were mounted on different positions on the drill-head setup.
Figure 4 shows the respective 3-axis accelerometer output
which reflects difference in mounting positions. After
application of the determined bias vector and misalignment
matrices, the resulting converted outputs of the respective
MEMS accelerometer and gyroscope triads in the global
reference frame were plotted as shown in Figure 6. The
outputs of both sensors show the expected similarity in
values after the removal of the deterministic bias offset,
scale factor and non-orthogonal systematic errors.

Figure 2. The geometric diagram showing the vector coordinates of the
station positions A, B, and C on the Kuka Robot and from which the true
trajectory of the drill-head is determined

Figure 4. Measured IMU accelerometer output BEFORE conversion to
global reference

Figure 3. Top left is the miniature drill-head (AHRS) with the mounted
IMU sensors and a wireless transceiver module for data acquisition. Top
right is it mounted on the robotic arm. Bottom is the calibration turn-table
with it mounted for calibration of the MEMs gyroscope triad.

the robotic arm. Only the trajectory and drill-head
orientation were of interest. In Figure 3, the mounting
positions of the miniature drill-drill head on the robotic arm
as well as the turn-table for the static measurements are
shown. From the station position vector coordinates, A, B,
C, the distance traversed from station A through station B to
station C is determined from the readout of the robot
coordinate system. From the Figure 2 information, we can
easily compute the respective displacement vectors and
consequently the distance from position A to position B.
Figures 4-7 show the output of the two MEMS
accelerometer and gyroscope triads; MPU-9255 and
vectornav-100T, during translational motion in both the
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This converted output data, after denoising, is then used as
the input source in the AHRS model for the respective
orientation estimation and consequently the overall the
wellbore trajectory determination. Slight differences in
output can be explained as the effects of temperature
variations within the laboratory environment. The random
errors left afterwards are the residual bias and residual
misalignment errors which could then be stochastically
modelled and utilized in the optimal estimator for the
trajectory tracking process.
Improvement of the overall accuracy of the measurement
can also be attributed to both the number and performance
specification of the individual sensors used within a cluster
or single node which is calibrated.
V.

CONCLUSION, ONGOING RESEARCH AND OUTLOOK

The aim is to enable an adoptable concept of the algorithm
to be directly implementable on the onboard microprocessor
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with the required parameters transferred to all sensor node
modules over the underground wireless ad hoc network to
facilitate the calibration process in real-time. Taking into
consideration recent trends in machine learning and neural
networks [11], a possible extension of this calibration
process is with the use of multiple point measurements with
the respective output data as training data within a neural
network. Investigation into the possibility of improving the
estimation of well-bore trajectory tracking utilizing the
concept of artificial neural networks for predicting the
orientation of the drill-head or bottom hole assembly would
be of great interest.

Figure 7. Measured IMU gyroscope output AFTER conversion to global
reference

Figure 5. Measured IMU accelerometer output AFTER conversion to
global reference

Figure 6. Measured IMU gyroscope output BEFORE conversion to global
reference
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This notwithstanding, will not completely discard the
current concept of using appropriate navigation models,
such as the AHRS mathematical model in conjunction with
an optimal estimator for continuously tracking the drillhead/bottom hole assembly, but would rather serve to
complement the other. The concept for a laboratory setup is
to use the miniature drill-head-mounted on the robotic arm
to generate training data to be used in determining the
different orientations of the drill-head during underground
borehole navigation. The aim is to generate a proper set of
coordinates characterizing a set of landmarks as inputs from
the relevant sensors and the outputs characterizing the
correlating orientation positions or the transformed
orientation position. Theoretically, there will be an infinity
of positions in the input landmark set or data points which
will capture all possible orientations of the drill head
relative to a designated frame of reference. In practicality, a
couple of important beacon positions with their
corresponding output landmarks set could be carefully
selected and used as training data. This can then be
extrapolated to capture all possible representations of the
orientation. Controlled temperature (and pressure condition)
could be included in the training data set to capture the
effect of temperature rise on the IMU sensor data output.
The machination equation will be used in the optimal
estimator filter in the classical sense for estimation of the
bottom hole assembly/drill head orientation and the output
fused or used as extra information in addition to the output
generated by the artificial neural network. This technique
would serve as an extension to find a more accurate estimate
of the overall well-bore trajectory estimation. A comparison
of the results of the optimal filter to that of the artificial
neural network could be evaluated and further used as
training data set to improve the neural network.
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Abstract—This paper discusses and proposes a method for
predicting information interesting to users based on their recent
online behavior. Analysis of user activities on the web aims to
investigate and acquire some information about user interests
through websites. Therefore, we assume that recent interests
of users can be predicted by analyzing the characteristics of
acquired web contents. Our proposed method identifies these
user interests based on the clicked log of web advertisement
by using neural networks, and makes it possible to predict
information by regression to the learned user model. It means
that flexible information service can be constructed using
predictions based on user presence. The evaluation indicates
that the method is effective and practical in comparison to the
conventional model which statistically analyzes web activities.
Keywords - user interests; content prediction; web advertisement.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Online advertising, which is the essential business model,
is interactive in comparison to conventional billboard advertisement and TV commercials. A representative example
is listing advertisements adapted to displayed contents, and
another example is targeting advertisements based on user
behavior displayed based on web history.
These are core approaches to web advertisement, which
comprise strategy and analysis to effectively pass product
information to target users. As a benchmark indicating the
importance of web marketing, the amount of advertising
expense in Japan has grown 657 times from 1995 to 2014
[1]. However, the growth rate has remained unchanged
recently. This is because the component technology is not
making any significant changes in the amount of investment
in advertising as well as business type of advertising.
Several kinds of web services/Social Network Service
(SNS) utilize registered individual information and service
usage history to display personalized advertisements [2]
. However, these services require active registration of
personal information, and it is difficult to personalize advertising without entering personal information. Behavioral
targeting advertising utilizes cookies generated on each
website for personalization purposes; however, the stored
information may be outdated and might therefore not reflect
user’s current interests.
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User interests can be roughly classified into the following
two types: continuous long-term interests regardless of the
time or period such as hobbies and intentions, and shortterm interests which last for a certain period of time and
are focused on current tasks or investigations. Therefore,
we focus on the information that the user has acquired most
recently in order to predict the user interest and the transition
of the user interest. By using our proposed method, we
expect applications such as conventional web marketing,
advancement of web advertisement, and dynamic design
of information system to be based on prediction of user
behavior.
It is assumed that the short-term interest of the user is
limited to the latest 30 minutes [3], and the acquired web
content by each user will include current interest information
within this period. For feature analysis of each user interest,
supervised learning is used for predicting user interest by
regression of user acquired information. In this paper, the
data used for learning is online behavioral history collected
through the clicked log of web advertisements on several
real web services. The effectiveness of the proposed method
is evaluated in comparison with the general method that uses
the statistical method of words embedded in web content.
Section 2 describes and discusses how to acquire information indicating user interest to the analysis based on
web activities. Section 3 clarifies the proposed way of
analyzing this information. Section 4 evaluates the proposal,
and section 5 gives consideration. Section 6 concludes this
paper.
II. U SER I NTERESTS
This section discusses how information related to current
user interests can be determined from their web behavior.
A. Related Research
Regarding related research, Siriaraya et al. [4] proposes
a method for analyzing the potential interest of the longterm/short-term user based on the analysis of user activities
on the web in the same way as it is done in this paper.
Feature analysis compares the Fully Qualified Domain Name
(FQDN) of the site visited by the user and the category of the
website. It is clear that the method using website category
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has better performance, and the long and short analysis
period has no relation to prediction performance. Compared
with the proposed method, which uses web content for
analysis, the analysis load of learning features based on
FQDN and website category involves less processing load
caused by no text processing than the proposed method.
However, using this information for feature analysis only
makes it possible to classify website features. In other words,
it only predicts the classification of user interest information.
On the other hand, the method proposed in this paper
analyzes the information contained in the content as a feature
although the processing load increases. It is possible to make
judgment based on similarity considering the content in
more detail than the classification of interest information.
It is also clarified that the prediction performance can
be expected to improve by introducing Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) to consider the order of browsing history.
The use of order reveals the context of browsing history. And
the effect of emphasizing the interest information of short–
term users can be expected compared to the conventional
method.
Van den Poel et al. [5] proposes a method that predicts
consumer behavior from the behavior before and after making a purchase through an EC site. In particular, a model
based on the logit model is proposed. However, since the
method is based on statistical prediction, it cannot predict
user interest. It is impossible to predict behavioral patterns
that have not occurred before. Since this paper analyzes
the information of the acquired content itself, it is possible
to predict user interest information from the viewpoint of
similarity and correlation among contents.
B. Information Indicating User Interests
This research assumed that user interests at each point in
time are included in information retrieved around that time.
By analyzing the acquired information and its characteristics, current user interests could be elucidated.
As such interests change over time, it was assumed that
the same interest lasted up to 30 minutes at most. Therefore,
user web behavior history characteristics ware used to derive
user interests. Fig. 1 shows the web behavioral history of
users at each point in time (t = 0).

Figure 1: User Interests

D. Extracting the Main Content
There are numerous methods for extracting main content,
e.g., presumption based on learning the web content context
using the natural language method [6] or learning content
placement within a webpage using machine learning [7].
Yamamoto et al. [8] assumed that the main content had
the most sentences (number of characters). The main content
occupied an average of 78.8% of all texts in the web content,
which was the largest ratio obtained from the analysis of real
web pages. Therefore, in this paper, it was assumed that the
main content locations were based on the ratio of block size
to the entire text volume from <body> tag to </body> tag.
Therefore, it was only necessary to count the characters on
the web page, which lessened the extraction load compared
to learning the web context.
E. Deriving Information from the Content
Almost all targeted web contents were written in Japanese.
Therefore, it was necessary to analyze each word in order to
extract the characteristics; note that some words were combined with their postpositional particles or auxiliary verbs.
Therefore, unlike the extraction of English words, it was
necessary to analyze the words in texts using morphological
analysis, after which the words unrelated to the information
context such as particles, conjunctions, or numerals were
removed to avoid performance degradation and reduce processing load. This study used the open source segmentation
library MeCab [11] for morphological analysis.
III. M ODEL C ONSTRUCTION

C. Web Behavioral History
The web behavioral history URLs used in this study
were collected by executing a script when acquiring web
content, after which information was stored with the user ID
generated from the first access and time on the database. The
data were then analyzed for user interests by automatically
scraping the content from the collected URLs for each user
using PhantomJS [9] and Selenium [10] headless browser,
which sequentially accessed each URL to acquire content.
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This section presents a learning model, which is constructed on the basis of the information extracted from each
user. Fig. 2 provides an overview of the proposed method.
A. Data for Learning
The web information acquired by the user, who clicks
the web advertisement as shown in Fig. 2, is used as the
data for learning. As shown in Section 1, the current web
advertisement is selected as the advertisement which has
an attribute related to or similar to that of the web content
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Figure 3: Context Learning

Figure 2: Overview of Constructing Models

for the ad space in web pages. Delivered advertisements
are dynamically determined by bidding for advertisements
that are adapted to the attributes of acquiring user (static
information such as age and living area, dynamic information such as past web history). Therefore, the user who
clicks on the advertisement displayed on the web content
could be considered as currently interested in the web
advertisement. By increasing the number of target data,
it can be considered that the number of users who are
more interested in web advertisements and clicked on them
increases than the users who accidentally clicked on the web
advertisements. Therefore, the acquired information from the
users who clicked this web advertisement can be considered
as the indication of their current interests, and is used as the
data for learning.
B. Context Learning
A paragraph vector–distributed memory ( PV–DM) model
[12] was used to learn the order of the words included in
the information. At the time, the PV–DM model determines
the learning contexts in the information as the words in the
window are treated as input, and the next word is adjacent
to the neural network window, as shown on the left side of
Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3, the parameter, window size, is set to three
words. In an environment where the parameter window size
= 3 words is set, the information context learning proceeds
by designating wordA 〜 word C in the window as
the information contexts in order to output target word
D. The output is then learned by moving the window for
all words included in the information. By sliding the target
to the right, the learning proceeds by designating word B
〜 word D as the contexts in order to predict word E.
The proposed method also learns in the opposite direction;
that is, by designating the input window on the right side in
Fig. 3 ( wordE 〜 word G ), the output is the previous
word ( target word D ). In short, the proposed method
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learns on a neural network so that it can predict words on
both sides of the defined window parameter window size,
which enables effective learning even if only a few words are
included the window. Based on these processes, the learning
model is structured by using the derived information, from
which it forms the learned word vectors and information
vectors.
C. Prediction
In order to predict the user interest, vectorization of
the latest acquired information is executed by using the
constructed model as in the case of the data for learning.
The vectorized acquisition information of each user includes
the feature of their interest. (corresponding to the ? of
User 1 in Fig. 1).
Therefore, the predicted information is regressed to a
vector indicating a similar feature. However, such vector
information is not useful as it is for the predicted information. Therefore, the candidates of predicted information
(e.g., the web advertisement and web content) are vectorized
in advance. The similarity between the vectorized candidates
of predicted information and the vectorized users interest is
derived, and the one closest candidate information to the
user interest is taken as the predicted information. In other
words, the most similar information is determined by the
cosine similarity, which measures the angle formed by two
vectors.
IV. E VALUATION
This section evaluates the proposed method for determining the user interests from user behaviors acquired from the
real web services.
A. User Behaviors on the Web
The user behavior extracted for the evaluation is clicked
as the log of web advertisement mentioned in Section 3.1 as
for learning and evaluating, which is collected from various
unspecified web services on various domains. The data used
in this paper use the log of web advertisement notified to the
advertisement network. It is information shared among the
advertisement frames (media) for displaying the recommendations and advertisements within the web content, called
the advertisement network.
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It is not located at a specific domain, but at unspecified
websites on various domains. The data included user IDs
and the URL entries for the executed sites. The user ID was
generated randomly when each user first accessed any of the
corresponding websites. Then, the same user ID was used
when the same script was executed in any of their websites;
that is, the user web behaviors were traced using this ID.
This evaluation used about 5, 000 user behaviors (the number
of user was 1, 300) for the learning, and another 150 user
behaviors for the evaluation test.
B. Evaluation Scenario
In this evaluation, the model was constructed based on
the user behaviors, as shown in TABLE I, after which the
evaluation data were vectorized to predict the user interests
and derive the most similar behaviors. Then, the proposed
method and a method using the statistical properties of
words and web content were compared. The expression of
statistical properties for appearing words is done by the LDA
method [14], in which the use for probabilistic reduction
of vector dimensions in the tf–idf [13] method weights the
appearing words based on frequency.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of main content extraction, the performance comparison was also evaluated.
TABLE II shows the development environment.

Figure 4: Comparison of R–P rate

TABLE I. U SER B EHAVIORS ON THE WEB

Environment
Number of User Behaviors
Number of Users
Number of Users for test

Specification
4500
1300
150User

Figure 5: Processing Time

TABLE II. D EVELOPMENT E NVIRONMENT

Environment
Pre-Processing
Modeling
OS
System

Specification
gensim [15]
Tensor Flow 1.8 [16], Python 3.6.2
Ubuntu 16.10
Docker 17.09

C. Results
Fig. 4 shows the evaluation results, in which the x−axis
is the precision rate, and the y−axis is the recall rate. In the
graph, Proposal (only main) refers to the method when
only the main content was used for the modeling, Received
all data refer to the method when all acquired web content
was used for the modeling, and Conventional was the
statistical method based on the word frequency including the
main content. In general, the graph on the upper right side
of the graph shows a superior performance for the recall–
precision rate, indicating that the proposed method was able
to effectively express the information characteristics.
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The Received all data case performed better than
the Proposal (only main) case in some intervals, which
was possibly due to the partial information loss. The main
content characteristics were emphasized in the embedded
web advertisements, which were similar to the main content
in the sides and the header. The Received all data case
dynamically generated the web advertisements and search
engine optimization tags as well as the main content, which
was based on the main content similarities and web history.
Therefore, it was concluded that the Received all data
performance was unstable, but the Proposal (only main)
was stable at some intervals.
Fig. 5 shows the processing time comparisons for extracting and not extracting the main content from the web
content. Specifically, it shows the time taken for each
process from scraping to the extraction of the words from
the contents on the DB; that is, as this difference was
the difference in the information volume to be processed,
accordingly, the impact increases in proportion to the target
information volume.
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Relationship Main size and Proess Time
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Figure 6: Processing time and Data Volume

V. C ONSIDERATION
Based on the results, this section examines the effectiveness of the proposed method.
A. Based on the evaluation
Based on the evaluation results, the proposed method was
found to be able to identify similar information related to
the users web interests. In particular, extracting the main
content by using the learned model rather than the statistical
information showed a better and more stable performance.
Due to the assumption that the acquired information was
biased toward a specific field or topic (lack of comprehensive
information), it was concluded that the conventional method
had a poorer performance because of insufficient data as the
4, 500 items in TABLE I were inadequate for the method
characteristics.
The proposed method only targeted the web content
acquired by the users; therefore, the performance was more
stable and the processing load was smaller as the main contents were previously extracted (this process corresponded
to data cleansing). However, to predict the user interests,
the following processes were necessary: acquiring the most
recent information, extracting the main contents, and analyzing these contents; whereas, the conventional method use
cookies. If the proposed method were to be applied to a real
system, the key problems would be at the respective nodes,
where these processes were to be executed.
The load processing for extracting the main content from
each web page was then clarified for the 3, 000 randomly
extracted websites by calculating the time for the pre–
processing and word extraction from the main contents.
Fig. 5 shows the relationship between processing times and
targeted data volume.
In Fig. 6, the x−axis shows the size of the main contents
[kByte], and the y−axis shows the extraction time for the
main content and words, for which the average size of the
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main content to page size was 46.53%; that is the main
content occupied 46% of the user s acquired web contents.
In addition, the main content was less than 150[kByte]
for 2, 800 of the websites, which was a majority of the
3, 000 websites. Fig. 5 only plots this range on the graph,
from which it can be seen that the processing time linearly
increased with a slope of 0.13 in proportion to the main
content size. However, to implement this method, the load
balancing would need to be primarily dealt with as the
load increases depending on the processing and extracting
processes.
If it is assumed that each node simultaneously executed
these processing steps with content acquisition, then it will
take about 1 [sec] to process the average data size for each
content; therefore, the processing load could be distributed
to the nodes, leaving a possibility that the web usability of
each user could be lost.
Therefore, for effective implementation, it would be necessary to design a system model which is focused on how
this processing could be executed.
B. Future Work
This section discusses the possible improvements to the
proposed method. The model based on the consideration
of the user web behavioral history was able to effectively
extract the information related to the user interests; therefore,
the users who clicked or watched a displayed web advertisement corresponding to their interests could be targeted. As
these users showed an interest in the display advertisement,
these could be seen to have relevance to the user latest
web activities and could be used as a part of the users
information history.
The user interest duration was assumed to be up to 30
minutes in this paper. However, this could change depending
on the situation and the people. Accordingly, it could be
possible to determine the user interest displacement and
thought transitions from a correlation of the obtained web
data. Therefore, a method could be designed to detect the
user interest transition from the acquired data correlations,
which could remove the non–target data from the training
data and improve the quality and effectiveness of the proposed method.
The data used in this evaluation were focused on the user
web behavioral history acquired from a web service on one
day; however, it is necessary to evaluate this by extending the
duration. If the proposed method were to be implemented
on a real system, it would be necessary to solve the load
problem for the acquisitions and analysis of the user web
behavioral history data; therefore, a method to distribute this
through networks could also be considered.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we assume that a web user latest interests
would be included in their web behavioral history within the
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latest 30 minutes of web browsing. Therefore, a prediction
method was proposed based on the analysis and extraction
of the users characteristics. The proposed method was
found to more easily identify the latest user interests than
the conventional method based on cookies. The evaluation
also indicated that the proposed method was better able to
predict the user interests than the current method based on
the statistical information. Future works will improve the
model performance to better categorize the user interests and
develop a method to dynamically detect the interest duration.
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Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of encoding UltraHigh Definition (UHD) panoramic video in multi-camera and
multi-processor systems, where a wide Field of View (FoV)
is captured by multiple cameras, each one corresponding to
a small FoV. The UHD panoramic images are then formed
by stitching high-definition images captured by the individual
cameras, covering a wide FoV around the acquisition viewpoint.
A simulation study is carried out to evaluate the rate-distortioncomplexity performance of multi-encoder systems using independent processors for encoding sub-images with small FoV, as part
of a wider panoramic UHD resolution. This study uses an image
partitioning scheme to distribute the UHD images with wide
FoV over various processors and evaluates the rate-distortioncomplexity performance of HEVC encoding in comparison with
classic encoding of a single frame per processor. The results show
that the rate-distortion performance of multi-processor systems is
quite similar to single processor ones, which allows to distribute
the huge computational requirements of HEVC encoding across
several low-cost processors.
Keywords–Panoramic video Coding; Multi-processor encoding
systems; Rate-distortion-complexity.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The increasing use of Ultra-High Definition (UHD) video,
such as 4k and 8k resolutions, drives significant research
efforts to develop efficient coding systems, not only to improve the rate-distortion performance, but also to cope with
the demand of huge computational resources [1]. The latest
encoding standard, High-Efficiency Video Codec (HEVC), also
known as H.265, is currently the most adequate to encode
UHD video [2]. However, the better compression efficiency
in comparison with its predecessor H.264/AVC is achieved
at the cost of much higher encoding time due to the heavy
computational requirements. This poses limitations on the acquisition and coding of UHD video using low-cost equipment
with reduced computational resources. In the case of UHD
panoramic video, the technical challenges arise from the huge
amount of data required to represent visual information with
wide Field of View (FoV). Thus, acquisition, processing and
coding of UHD panoramic video has been driving research
efforts [3][4]. However, despite the existence of fast hardware
to deal with the high resolutions of UHD panoramic video, the
lack of low-complexity acquisition and encoding systems still
limit the development of new applications for non-professional
consumers. One of such low-complexity systems is described
in [5], where nine low-power processing units are used to
capture a panoramic image.
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Current acquisition and encoding systems for UHD
panoramic video can be found in both consumer and professional markets with quite different characteristics. On the
one hand, cheap systems available for consumers using either
one or two cameras with ultra wide-angle fisheye lenses,
suffer from limited resolutions and optical distortions. On
the other hand, professional equipment include several high
quality cameras, each one capturing high resolution images
with limited FoV. To use the best characteristics of both type
of systems requires multiple cheap cameras and processors for
capturing and encoding the whole FoV in a distributed manner
by using low-cost processors.
This paper presents a contribution for the development of
such systems by investigating the rate-distortion-complexity
performance of a multi-processing system to encode UHD
video using multiple independent processors to encode part
of the panoramic visual data, i.e., a narrow FoV. A simulation study is carried out to evaluate whether the encoding
performance achieved by distributing narrow FoVs across
several encoders/processors is comparable with a single highend encoder with only one processor for the full-FoV UHD
panoramic images.
This paper is organized as follows. Next section presents an
overview of related work. Section III describes the simulation
study procedure and Section IV presents the results along with
their discussion. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED WORK
Recent improvements in the coding efficiency of predictive algorithms, when compared to the previous standards,
are mostly achieved at the expense of a great increase in
computational complexity [1]. For instance, the HEVC is very
efficient at compressing video data, but it requires significantly
more processing power when compared to the previous standards [6], making it difficult to deal with very high resolution
video, such as UHD panoramic video. A possible approach
to deal with such high computational power requirements
is to use parallel processing, where the input video data is
partitioned and independently encoded by multiple processors.
There are different methods that are able to accomplish this
goal, as explained below.
At high-levels of the video data hierarchy, one can use
parallel processing on the basis of Groups of Pictures (GOP).
In this approach, the input video is divided in temporal
segments, each one assigned to a different GOP independently encoded by a different processor [7]. Although this
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is simple to implement, the overall latency of such coding
process is non-negligible and does not allow to achieve real
time communications [8]. Memory limitation may also pose
problems because typical caches have insufficient storage
space for multiple frames. To achieve a more fine control,
parallelism can be defined at the frame-level, where several
frames, in the same GOP, are encoded at the same time.
However, such an approach imposes constraints to the temporal dependency between frames, which significantly reduces
the motion estimation efficiency. Moreover, synchronisation
between processing threads is required to guarantee that all
prerequisites for motion estimation are encoded.
Alternatively, each frame can be divided into several slices
to be processed in parallel. As each slice is independent from
each other, it is straightforward to process multiple slices
in parallel, without inter-process communication, except for
motion compensation prediction. Although this is a simple
approach, it incurs in substantial coding overhead due to
the higher number of slice headers, and reduction of causal
neighbours for prediction, due to lack of predictions across
slice boundaries. In order to reduce the slice overhead, one
can use tile partitioning. Then, each tile can be processed
independently as defined in the HEVC standard [9]. Although
the use of tiles is similar to slices, tiles are able to achieve
efficiency frame partitioning for parallel processing with lower
overhead [10].
Finally, each row of Coding-Tree Units (CTU) can be processed independently using the Wavefront Parallel Processing
(WPP) mechanism proposed in the HEVC standard [11]. Contrary to slice and tile boundaries, no dependence is broken at
each row boundary so the rate-distortion penalty is small when
compared to other methods, as the context of the arithmetic
coder is propagated between rows. However, to maintain the
context, a delay of one CTU has to be introduced in each
row. In this approach, the number of threads does not affect
the coding efficiency, but the requirements of inter-process
communication substantially increases.
Even though HEVC already has some parallel processing
mechanisms to deal with the problem of high computational
complexity, as mentioned before, they are often not enough,
specially when using hardware with quite limited resources.
Moreover, the techniques introduced in HEVC for parallel
processing dependent on inter-processor communication and
are not suitable for independent processing by different cores
or processing units.
The idea of using multi-processor units was also investigated for system-on-chip [12] and in the case of multi-view
video coding [13]. However, the relative performance of image
data splitting into sub-images corresponding to a narrow FoV
of a panoramic video remains mostly unknown. Thus, this
study addresses the impact on rate-distortion-complexity performance of using multiple independent encoding processors,
each one covering a limited FoV captured by independent
cameras. This study fo Specifically, this work studies multiple schemes with FoVs of different sizes under different
coding parameters and compares the impact on the coding
efficiency. By evaluating how the coding performance varies
with the video signal characteristics (e.g., spatial and temporal
complexity), the amount of processing units and the size of
each FoV, one can easily design efficient video acquisition and
encoding systems based on multi-camera and multi-processor
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TABLE I. T EST SEQUENCES USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS .
Sequence

SI

TI

Beauty

10.6

8.35

Bosphorus

13.4

3.75

HoneyBee

8.24

2.54

Jockey

11.5

16.2

ReadySteadyGo

18.0

19.0

Description
Very high spatial details in some regions
(hair) and flat background
Boat shipping at low motion with moderate complex background
High spatial detail, with one low motion
object
High motion with one horse rider
Very high motion with several horse
riders

architectures.
III. S IMULATION STUDY PROCEDURE
In the simulation study, the open source implementation of
the HEVC encoder x265 was used [14].
The goal was to evaluate the rate-distortion-complexity of a
multi-processor system, where each processor runs an independent encoder for sub-images of the full-FoV UHD resolution,
i.e., partial FoV corresponding to a vertical stripe of the
original image. The performance is evaluated in comparison
with a conventional system using a single processor running
only one encoder for the full-FoV UHD resolution. To make a
fair comparison, the same video sequence is encoded in both
systems. The small FoV sub-images captured by independent
cameras are simulated by splitting the original images into
multiple vertical stripes of equal size.
The five UHD video sequences presented in Table I were
used in the experiments. These test sequences have 4k spatial
resolution, i.e., 3840 × 2160 pixels, and were selected as
they are commonly used for UHD HEVC evaluation tests
and are public available [15]. As shown in Table I, the test
sequences have different types of motion and texture complexity, demonstrated by the measures of spatial information (SI)
and temporal information (TI), which follow the definitions
given in [16]. These high resolution video sequences are used
to simulate a wide FoV. Table II defines the six different
sub-image splitting modes used in this study along with the
corresponding spatial resolution of the resulting FoV. Figure 1
shows an example for the partition into six narrow FoVs.
After splitting the UHD images, each video sequence corresponding to either a full or limited FoV were encoded using
five different native presets of the x265 encoder: 0-ultrafast, 3fast, 5-medium, 7-very slow and 9-placebo, which have direct
impact on rate-distortion and encoding time. These presets
define various control variables within the encoding process
such as maximum and minimum coding unit (CU) size, maximum consecutive B-frames, number of frames for lookahead

TABLE II. F OV PARTITIONS AND THEIR SPATIAL RESOLUTION .
Number of partitions

Spatial resolution of the FoV

One

3840×2160

Six

640×2160

Eight

480×2160

Ten

384×2160

Twelve

320×2160

Fifteen

256×2160
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Figure 1. Example of a full-FoV UHD video frame (top) and its
corresponding partitioning into 6 FoVs (bottom).
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700

420

D

slice-type decision, motion search algorithm, motion range and
merge mode configuration [17]. For each preset, the Constant
Rate Factor (CRF), which is used to control the Quantisation
Parameter (QP) was also configured to the following values:
11, 16, 21 and 26 (lower CRF results in higher quality).
Finally, each reduced FoV sequence is encoded 20 times to
obtain valid average results for encoding times. Considering
all possible encoding configurations and sequences, a total of
1200 encoding runs were performed in this simulation study.
From the output produced by the x265 software, the following time-related variables were extracted for each condition:
• DecideWait: time that the encoder waits since the
previous frame was retrieved by the API thread, before
a new frame is given for encoding. This is the latency
introduced by slice-type decisions (lookahead).
• Row0Wait: time that the encoder has to wait since it
receives a frame to encode until its first row of CTUs
is allowed to start compression. This is the latency
introduced by reference frames being reconstructed
and making filtered rows available.
• Wall time: difference between when the first CTU is
ready to be compressed and the entire frame is output
to the coded stream.
• Ref Wait Wall:difference between when the first and
the last reference row become available.
• Total CTU time: the total time spent by working
threads in compression and filtering operations of the
CTUs of a given frame.
• Stall Time: the total time spent with zero working
threads, i.e, no compression operation was performed.

ReadySteadyGo Preset 9
1400

3840
256
1260
320
384
1120
480
640

Time [min]

Time [min]

Bosphorus Preset 9
1400

Figure 2. Encoding times for the for CRF 21 and different preset and FoV
splitting.

To evaluate the quality of the encoded frames and sub-frames
(smaller FoV) the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) is used,
both at the frame and video-level. The coded frame size was
also taken into consideration, as shown in the next section.
IV. R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
In this section, the results of the simulation study are
presented and discussed in detail. This analysis is organised
in three parts: (i) analysis of the encoding times, (ii) analysis
of compression results, i.e., coded frame size, versus encoding
times and (iii) overall performance evaluation using ratedistortion results.
A. Evaluation of encoding time
The objective of these experiments is to evaluate whether
the processing time (i.e., computational complexity) required
by single encoding of full-FoV UHD panoramic video is equal
to overall multi-encoding time of several sub-video sequences,
each one representing a smaller FoV of the same full-FoV
UHD panoramic video. To this aim, the results obtained for
the time-related variables described in the previous section are
compared for different presets and CRFs
The first comparison is between the average encoding times
of each frame. For the sub-video the encoding times of each
FoV were added together in order to directly compare to
the full-FoV video. Figure 2 contains the results of sequence
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Figure 3. Encoding times for ReadySteadyGo sequence using 10 FoVs.

ReadySteadyGo, which has a very high motion and Bosphorus,
which has much lower motion (see TI in Table I), for the
Presets 3 and 9 and CRF 21. Results reveal that the overall
measured times add up to similar values of the single encoding
of full-FoV. This can be seen by similar value of the Wall time
which represents the time difference occurred during the frame
encoding process.
Comparing results from both sequences in Figure 2, on
the one hand the sequence with higher motion (i.e., ReadySteadyGo) shows higher variations in the encoding times, specially for encoding the whole frame with variations up to
700 minutes (50% increase). On the other hand, the results
from Bosphorus are roughly similar with variations up to
7 minutes (25% increase). This indicates that in panoramic
video with low motion content, the wide FoV can be divided into smaller FoV captured from several cameras and
encoded across multiple processors with lower computational
resources. In this case the overall processing requirements can
be distributed across multiple processors without increasing
the total encoding time. In the case of higher motion video,
the encoding time variations show that the overall encoding
time of multiple small FoV sequences is greater than encoding
the same sequence with a single encoder for the full-FoV.
This means that the encoding time of small FoV sequences
cannot be estimated from the total encoding time of full-FoV
sequences by simply dividing the full-FoV encoding time by
the FoV splitting factor of the acquisition system. This also
indicates that TI (Table I) can be a useful parameter to include
in a processing time estimation model of split video.
The results of Figure 2 that in the Preset 9 (slower preset)
the Total CTU time is higher than the Wall time. One should
note that the former corresponds to the processing time and the
latter to the elapsed time. Therefore, these results reveal that in
slower presets the encoder takes more advantage of the parallel
processing features, incurring in higher processing time in
a short time period. Figure 3 shows the encoding times for
different CRFs and fixed presets of 3 and 9. In this case a FoV
width of 384 pixels was used, corresponding to a partitioning
factor of 10. Results confirm the expected behaviour that the
processing time increases with the increase in quality, however
this is less noticeable for faster presets (e.g., Preset 3).
In order to show the relation between the encoding time of
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Figure 4. Total encoding time of each frame for full-FoV versus the limited
sub-video encoding with 10 FoVs for the Preset 3 and 9.
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Figure 5. Total encoding time of each frame for full-FoV versus the narrow
FoV encoding for the ReadySteadyGo sequence and the Preset 9.

full-FoV against multiple smaller FoV, Figure 4 shows a scatter
plot of all results from different sequences. The horizontal axis
corresponds to the encoding time of full-FoV while the vertical
axis represents multiple smaller FoVs using 10 partitions (FoV
resolution: 384 × 2160 pixels). The sum of the FoV times
is directly compared with the full-FoV video. Moreover, a
diagonal line corresponding to y = x is also represented to
indicate the threshold from which the sub-FoV videos spend
higher amount of encoding time than the reference case with
full-FoV. These results reveal that quite linear correlation exists
between the two encoding times, which is more noticeable for
Preset 3 (faster than Preset 9). This indicates that the encoding
times are not significantly affected by the video partitioning
into sub-images. Moreover, it is also noticeable a faster preset
can achieve a processing time reduction of approximately 25
times.
In the results of Figures 4 the points are most often bellow
the diagonal line (i.e., y = x) revealing that the overall time
produced by the sum of sub-image videos is slightly lower
than the single image video. This trend can be observed in
most tests using faster presets. However, when using slower
presets the linear relationship is no longer observed. The reason
is that the coding order of I, P and B slices for faster presets
is somehow fixed and does not deviate much from a certain
pattern, while in higher presets this predictable pattern does
not exist, making this direct frame-by-frame comparison not
fully valid.
To overcome such limitation, another set of tests were
made with fixed encoding slice order. The results are shown in
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B. Coded frame size evaluation
1) Frame size versus encoding time: The relationship between the size of coded frames and corresponding encoding
time was also evaluated. To this aim, tests were made in order
to find whether there was a relation between the size of the
compressed frames and their encoding times. Since the coded
I-,P- and B-Slices are not consistent between them, only the
results for B-Slices are analysed.
Figure 6 shows the relation between the encoding time
and the size of the coded frame in the case of the ReadySteadyGo sequence. The results correspond to the Preset 3 and
each CRF is illustrated with a different colour. These results
correspond to both the full-FoV coding and sub-video coding
(i.e., smaller FoV). Results reveal that video frames which
require higher amount of coded bits normally take longer time
to be processed. This is due to the fact that more coding
modes are tested until an efficient rate-distortion trade-off is
achieved. Moreover, these results confirm that decreasing the
CRF (i.e., lowering the QP) leads to higher encoding time. The
linear regression of the results shown in Figure 6, show a solid
linear relation with the number of bits from each frame, with
R2 varying between 0.80 and 0.99 for all presets and CRFs
combinations.
2) Coded frame size comparison: Moreover, the direct
comparison of coded frame size between the full-FoV video
and multiple FoV videos was analysed. As before, to compare
with the full-FoV case the sum of the coded frame size of each
sub-video was used. Figure 7 shows the comparison between
the size of each full-FoV frame with the sum of the twelve
320 × 2160 FoV partitions, all encoded with Preset 3 and
CRF 16. The diagonal line (y = x) is also shown. Results
show that for a faster configuration, i.e., Preset 3, the overall
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Figure 7. Total frame size for full-FoV versus the limited sub-video
encoding with 10 FoVs for the Preset 3 and 9.
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Figure 5, where one can observe that the linear correlation is
now restored. There is also a pattern that can be seen in these
results, indicating that for higher number of FoV partitions a
lower total processing time is required to encode the full video.
This pattern is also more noticeable in slower presets. This is
due to the fact that each slice is independently encoded from
the others, therefore, less processing time is consumed with
prediction methods, resulting in smaller encoding times.

0.5

ReadySteadyGo Preset 3

3.5

Full-FOV total size [Mbits]

Figure 6. Relation between the processing time and the total frame size for
different FoV partitioning sizes and Preset 3.
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Figure 8. Total frame size for full-FoV versus the narrow FoV encoding for
the ReadySteadyGo sequence and Preset 9 for different CRF.

size produced by the sum of all multiple FoV videos is slightly
higher than the full-FoV video, as most points are above the
diagonal line. However, in the case of Preset 9 there is not a
clear relation between the total size of bitstreams, thus it is
not possible to accurately determine which approach leads to
smaller bitstream.
In regard to Figure 4, one can see that for Preset 9 there
is not a linear relationship between the size of coded frames
when using full and sub-image encoding. This is due the slice
coding order selected by the encoder. Moreover, as shown in
previous results, fixing the slice coding order results in a linear
relation between bitstream size in both cases. This is shown
in the results of Figure 8.
C. Coding efficiency evaluation
1) Rate-distortion analysis: The coding efficiency is evaluated by comparing the average PSNR and bitrate, for different
FoV sizes. Figure 9 shows the quality obtained for different
bitrates, by varying the CRF. Results in this figure reveal that
for the same bitrate, increasing the number of FoV partitions
results in lower average video quality, which is more noticeable
for the sequence with higher motion (i.e., ReadySteadyGo
sequence). However, for a sequence with lower motion the
quality decreasing is less significant, revealing that this encoding approach does not have great impact in the overall
performance. Moreover, one can notice that by decreasing the
number of FoV partitions the coding efficiency increase, revealing that a trade-off between coding efficiency and number
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Figure 9. Rate-distortion results for the preset 5 and different FoV partition
sizes – horizontal axis: bitrate (kbits/s); vertical axis: average PSNR (dB).
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[4]

[5]

of processing cores can be obtained for different application
requirements.
2) Quality comparison: Finally, the overall quality obtained for the full-FoV and sub-image video sequences is
evaluated using the PSNR metric. Figure 10 shows the PSNR
results for each frame using different FoV partitions with
presets 3 and 7. The results show that for the same preset and
CRF the overall quality does not significantly change between
partitions. Although there is not a clear best option when
comparing the full-FoV with the average of all sub-videos.
Such overall behaviour is similar for all the tests carried out
in these simulations.

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

V.

C ONCLUSION

In this work, the performance of encoding UHD panoramic
video as several sub-sequences of smaller FoVs was evaluated for multi-encoding systems with multiple independent
processors. The simulation study was based on splitting the
full-FoV UHD panoramic scene into various smaller FoVs
and encode each of them in a single encoding processor. The
rate-distortion performance, as well as the computational complexity was evaluated in comparison with conventional coding
of a single frame with full-FoV per processor. The results
show that the rate-distortion performance of multi-processor
systems is quite similar to single processor ones, which allows
to distribute the huge computational requirements of HEVC
encoding across several low-cost processors. Therefore, this
simulation study provides relevant insights on future research
directions and allow efficient development of UHD panoramic
video acquisition and coding systems using multiple cameras
and processors with reduced computational resources. The
results are particularly useful in the design of wide FoV multicamera rigs, such as those used to capture 360-degree video.
Overall the paper demonstrates that the smaller FoV captured
by each camera can be independently encoded using low-cost
processors and then sent to central unit for further processing,
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Abstract—An approximate analytical model to analyse the
performance of the handover process in cellular networks is
proposed, where new and handover calls that arrive when
insufficient free resources are available are queued instead of
being lost. The approximation is based on the aggregation of
states of the double infinite continuous-time Markov chain that
models the system, and exhibits an excellent accuracy and low
computational cost. The approximate model might be of interest
to the next-generation of 5G mobile networks that must be
engineered to achieve high QoS and extremely low latencies.
Index Terms—Guard Channel Algorithm (GCA); handover;
priority; forced termination; Quasi Birth Death (QBD) process.

Handover area

Cell area

I. I NTRODUCTION
Handover algorithms are of paramount importance in wireless cellular networks, and suitable analytical models are
needed to evaluate their performance. From the user equipment
(UE) point of view, it is less desirable the interruption of a
call in progress than the blocking of a new one. The most
commonly deployed strategy to achieve this Quality of Service
(QoS) objective has been to assign higher priority to calls in
progress than to the newly arriving ones.
One of the most celebrated prioritization schemes is the
Guard Channel Algorithm (GCA) [1]. Let C be the total
number of Resource Units (RU) available at an LTE eNodeB
(eNB). The meaning of a unit of resource depends on the
specific implementation of the radio interface. Let Ch ≤ C
the number of guard RUs. Then, new and handover calls are
admitted when the number of free RUs is larger than Ch .
However, when the number of free RUs is equal to Ch , or
less, only handover calls are admitted, while new calls are
blocked. Clearly, when all C RU are occupied, both new and
handover requested calls are blocked. Note that there is no
prioritization when Ch = 0. It is worth pointing out that the
GCA has been proposed in other wireless networks, such as
trunking systems in which interconnect calls have priority over
dispatch calls [2].
The problem of prioritization of handover calls over new
one has been commonly treated in the context of admission
control in cellular networks. Table I summarizes the four main
schemes that have received attention in the literature. In the
loss-loss scheme, both new and handover requests that arrive
when not enough free RU are available, will terminate being
lost.
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Fig. 1. Cell area and handover area.

In the loss-delay scheme, new calls might be blocked, but
instead of blocking handover requests, they are placed in
a waiting queue of capacity Qh until enough RU become
available. The time handover requests are maintained in the
queue is mainly a function of two parameters: i) the residence
time of the UE in the handover area, i.e., the overlapping
area between the current serving cell and the new one; ii) the
speed of the UE. Please refer to Fig. 1. This scheme has been
analyzed in [3] with the GCA and the first-in-first-out (FIFO)
service queue discipline for the queued handover requests. A
later study in [4] extended the work in [3] by considering that
a call might terminate while waiting in queue.
In the third scheme, the delay-loss one, handover requests
might be blocked, but instead of blocking new requests, they
are placed in a waiting queue of capacity Qf , until enough free
RU become available. In this case, the time new requests are

TABLE I
T REATMENT OF CALLS OR SESSIONS .
Scheme
1
2
3
4

New, (f)
Loss
Loss
Delay
Delay

handovers, (h)
Loss
Delay
Loss
Delay

Queue size, Q∗
(Qf = 0, Qh = 0)
(Qf = 0, Qh > 0)
(Qf > 0, Qh = 0)
(Qf > 0, Qh > 0)
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maintained in the queue is mainly a function on the residual
sojourn time in the non-overlapping area of the cell. Such
scheme has been analysed in [1], and revisited in [5], where
the system was modeled as a Quasi Birth and Death (QBD)
Markov process and basic principles of the M/G/1 system were
used to analyse the queuing model [6].
Finally, in the delay-delay scheme, both, new and handover
requests, are queued when insufficient RU are available upon
arrival. An exhaustive analysis of this fourth model is provided
in [4] when both Qf and Qh are finite.
The interest of the delay-loss scheme is based on the fact
that, in general, UEs spend a short time in the handover area.
This might be due to small overlapping areas, UEs speed or
both. In any case, the time spent by a UE in the handover
area might be negligible when compared to the time spent
in the non-overlapping area of the cell. However, the nextgeneration of 5G cloud-enabled services are being engineered
to achieve high QoS and latencies as small as 1 ms. In such
network operation scenarios, it is gaining a renewed interest
the performance evaluation of handover schemes that might
place handover requests in a queue for short periods of time.
An approximate analytical model to evaluate the delay-delay
scheme is proposed, where the time evolution of the number of
new and handover calls in the system is modeled by a double
infinite continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC), that has the
form of a QBD process. The QBD process turns out to be nonhomogeneous in both dimensions, and therefore its solution is
computationally expensive. The approximate analytical model
is based on the aggregation of states of the CTMC, and exhibits
an excellent accuracy and low computational cost. The original
QBD process is in this way converted into an equivalent finite
QBD, for which different efficient solution algorithms have
been proposed.
Although in this paper a brief description of the approximation method and a preliminary study of the accuracy achieved
is given, our interest is to extend the study and apply it to the
analysis of the handover procedure in 5G cellular networks.
In particular, to analyse the impact that different network
features, such as size of the cell overlapping areas, UEs speed,
density of small cells, etc, might have on the QoS perceived
by the UEs, when both new and handover requests might get
queued at eNB.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II defines the
Markovian hypothesis for the queue models. Section III deals
with a detailed qualitative description of the scheme analyzed
in our work. The development of the analytical approach to
determine the stationary distribution of the CTMC and the
main performance parameters are presented in Sections IV and
V, respectively. A cellular scenario is presented in Section
VI, and the corresponding results are reported in Section
VII. Conclusions and future work in progress are reported in
Section VIII.
II. M AKOVIAN HYPOTHESIS
For model tractability, it is assumed that new and handover
requests arrive following a Poisson process with rates λf and
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λh . respectively. This modeling approach has been widely
debated and accepted in the literature [7], [8], [9]. In the
same way, it is assumed that call or session duration, cell
residence time, and residence time in the handover area, are
exponentially distributed random variables with rates µM , µR
and µF , respectively. Due to the memory-less property, the
RU holding times are again exponentially distributed, with
rates µH = µM + µR when the UE resides in the cell area,
and µQ = µM + µF when it resides in the handover area.
Obviously µR < µF so µH < µQ . Note that in most of
previous works it has been assumed that µQ ≈ µF . Then, the
call was not able to terminate while residing in the handover
area. This limitation was overcome in the model proposed
in [4], where, for the first time and to our best knowledge,
the authors consider that the call can finish in the handover
area, i.e., µQ = µM + µF . Finally, note that according to [10]
and [11], the mean residence time in the handover area, 1/µF ,
can be around 5-10 seconds, which is much shorter than the
cell residence time 1/µR , or to the call duration 1/µM , that
can be around 2 minutes on average.
III. M ODEL OF THE DELAY- DELAY SCHEME
In this Section, we describe the model proposed for the
scheme 4 of Table I. As described before, let C the total
number of RUs of the eNB and Ch the number of guard RUs.
Sessions or calls occupy a singe RU in the eNB while being
served. Two types of requests are offered to the eNB, new
(fresh) and handover calls requests. A new call originated in
a given cell is admitted if more than Ch free RUs are found
upon arrival. Otherwise, the fresh call is placed in a queue of
infinite capacity, and remains in that queue while residing in
the cell area. No impatience is assumed for the calls in the
queue. A handover request is admitted if at least one free RU
is found upon arrival. Otherwise, it joins a queue of infinite
capacity and remains in that queue until the UE abandons the
handover area, or until the call ends, whichever occurs first.
The system is modelled as a 2-D Markov process of infinite
size in both dimensions, as shown in Fig. 2. The system
state is defined by the tuple (i, j), i, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . ∞, where
min(i, C) define the number of calls in progress in the cell,
max(i − C, 0) the number of handover requests in the queue,
and j the number of new (fresh) calls in the queue.
Our model is an extension of the one studied in [1] and [5]
in two aspects. First, queued fresh calls are allowed to leave
the queue when they leave the cell area. In this case, the set up
request will be rejected, and it will not be transferred to any
neighboring cell. Although the subscriber might retry the call
after a random period, this behavior has not been considered
in the current model. Second, different to the treatment in [5],
we allow that a handover request that joins the queue remains
in it until the call in progress ends, or until the UE leaves the
handover area, whichever occurs first.
Parallel to [5], when visiting state (i, j) we say that the
process is at phase i and at level j. Two key observations. First,
for any phase i > Cs = C − Ch , we realize that transition
between phases are independent of the arrival rate of new calls
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Fig. 2. State transition diagram of the 2D CTMC for the delay-delay model.

λf . Second, for any level j > 0 we realize that transitions
between levels are independent of the arrival rate of handover
requests λh . Also, note that for i ≥ C, the number of handover
requests in the handover queue increases by one unit when a
transition from phase i to phase i + 1 occurs. In the same way,
for j ≥ 0, a transition from level j to level j + 1 makes the
number of new requests in its queue to increase by one unit.
Finally, note also that a transition form level j to level j − 1
that happens when the system is in phase C − Ch , leads to
the reduction of the number of new calls in its queue by one
unit.
In the next Section, we describe the approximate model. As
mentioned before, is based on the aggregation of sets of states
of the 2D Markov process [12].
IV. S TATE AGGREGATION APPROACH .
First, we focus on the set of states at level j ≥ 0, and which
phases meet i ≥ C, i.e., states in which the handover queue is
not empty. This infinite set of states recall us a similar set of
states in a M/M/∞ queue. This infinite set of states recall us
a similar set of states in a M/M/∞ queue. Then, we evaluate
the mean value of the first passage time from state C + M + 1
to state C + M and approximate this infinite set of states by
a single (aggregated) state for which the service (exiting) rate
equals the inverse of the mentioned mean value.
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Second, we focus on the set of states at a fixed phase i ≥ Cs ,
and which levels meet j > 0, i.e., states in which the queue of
new calls is not empty. The aggregation procedure turns out
to be similar to the one described above, with the exception
that two sets of states must be taken into account. The first
one is the set with phase i = Cs = C − Ch , while the second
is with phase i > Cs . Clearly, aggregating a set of states into
a single one is an approximation, where only the first moment
of the first passage time is being taken into account.
A. First passage time from phase C + M + 1 to phase C + M
An upper and lower bound for the mean value of the first
passage time from phase C + M + 1 to phase C + M , M > 0,
is derived. This mean value is denoted as tph (λh , µQ , q, M )
where q = CµH /µQ . Please refer to Table II for details. The
procedure is as follows. From Fig. 2 the set of states with
phase i ≥ C and level j = 0, define a birth-death process, as

λh
C,0

λh

λh

C+1,0
(q+1)µQ

λh
C+M,0

(q+2)µQ

(q+M)µQ

λh
C+M+1,0

(q+M+1) µQ

(q+M+2) µQ

Fig. 3. Part of the CTMC of Fig. 2 for phases i ≥ C and level j = 0.
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C + M + 1. Its mean value, denoted as τ ph (λh , µQ , q, M ),
can be written as,

TABLE II
M AIN PARAMETERS
Capacity (RUs)

Definition

C = Cs + Ch
Cs
Ch

# of RUs in the cell.
# of RUs shared (fresh or new and handovers).
# of RUs reserved for handovers.

Rate (e.r.v.)

Definition

λf
λh
λt = λf + λh
γf
γh
γt = γf + γh

Rate of offered fresh (new) calls
Rate of offered handover calls
Total arrival rate
Admitted fresh (new) calls
Admitted handover calls
Total rate of admitted calls.

µM
µR
µH = µM + µR
µF
µQ = µM + µF

Call (message) departure rate
UE residence time in the cell area
RU occupancy in the cell
UE residence time in the handover area
RU occupancy in the handover area

q = CµH /µQ
r = Cs µH /µR

qf = bqc ,
rf = brc ,

Erlangs

Traffic

Aos = λf /µM
Af = λf /µH
Ah = λh /µH
At = Af + Ah
AR = λf /µR
AQ = λh /µQ
AF = λh /µF

Offered new traffic -session, call or message-.
Offered traffic at cell level -RU-.
Handover requested traffic at cell level -RUTotal offered traffic at cell level -RU-.
“Unattended” new traffic in the queue.
Ongoing handover traffic in the queue.
“Unattended” handover traffic in the queue.

Probability

Definition

Psc = µM /µH
Phd = µR /µH
Psh = µM /µQ
PB
Pf h
PF T
PN C

Call ends in the cell.
Request for a handover.
Call ends in the handover area.
Blocking of new (fresh) calls.
Failure of handover request.
Forced termination.
Unencumbered call.

τ ph (λh , µQ , q, M )λh =

M
X
1+
k=1

(q + M + n)

n=1

tph (λh , µQ , q, M ) =
1−

C+M
X

k=C
C+M
X

τ ph (λh , µQ , q, M )

Pk
=

Pk

(4)

k=C

1
λh

∞
X
k=1

AkQ
k
Y

(q + M + n)

n=1

where Pk are the steady state probabilities given in (2).
In addition, it can be verified that,

tph (λh , µQ , q, M ) =

1 + λh tph (λh , µQ , q, M + 1)
(q + M + 1)µQ

(5)

From now, unless ambiguity does not allow it, we will use
a short notation, i.e., tph = tph (λh , µQ , q, M, Th ). Then, for a
suitable threshold Th ≥ 1, the following lower (lw) and upper
(up) bounds can be written as,

(1)

i ≥ C + 1.


−1

∞
X
AkQ


;
PC = 1 +


k

Y

k=1


(q + n)



Th
X
k=1

AkQ
k
Y

(q + M + n)

(6)

n=1

tph,up = tph,lw +
ATQh

AQ
q + M + Th − AQ

(7)

(q + M + n)

n=1

(2)

i≥1

n=1

with AQ = λh /µQ .
Following Appendix A in [13], we can derive the mean
value of the first passage time from phase C + M to phase
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tph,lw = 1
λh

1
Th
λh Y

i=0

n=1
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(q + M + n)

(3)

Finally, it is straightforward to see that tph (λh , µQ , q, M ),
the mean value of the first passage time from phase C +M +1
to phase C + M can be written, after some simple algebra,

i≥C


AiQ



PC ;

i

Y



(q + n)


M
Y

qc = dqe
rc = dre

µi = (q + i − C)µQ ;

PC+i =

k
Y

−1

AM
Q



n=1

shown in Fig. 3. Omitting the level sub-index in Fig. 3, the
transition rates and the steady state probabilities are given by,
λi = λh ;

AkQ

Note that tph,lw is obtained by truncating up to the first Th
elements the infinite sum in (4). This approximation defines
a lower bound to (4). To obtain tph,up we set µk constant at
µk = (C +M +Th )µQ for k > C +M +Th . As (q +k −C) >
(q + M + Th ) for k > C + M + Th , this approximations sets
an upper bound to (4). The infinite terms k > C + M + Th in
(4) define a geometric progression with ratio rph = AQ /(q +
M + Th ) that can be added, provided that rph < 1.
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B. First passage time from level L + 1 to level L
As in previous sub-Section IV-A, for a given phase i ≥
Cs = C − Ch , we analyse the aggregation of states located at
level L + 1, L > 0. Let tle (λf , µR , r, L; i) denote the mean
value of the first passage time from level L + 1 to level L,
where r = Cs µH /µR . Please refer to Table II for details. By
inspection of Fig. 2, two different sets of states are identified.
First, when the phase is i = Cs , left side of Fig. 4. Second,
when the phase is i > Cs , right side of Fig. 4. For a level
j > L, the transition rates between levels are given by,
λj = λf ;

j≥1

µj = (rδi,Cs + j)µR ;

(8)

where δi,Cs is the Kronecker delta. Parallel to (4) we can write,
being AR = λf /µR ,
∞
X

AkR
k
Y

k=1

(rδi,Cs + L + n)

(9)

n=1

A simple inspection to the state transition diagrams in Fig. 4
reveals that tle (λf , µR , r, L; i = Cs , ) < tle (λf , µR , r, L; i >
Cs ).
For clarity, we use the notation tle (i) = tle (λf , µR , r, L; i),
unless otherwise specified. Using the same arguments as we
did for (6)-(7), and given a suitable threshold Tf ≥ 0, the
lower and upper bounds for tle (i) are given by,
tle,lw (i) = 1
λf

Tf
X
k=1

AkR
k
Y

= 1 Tf
λf Y

T

ARf
(rδi,Cs + L + n)

provided that rle = AR /(δi,Cs + L + Tf ) < 1 . Note that the
most restrictive case in the last inequality occurs when i > Cs ,
where AR < L + Tf must be fulfilled.
Following the state aggregation process described in Section
IV-A and Section IV-B, the original QBD process is converted
into an equivalent finite QBD, for which different efficient
solution algorithms have been proposed. The interested reader
might refer to [14], or Chapter 10 in [15], for details of
the algorithms used to solve the finite QBD process. Let
Pi,j and P̃i,j denote the exact and approximate steady state
probabilities of the finite QBD, respectively. Clearly, P̃i,j can
be evaluated for the four aggregation approaches shown in
Table III.
TABLE III
F OUR APPROACHES FOR SCHEME 4 OF TABLE I
Approaches

Phase (level j independent)

Level (phase i dependent)

1:
2:
3:
4:

tph,lw (λh , µQ , q, M, Th )
tph,lw (λh , µQ , q, M, Th )
tph,up (λh , µQ , q, M, Th )
tph,up (λh , µQ , q, M, Th )

tle,lw (λf , µR , r, L, Tf ; i)
tle,up (λf , µR , r, L, Tf ; i)
tle,lw (λf , µR , r, L, Tf ; i)
tle,up (λf , µR , r, L, Tf ; i)

(6)-(10)
(6)-(11)
(7)-(10)
(7)-(11)

(10)
(rδi,Cs + L + n)

Phase i=C-Ch

Phase i>C-Ch

C-Ch,0

i,0

λf

µR

V. P ERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

λf

A. The blocking probability of new calls

(r+2)µR

λf

2µR

λf

(r+L) µR

λf

LµR

λf

Upon arrival, if a new (fresh) call finds Cs = C − Ch
RUs occupied, or more, it joins the queue. The call is finally
blocked when the UE leaves the area of the serving cell. Then,

i,L

C-Ch,L

λf

(L+1) µR

λf
i, L+1

C-Ch, L+1
(r+L+2) µR

The performance parameter evaluated in this study are: i)
the blocking probability of a new (fresh) call, ii) the handover
failure probability, iii) the forced termination probability of an
initiated call, and iv) the non-completed call probability. These
parameter depend on Pi,j through the analytical expressions
defined in the next Subsections.

i,1

C-Ch,1

(r+L+1) µR

(11)

n=1

n=1

(r+1) µR

AR
rδi,Cs + L + Tf − AR

C. Steady state probabilities

j≥0

tle (λf , µR , r, L; i) = 1
λf

tle,up (i) = tle,lw (i)+

λf

(L+2) µR

PB = 1
λf

∞ X
∞
X

jµR Pi,j =

i=Cs j=0

∞ ∞
1 XX
jPi,j
AR
j=0

(12)

i=Cs

To evaluate (12) we use the probabilities P̃i,j , obtained in
Section IV-C, that is,
λf

PB,lw ≈
Fig. 4. Part of the CTMC of Fig. 2 for level j ≥ 0 and phases i = Cs =
C − Ch (left); i > Cs (right).
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C+M
L
X+1 X
i=Cs

P̃i,j
j
+
AR
j=0

C+M
X+1
i=Cs

ζi,Cs

µle (i)
P̃i,L+1
λf

(13)
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where, µle (i) = 1/tle (i) from (9), ζi,Cs = 1 − δi,Cs r/(r +
L + 1) and AR = λf /µR .
When the phase is i = Cs , ζCs ,Cs = (L + 1)/(r + L + 1)
can be interpreted as the fraction of transitions (Cs , L + 1) →
(Cs , L) that represent the blocking of new (fresh) calls. Note
that the transition (Cs , L + 1) → (Cs , L) might also occur
when a call terminates successfully and a queued new call
occupies the freed RU. When the phase is i > Cs , then ζi,Cs =
1, which means that each transition (i, L+1) → (i, L) reflects
the lost of one new call.
PB,lw is a low bond as it only considers the blocking of
new calls due to UEs abandoning the cell service area. An
upper bound can be defined when, in addition, we consider the
blocking of new calls that arrive at states (i, L + 1), i ≥ Cs .

PB,up ≈ PB,lw +

C+M
X+1

P̃i,L+1 .

C. Forced termination probability
Based on previous result for Pf h , the forced-termination
probability PF T can be evaluated as follows [3],
PF T = Phd

∞
X

k=1

where Phd is the probability of handover demand or attempt,
and it is given by Phd = µR /(µR + µM ).
Using previous results of (16) (17), PF T can be approximated as follows,
PF T,lw =

Phd Pf h;lw
1 − (1 − Pf h,up )Phd

(19)

PF T,up =

Phd Pf h;up
1 − (1 − Pf h,lw )Phd

(20)

i=Cs

D. Call non-completion probability
The new call blocking probability PB , and the forcedtermination probability PF T can be combined to define the
probability that a call does not terminate successfully, i.e., the
non-completion probability,

B. Probability of a handover attempt failure

PN C = PB + (1 − PB )PF T

The probability of a handover attempt failure, Pf h , can be
expressed as the quotient between the rate of failure handovers
and the rate of handover attempts,
Pf h = 1
λh

∞ X
∞
X
i=C j=0

VI. C ELLULAR SCENARIO . F LOW EQUATIONS

Pf h,lw ≈

i=C j=0

L+1

(i − C)

P̃i,j X µph
+
P̃C+M +1,j
AF
λh
j=0

(16)

where µph = 1/tph from (4) and AF = λh /µF .
Using the same arguments as in (13), we consider (16) as
the lower bound for Pf h . Also, in a parallel way to (14), the
upper bound for Pf h is define as,

Pf h,up ≈ Pf h,lw +

L+1
X

P̃C+M +1,j

(17)

j=0

When evaluating Pf h,lw , expression (16), we use µph,lw =
1/tph,up ≤ 1/tph = µph , from (6), and when evaluating
Pf h,up , expression (17), we use µph,up = 1/tph,lw ≥ 1/tph =
µph , from (7).
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(23)

(15)

As before, to evaluate (15) we use the probabilities P̃i,j of
the finite QBD process,

C+M
X L+1
X

(21)

As before, the lower and upper bounds for PN C are defined
as,
PN C,lw = PB,lw + (1 − PB,up )PF T,lw
(22)
PN C,up = PB,up + (1 − PB,lw )PF T,up

(i − C)µF Pi,j

(18)

Phd Pf h
=
1 − (1 − Pf h )Phd

(14)

We remark that, when evaluating PB,lw , from (13), we use
µle,lw (i) = 1/tle,up (i) ≤ 1/tle (i) = µle (i) given in (10),
and when evaluating PB,up , from (14), we use µle,up (i) =
1/tle,lw (i) ≥ 1/tle (i) = µle (i), given at (11).

[(1 − Pf h )Phd ]k−1 Pf h =

ISBN: 978-1-61208-736-8

The objective of this section is to determine a realistic value
for λh in a conventional cellular scenario with multiple cells.
As in [8], we assume regular tessellation of the 2D cellular
area, cells of equal size, and uniform spatial distribution of
UEs. We also assume that handover requests arrive following
a Poisson process with rate λh . Basically, λh depends on
the mobility of the UE, and must meet the following flow
equations. Let γc,in be the rate of calls in progress in a
tagged cell. γc,in has two terms, the rate of new calls that
are admitted, i.e., λf,in (1 − PB,in ), and the rate of handover
requests arriving from neighboring cells that are admitted,
γc,out Phd,out (1 − Pf h,in ). Then,
γc,in =
λf,in (1 − PB,in ) + γc,out Phd,out (1 − Pf h,in )

(24)

In equilibrium we have γc = γc,in = γc,out ; λf = λf,in =
λf,out ; Phd = Phd,in = Phd,out ; PB = PB,in = PB,out and
Pf h = Pf h,in = Pf h,out . Solving (24) for γc , hence for λh ,
λh = γc Phd =

λf (1 − PB )
Phd
1 − Phd (1 − Pf h )

(25)
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TABLE IV
B OUNDS FOR tph (λh , µQ , q, M, Th ), (6) AND (7); NORMALIZED TO
1/λh = 1/3.5 WITH AQ = 0.70, C = 8, q = 3.2,

M=
1

2

3

4

5

tph
up
lw
relative gap
rph
up
lw
relative gap
rph
up
lw
relative gap
rph
up
lw
relative gap
rph
up
lw
relative gap
rph

Th = 1
0.1555
0.1346
0.1555
0.1346
0.1272
0.1129
0.1272
0.0853
0.1076
0.0972
0.1076
0.0972
0.0933
0.0853
0.0933
0.0853
0.0823
0.0760
0.0823
0.0760

2
0.1517
0.1498
0.0129
0.1129
0.1250
0.1238
0.0095
0.0972
0.1062
0.1055
0.0073
0.0853
0.0923
0.0918
0.0058
0.0760
0.0816
0.0813
0.0047
0.0686

3
0.1514
0.1512
0.0010
0.0972
0.1249
0.1248
0.0007
0.0853
0.1062
0.1061
0.0004
0.0760
0.0923
0.0923
0.0000
0.0686
0.0816
0.0816
0.0000
0.0625

4
0.1514
0.1514
0.0000
0.0853
0.1248
0.1248
0.0000
0.0760
0.1061
0.1061
0.0000
0.0686
0.0923
0.0923
0.0000
0.0625
0.0816
0.0816
0.0000
0.0573

5
0.0432
0.0432
0.0000
0.0432
0.1248
0.1248
0.0000
0.0686
0.1061
0.1061
0.0000
0.0625
0.0923
0.0923
0.0000
0.0573
0.0816
0.0816
0.0000
0.0530

The rate λh in equation (25) (see also (17) in [16]),
together with the steady state probabilities, P̃i,j , define a
fixed-point equation [17] [18]. To solve it, we set initially
λh ≈ λf Phd and the corresponding P̃i,j are obtained by
solving the QBD process. A new λh is obtained from (25) and
the iteration process is repeated until the difference between
the probabilities P̃i,j of two consecutive iterations is less than
a certain threshold.
The mobility rates µR and µF can been derived according
to the fluid flow model, equations (12), (13) in [19]. Then,

µx =

E(v)Lx
;
πAx

x = R, F

(26)

where E(v) is the expected velocity of the UE and L (A) the
perimeter (the area) of the coverage area, R for the cell area
and F for the handover area, see Fig. 1. From the geometry of
that figure and denoting
√ by Rc the radius of the circle, it can be
shown that µR = 2(3√ 3 − π)−1 E(v)/Rc ≈ 0.9734E(v)/Rc
and µF = 2(π − 3 3/2)−1 E(v)/Rc ≈ 3.6797E(v)/Rc .
Then, µF /µR ≈ 3.7801.
VII. R ESULTS
A reference evaluation scenario is define with the following
parameters: C = 8, Ch = 1, µM = 1, µR = 1 and µF = 4.
Table IV shows the accuracy of the proposed lower and
upper bounds for tph (phase). Results have been obtained
for λh = 3.5, that makes AQ = λh /µQ = 0.7 Erlangs,
and q = CµH /µQ = 3.2. The accuracy is measured in
terms of the relative gap = (up − lw)/lw, i.e., the relative
difference between both bounds. Note that taking the upper
bound as a reference would not change the results. Observe
that the relative gap decreases faster by increasing Th than by
increasing M .
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TABLE V
B OUNDS FOR tle (λf , µR , r, L; i), FOR PHASE i > Cs , (10) AND (11);
NORMALIZED TO 1/λf = 1/7, WITH AR = 7.00, C = 8, Ch = 1 ,r =

L=
7

8

9

10

11

tle
up
lw
relative
rle
up
lw
relative
rle
up
lw
relative
rle
up
lw
relative
rle
up
lw
relative
rle

gap

gap

gap

gap

gap

Tf = 7
2.7023
2.6547
0.0179
0.5000
2.0816
2.0594
0.0107
0.4666
1.6732
1.6621
0.0066
0.4375
1.3887
1.3828
0.0042
0.4117
1.1814
1.1781
0.0027
0.3888

8
2.6964
2.6769
0.0058
0.4666
2.0791
0.0705
0.0041
0.4375
1.6721
1.6679
0.0024
0.4117
1.3881
1.3861
0.0015
0.3888
1.1811
1.1800
0.0009
0.3684

9
2.6942
2.6867
0.0028
0.4375
2.0783
2.0751
0.0015
0.4177
1.6717
0.6702
0.0008
0.3888
1.3880
1.3873
0.0008
0.3684
1.1810
1.1807
0.0003
0.3500

10
2.6935
2.6907
0.0010
0.4117
2.0780
2.0768
0.0005
0.3888
1.6716
1.6711
0.0002
0.3684
1.3879
1.3877
0.0001
0.3500
1.1810
1.1809
0.0000
0.3333

11
2.6932
2.6922
0.0003
0.3888
2.0779
2.0775
0.0001
0.3684
1.6715
1.6714
0.0001
0.3500
1.3879
1.3878
0.0000
0.3333
1.1810
1.1810
0.0000
0.3181

Table V shows the accuracy of the proposed lower and upper
bounds for tle (level). Results have been obtained for λf = 7,
that makes AR = λf /µR = 7 Erlangs, and r = Cs µH /µR =
7. As with the phase, note that relative gap decreases faster
by increasing Tf than by increasing L.
Observe that the relative gap is below 10−4 when rph =
AQ /(q + M + Th ) ≤ 0.06 in table IV, and when rle =
AR /(L + Tf ) ≤ 0.33 in table V, approximately. A sensibility
study of the impact that M , Th , L and Tf have on the accuracy
of the approximation is left for future work.
Figure 5 and Fig. 6 show the evolution of the main performance parameters studied with the load in a realistic scenario.
The scenario is composed of multiple cells, and the cell under
study is characterized by C = 80 RU. The approximate
stationary distributions are obtained for rph < 0.01 and
rle < 0.1, that are more restrictive than those suggested above
by inspection of Table IV and Table V. Note that in a multicell
scenario, the fluid flow equation (25) most be solved iteratively
using the fixed-point equation. As can be observed, the Guard
Channel Algorithm is rather efficient, as the handover attempt
failure and the forced termination probabilities decrease quite
rapidly when the number of guard RUs changes from Ch = 1
to Ch = 2, while the non-completion probability keeps
approximately invariant. However, the blocking probability of
new (fresh) calls increases with Ch , as expected.
VIII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We study a cellular system where new and handover calls
that arrive when insufficient free resources are available are
queued instead of being lost. The time evolution of the number
of new and handover calls in the system is modeled by a
double infinite continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC), that
has the form of a QBD process. As the solution of the
QBD process is computationally expensive, we propose an
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Fig. 5. Main parameters for C = 80, Ch = 1. PB (13)-(14); Pf h , (16)-(17);
PF T , (19)-(20); PN C , (22)-(23).
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Fig. 6. Main parameters for C = 80, Ch = 2. PB (13)-(14); Pf h , (16)-(17);
PF T , (19)-(20); PN C , (22)-(23).

approximate analytical model based on the aggregation of
states of the CTMC.
The approximation shows a very good accuracy and low
computational cost. It is applicable to current 4G and forthcoming systems 5G systems. We plan to extend the study
to analyze heterogeneous scenarios where femtocells and
macrocells coexist, and where the corresponding CTMC that
models the system behavior has a huge amount of states. We
believe that the state aggregation technique is a powerful tool
that makes the analysis of highly complex systems feasible.
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Abstract—In this research a generic commercial Software as a
Service (SaaS) product offered in the mobile marketplace and
deployed in a public cloud is analyzed in order to: (i) identify
the possibilities and limitations of the “free to try” version in
cloud computing environment; (ii) highlight the cost of the free
trial; (iii) determine the correspondence between the “free to
try” version and the one available after an onerous
subscription contract; (iv) make reference to a series of metrics
for measuring the intention to use the application, its effective
and real use of available resources. The paper aims to facilitate
an educated informed adoption (or rejection) with respect to a
mobile SaaS commercial product deployed in public cloud,
during the free trialability period, evaluating the SaaS
characteristics and functionalities jointly with some
perceptions and measures which could arise from its active use,
inspection and consideration.
Keywords-Trialability; SaaS; Software as a Service; SaaS
Trialability Cost; SaaS Trialability Factor; Potential Adoption
Index.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The vast availability of mobile software applications
exploitable in ubiquitous environment together with the
accessibility of public shared information/opinions on the
functionality from earliest adopters (with the rate of
downloads) is normally utilized as the first hint for later
adopters in the selection of an application.
Cloud Computing (CC)[1] is defined from the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) as a “model
for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network
access…”
The availability of specialized platforms for the
distribution of mobile software products through the Internet
(marketplace) allows the identification of different
ubiquitous products offered through a public offer.
The functionalities offered by search engines allow an
easy identification of potentially valid products for mobile
and ubiquitous environment under different types of
platforms (e.g., Windows, iOS, Android, etc.). Information
and opinions on the software product, the producer, the
developer, the facilities are normally publicly accessible, as
well as the indication of the provider's website. The
possibility of free testing (“free to try”) is usually offered on
products in the commercial mobile market. They can be
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downloaded directly from one or more websites free of
charge (marketplace, supplier site, etc.).
The free trial period, under certain condition explicated
in this research, could be used to prove and investigate the
characteristics of CC application and how the SaaS provider
has implemented, incorporated or subcontracted them, within
the public offer he advertises in the marketplace.
Fig. 1 represent a new and unpublished graphical visual
model image of the complexity available and the necessary
elements for a SaaS application to be considered as cloud: (i)
Quadrant I represents the horizontal layer of the CC service
models; (ii) quadrant II the vertical layer of the CC essential
characteristics; (iii) quadrant III the CC deployment models
layer (community has been omitted for legibility) and, (iv)
quadrant IV visualizes all possible combinations of all
previous layers.
The authors underline that, as in Fig. 1, all the defined
CC essential characteristics [1] should be present or at least
contractually available in all underlying CC service models.
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Figure 1. Graphical visual model image of complexity available and
needed for a SaaS to be pondered as Cloud Computing application. Source:
Drawn up using The NIST Definition of Cloud Computing [1].
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Quite often, for marketing reasons and without
considering the verticality of CC essential characteristics, the
web-based applications advertised as cloud computing
solution are identified as "cloud washing" [2], [3].
It is possible to speculate that Software as a Service
(SaaS) products for mobile devices that are actively tested
before engaging in an onerous contract offer a lower risk and
error assessment than those that cannot be proven in advance
(before the contract acceptance and payment). The use in
probation: (i) can generate perceptions and/or preventive
verifications deriving, even if only, from a limited basis
usage and (ii) dependent on the degree of aptitude and/or
knowledge of the possible future adopter.
In this paper, the concept of trialability as "the degree to
which an innovation can be experienced on a limited basis
..." [4] is contextualized in the technological scope of Cloud
Computing (CC) [1] jointly with the prospect of a free trial
period, more often than not, offered by the SaaS providers.
The trial period or trialability has been revealed as
relevant for the adoption or selection of a SaaS product in
[5]-[13].
The original concept of trialability [4] is analyzed,
contextualized in the Cloud Computing paradigm [1] and
presented here in explicit and elucidate details, not yet
evidenced in any scientific literature to date.
The following new and original contributions are
presented: (i) SaaS Trialability Factor (SaaS_TFct) and its
related “Intention of Use” experiment; (ii) SaaS Trialability
Cost (SaaS_TCst) and considerations; (iii) extended
graphical representation, as part of the case study validation,
for the Potential Adoption Index (PAI) [14].
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section II, a
free trialability analysis of a generic mobile SaaS application
is presented under three sub-sections: (A) concurrent
possibilities; (B) potential limitations, and (C) mitigation. In
Section III, a descriptive computation of the SaaS
Trialability Cost (SaaS_TCst) related to the adopting or
rejection process through the SaaS free trial period is
presented. A new concept of SaaS Trialability Factor
(SaaS_TFct) is introduced in Section IV, in order to base the
construction of a practical model for evaluating the intention
(to continue) to use (or reject and dismiss) a SaaS
application, after an active and monitored free trial period,
by a single non-SaaS-expert user and some measurements. In
Section V, the validate model Potential Adoption Index
(PAI) is contextualized and briefly described, for the support
of this research, adding new graphs outcome, ready for
interpretation, resulting from the original case-study [14].
The aim of this work in progress research, with the
definition in concept of trialability contextualized in the SaaS
service model, is to allow in real conditions, even if on a
limited basis: (i) to anticipate evaluations (ex-ante the
onerous subscription contract) by potential interested
adopters; (ii) to assist in an informed subscription (or the
decommission) of a SaaS service contract through a
reflective/formative approach within determined constraints,
possibilities, knowledge and available resources while
reconciling these decisions with relevant prior research.
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II. TRIALABILITY CONTEXTUALIZATION: CONCURRENT
POSSIBILITIES, POTENTIAL LIMITATION AND, MITIGATION
In order to arrive to a detailed contextualization, the
limitations of trialability concept, as proposed by Rogers [4]
in the Diffusion of Innovation theory, is detailed exclusively
in light of a generic SaaS mobile application “pay as you go”
deployed in public clouds where the SaaS provider offers a
free trial period, because it is possible to detect, through
direct observation, the combined presence of concurrent
possibilities, potential limitation, and mitigations.
A. Concurrent possibilities
 The SaaS product is offered to anyone through a
global public offering (public cloud deployment
model) in/and through the Web (broad network
access characteristic);
 A user can unilaterally access and use the program
autonomously
(on-demand
self-service
characteristic) through the network (broad network
access characteristic);
 The SaaS offered during the free period:

has the same technical and functional
features of the purchased product in case
of subscription agreement acceptance (the
multitenancy future in SaaS does not
allow, still, an easy implementation of
functional differentiation and all users
normally use the same application [15] and
[16]; customizations should be done
through configuration [17]);
 can be used without any installation (web
version), on any device that supports a
web browser compatible with the SaaS
software and/or can be installed and used
on all mobile devices available (mobile
version), compatible with the SaaS
platform offered by the provider (Android,
iOS, etc.), without any limitation in
number (pay per use and not by physical
device or per-seat license);
 The SaaS provider normally guarantees:
 free versions upgrades/updates also during
the free trial period (multitenancy future);
 the possibility of unlimited use of the
virtualized resources offered through the
SaaS application (resource pooling and
rapid elasticity characteristics);
 full access (in same case limited) of all
support services offered by the provider in
the exclusive context of the SaaS
application execution;
 Usually the SaaS application utilization is free of
charge during the free period also for commercial
use even in the case of business applications (e.g.,
invoicing, accounting, etc.).
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B. Potential limitations
 The access to the SaaS program is possible only for
a limited number of users (typically one), but all
authorized users (typically one) can alternatively be
connected via any of the compatible devices they
have availability (mobile and/or web version);
 Virtualized resources provided could be limited
during the trial period;
 Same technical or functional features of the SaaS
product could be available only after the subscription
agreement acceptance and the payment of a fee (e.g.,
add-ins, extended functionalities, etc.);
 Normally the use of the trial application is free only
during a delimited timeframe (generally trial period
could be 15-30 consecutive days from the initial user
registration).
C. Mitigations
Moreover, it is possible to mitigate the above limitations
with a self-administration possibility option to request in ondemand self-service mode, upon payment of a certain sum,
calculable and calculated before accepting the contract, any
number of users and/or resources and/or features offered by
the provider, for an established minimum period of time
(days, month, year, etc.) with the assurance of termination
(even in advance but with possible penalties), through the
same contractual terms and conditions previously known and
already subscribed.
With the above, greater precision was sought, based on
the same definition used in the field of scientific literature
and still maintaining the original limitations proposed by
Rogers [4] “on a limited basis", with exclusive reference to
the trialability only in the innovation context introduced by
the Cloud Computing paradigm with commercial “pay as
you go” SaaS application deployed in public cloud that
offers a free trial period.
Note that SaaS product offered in the marketplace,
because the CC on-demand self-service characteristic, are
normally proposed as a unilateral closed public offer. The
adopter has only the chance to opt-in only if (additional or
alternative) options are offered (e.g. personalization of SLA,
emergency plan, different IaaS provider, different levels of
support, etc.), by the SaaS provider, during the contract
subscription phase or after, altering or renovating, the
original contract and solely in on-demand self-service mode.
In a more general and abstract level of interpretation, it is
possible to sustain the thesis that a SaaS provider may create
a sense of trust in a potential client by (just only) manifesting
an intention to create it (free SaaS trialability or free trial
with few and fixed formalities). This level of trust can so
indirectly be experienced, by using and testing the SaaS
application “on a limited basis” by the potential client and,
eventually, with and through the provider support services
and information offered upon request or published on the
web.
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III.

SAAS TRIALABILITY COST (SAAS_TCST)

The “free” trial actually has some hidden, but still
identifiable and, evaluable costs for both the SaaS provider
and the potential customer.
On the provider's side: (i) he offers the use of the SaaS
program (intellectual creation) free of charge; (ii) he is
responsible and accountable for the costs incurred in the
virtualized environment used (or pays the subcontracted IaaS
provider) and related support services; (iii) so that potential
customers can experience the application's features in
advance and “free” of any cost for their use during the trial
period.
The potential client invests his time and, consequently,
his money to evaluate the program.
In a very synthetic way and without pretending to present
an exhaustive generic case, but in a clarifying way for our
purpose, it can be pointed out that the most obvious elements
when it comes to knowing the costs of a SaaS trial are here
briefly mentioned. The SaaS Trialability Cost (SaaS_TCst)
or the cost of the free application trial period should consider
for the SaaS provider, the sum, during a limited timeframe,
of:
 the temporary use of intellectual creation (or nondepreciation cost for a specific timeframe);
 the effective use of virtualized resources (IaaS and
measured service – essential characteristic);
 the effective support/aids provided to the test user
from the provider support service representatives;
for the potential customer, the sum of:
 the effective time of use of the SaaS (measured
service – essential characteristic);
 learning time to use the program (e.g. Website
inspection, self-learning, emails/calls to provider
customer support);
 time for any further inspection and obtaining any
necessary additional information (including waiting
time for provider support issues reply and incidents
resolution);
multiplied each one of the above, by the hourly cost
dedicated to these activities. The total time is also a
function of the physical and mental effort, considered as
sufficient, by the user, for the evaluation of the SaaS
product.
The in-depth analysis of the software test can, in this
way, be adjusted for each potential customer, depending on
the degree of interest or application requirements, in order to
ensure: (i) a balance between the economic cost of the
strategic choice; (ii) the time dedicated to the inspection/
learning/assessment activities and (iii) the physical and
mental effort required for these activities. And all this, within
a free timeframe limited by the SaaS application provider
(SaaS Trialability period).
In other words, it can be said that the cost of a "free trial"
of a SaaS program (or the SaaS_TCst) represents a
measurable investment (hidden and for consideration)
distributed among the parties (SaaS application provider and
potential customer).
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It is also possible to identify the value at margin
(separation point between acceptance and repudiation), at a
given moment in time, of a SaaS application for a generic
user, deriving from the total utility generated equal to the
cost of the physical and economic components necessary to
allocate and execute the application on the mobile device, at
a level of use considered by her/him to be minimally
adequate and/or free of efforts.
For a detailed Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) approach
of Cloud Computing services the proposed TCO method in
[18], where a mathematical modeling of cost types is
introduced along with a case study, could be used mutatis
mutandis for additional rationale.
IV. SAAS TRIALABILITY FACTOR (SAAS_TFCT) AND
“INTENTION OF USE” WITHIN MEASURED SERVICE CC
CHARACTERISTICS FOR A SINGLE NON-SAAS-EXPERT USER
In paid SaaS programs that offer a trial period, it is
possible to experiment free operational features "on a limited
basis" without others human intervention (on-demand selfservice characteristic) and autonomously under much more
extensive conditions than any other forms of demo-software
products that do not use Cloud Computing paradigm [1].
The degree that allows identifying the level of
transparency, compliance and correspondence between the
version that can be used after an onerous subscription
contract and the free trial version is here defined as SaaS
Trialability Factor (SaaS_TFct). The SaaS_TFct corresponds
to 1:1 only if the limitation of the SaaS trial product is
correlated and limited only to the number of granted users
who can access simultaneously the application (minimum
one user).
In this case, where SaaS_TFct is equal to 1:1 (SaaS_TFct
= 1:1), the trial period is fully comparable, from the point of
view of the systems, data, information, processes, functions
and support to a SaaS application in live operation and under
payment contract (“pay as you go” period) for at least a
single user.
In fact, more often than not, SaaS providers offers: (i) the
use of the SaaS application for trial; (ii) free of all the
potential limitations (see Section II B) but not the number of
users (normally one) and the time limit (established
trialability period); and, (iii) at the same time, all available
concurrent possibilities (see Section II A). Only when the
three previous conditions are met the SaaS_TFct is equal to
1:1 (“trialability on a virtually free full basis for at least one
concurrent test-user during a no-cost time-period”).
When the SaaS application has a SaaS_TFct = 1:1 it is
possible to let the registered user to perform the desired tests
while collecting additional data, in a controlled environment,
in order to determine and measure the effective use of the
application in terms of the amount of time and resources
used (see the vertical layer of CC measured service essential
characteristic in Quadrant IV of Fig. 1 crossing all
underlying CC service models from SaaS to IaaS).
The CC Effective Use (CC_EU) can be captured (or
logged) in automatic mode, when/if needed, for any
registered user accessing the SaaS: (i) at application level
(e.g., frequency of use, duration of use, nature of use,
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number of functions or features used, etc.); (ii) at virtualized
hardware level (IaaS) (e.g., CPU used, memory allocated,
hard drive space used or read/write, etc.); (iii) analytically
and; (iv) in aggregate form for statistical purpose.
For any registered user, the SaaS provider in addition to
“transactional use” (CC_EU at the application level), could
collect additional data on “informational use” and
“customer-service use” through his web site and with the
same login credential already granted to the potential adopter
during the trial period.
In order to experiment if is it possible, for a single nonSaaS-expert possible adopter, to take a preliminary informed
adoption (or rejection) decision at individual-level, respect to
a SaaS commercial product, inside a Business Environment
Context (BEC), during the free trialability period through:
 a set of predefined data collection items in the form
of a simple survey, administered (e.g. in a pop-up
modality) to the specific trial user (e.g., triggered
when he logs off the application), containing the
measurement items for “Usefulness” (U) and
“Perceived Ease of Use” (PEU), as described in
“Appendix” of [19] without decompose the original
model and maintaining the reflective/formative
measurement, are here contextualized and reported
from the original research, in Table I and Table II;
 a simplified algorithm (Fig. 2) named “SaaS
Trialability Algorithm Simple Adoption Process in
Business Environment Context for Single-User”
(STASAP∩BECxSU) that describes the procedure
and contains all essential elements for its coding;
 the code for a randomized STASAP∩BECxSU
simulation algorithm using the B.A.S.I.C.
programming language (Fig. 3);
 the results of a single run of the coded program
STASAP∩BECxSU (Fig. 4);
are here offered in order to facilitate the reader to
perform the live experiment in auto evaluation selfservice mode of any BEC related mobile application
she/he eventually has access to.
TABLE I.
MEASUREMENT ITEMS FOR “USEFULNESS” (U) AND
“PERCEIVED EASE OF USE” (PEU) AS PER THEORETICAL CONSTRUCT IN
“APPENDIX” OF [19]

As soon as the collected information is inputted, it is
possible to calculate the “Intention Of Use” (IOU) as the
arithmetical average of all the single measurement items (as
a sum of evaluation values for each U and PEU acquired,
divided by 12).
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TABLE II.
MEASUREMENT SCALES FOR “USEFULNESS” (U) AND
“PERCEIVED EASE OF USE” (PEU) AS PER THEORETICAL CONSTRUCT IN
“APPENDIX” OF [19]

business intelligence as a source of competitive success, the
here proposed experiment, and its calculated result can
already provide a clarifying and useful solution (the
calculated IOU).
In fact, if the average of IOU is > 4 the probable adopter
is prone to adopt the SaaS application; if IOU < 4 the
probable adopter, at this point in time, is willing to reject the
application for her/his personal use in her/his BEC.

If is it possible to repeat the above measurements at a
specific point in time (in the original research [19], after the
first hour introduction and, then, after 14 weeks), during the
trial period, a differential could be highlighted that would
lead to a reasoned acceptance or refusal (depending also on
time, methods and resources used in the SaaS tests or the
collected CC_EU related measures) making also possible
scoreboard the review progression in each of Perceived Ease
of Use (PEU) and Usefulness (U) measures.
Figure 3. Coding of SaaS Trialability Algorithm Simple Adoption Process
in Business Environment Context for Single-User (STASAP∩BECxSU)

Figure 2. “SaaS Trialability Algorithm Simple Adoption Process in
Business Environment Context for Single-User” (STASAP∩BECxSU)

Although the emerging trends of use of big data and
powerful analytics place a new emphasis on the use of
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Figure 4. A single run of the program SaaS Trialability Algorithm Simple
Adoption Process in Business Context Environment for Single-User
STASAP∩BECxSU at two different points in time during the tests with the
motivated final decision of rejection (final value = 3.25 < of 4).
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In order to analyze and, eventually correlate in more
detail, the final (rejection or acceptance) of IOU (calculated
with the experimented STASAP∩BECxSU), the End-User
Computing Satisfaction (EUCS) [20], experienced during the
trial, could also be collected and examined (through the
proposed measurement items and scale) with respect to
Content (C), Accuracy (A), Format (F), Ease of use (E) and
Timeliness (T) constructs as spelled out at p. 268 in [20],
using the same tactic previously described for the
STASAP∩BECxSU. Alternatively to the latter, collected
/able CC_EU measures as: number of functions or/and
features used (Ci); duration of each use (Tj,i); response time
(Tj,i); output produced (Fj,i); any error reported by the
application and/or the end-user (Ei and/or Ai); etc.; could be
utilized/analyzed and/or integrated with the eventually
available EUCS measures.
V.

POTENTIAL ADOPTION INDEX (PAI)

In more complex BEC, where the strategic decision (in
adopting a SaaS product deployed in public cloud) can be
supported and integrated by an objective quality technical
evaluation, the use of the Potential Adoption Index (PAI)
described in pp. 145-160 in [14] and, also reported here, in
Fig. 5, can be considered (in addition to STASAP∩BECxSU
experiment) opportune.
The idea of the PAI has his foundation in [21], where (in
Fig. 2, p. 186) the authors proposed, in the suggested
research agenda section, the business-technology framework
to refer to different views of correlated Cloud Computing
scientific research aspects (on business - technology axis).
A PAI preliminary model was developed and
subsequently presented in [22] and [23].
If the trialability on a virtually free full basis for at least
one concurrent test-user during a no-cost time-period
(SaaS_TFct = 1:1), is offered by the SaaS provider, it can be
used, at an already explained cost (SaaS_TCst), to acquire all
the necessary evaluations for the elements incorporated in
the PAI model.
The validated PAI model [14]: (i) is generic because can
refer to any BEC oriented SaaS deployed in public cloud; (ii)
it has been created to assist and support “Decision-Maker not
Technically expert in CC” (DMnTeCC), in the adoption
decisions of the most apt SaaS product (available on the
marketplace).
The single PAI resultant value is represented in numeric
form (values range between 1 and 4) in which the two
evaluations (business and technology) of all the specific
constituent elements, converge in a weighted means, in the
result: (i) relative importance of the DMnTeCC; (ii) qualityrelated to objectively verifiable elements of the services
offered (or potentially available) and their modalities.
The 58 constituent selected attribute-elements are, in the
PAI model, grouped by: (i) CC essential characteristics as in
[1]; (ii) benefits and concerns as proposed in [24].
Each selected element or attribute is (i) uniquely
identifiable; (ii) it is characteristic; (iii) it is evaluable by
importance and quality; (iv) it is verifiable or testable and;
(v) assigned to one or more representative groups or
subgroups.
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Figure 5. Model for the quantitative data acquisition for the PAI
calculation. Source: [14] pp. 145-160.

The technical quality assessment is carried out from a
SaaS-Specialized-Technical-EXPERT (SSTE) on an
objective basis, made justifiably (susceptible to verification
and adequately modifiable) and, using a pre-established
discrete fixed scale of integer values (min. 1, max. 4) on an
average of 2.5 (valorization not available as evaluation
value) as pp. 161-177 in [14].
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Different technical assessments values, on the same SaaS
product, may depend on the experience of the SSTE
evaluator, the objectivity of the evaluation and, the
reproducibility of the measurement or/and its motivated
justification.
The evaluation of the importance of each element is
made by the DMnTeCC, with values that can be chosen from
a preselected scale (usually between 1 and 10), even if this
scale is modifiable during the assessment stage (retrofitted in
the model, using % of the original Weight acquired in the
case study protocol).
Each evaluable element in the PAI model obtains a
discrete calculated numerical representation (Weight % *
Rating) on: (i) the relative importance for the DMnTeCC
(Weight %) and; (ii) quality of the SaaS product for the
SSTE (Rating); (iii) in a specific BEC.
The PAI value synthesizes, in an aggregate and final
result, the potential of the analyzed SaaS product with
respect to the importance/quality attributes values in a
specific BEC and, it provides a correct indication in itself, as
a result of an agglomerated calculation (∑ of all Weight% *
Rating).
The final value of the PAI is able to synthesize a positive
potential (for a value greater than 2.5) or negative potential
(for a value less than 2.5) between CC essential
characteristics, benefits and concerns in relation to the SaaS
program and its adoption in a BEC and, still maintains its
connotation in terms of importance originally expressed by
the DMnTeCC (Weight %).
The computation of the PAI is simple, although it

incorporates clearly identified available levels of knowledge
of the SSTE and, the explicit DMnTeCC will.
The potential of the PAI model depends exclusively on:
(i) the consistency of the model; (ii) the underlying
definitions and categorizations; (iii) the selected incorporated
component elements; and, (ii) of its controlled use both in
professional practice and in academic settings.
A detailed graphic analysis, that keeps in mind the
DMnTeCC importance’s and technical qualities (carried out
from an SSTE), could be performed following the PAI data
collection schema in order to visualize all the available
information.
It is useful, now, to graphically address the relevance of
the Potential Adoption Index (PAI) using, with a chart
analysis, the set of evaluations within a Cartesian axis
system, which refers to the dimensions of the importance of
the DMnTeCC (axis of the ordinates) and the judgments on
technical quality expressed from a SSTE (axis of the
abscissa) as in Fig. 6, 7, 8 and 9.
The intersection of the axes, in the average value, divides
the Cartesian plane into four quadrants to each of which it is
possible to associate a different meaning (see Fig. 6).
The new graphic representation, proposed for the PAI
model case-study, is much easier interpretable than the tables
offered in the original research [14] and allows identifying
groups of elements to focus to for additional consideration.
Fig. 6 shows the scatter plot obtained with the answers of
the questionnaire in case B with the indication of each
characteristic element considered.
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Figure 6. Graph representation of constituent elements of Case B with PAI = 2.7038 at p. 175 in [14].
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Figure 8. Graph representation of constituent elements of Case D with PAI = 2.7748 at p. 191 in [14].
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With this graphic representation, the DMnTeCC of Case
B can now focus his attention on the I quadrant (in Fig. 6),
with the help of what was reported by the SSTE in
“Technical evaluation (Rating) of the analytical elements of
the quantitative model” (pp. 161-177 in [14]) for each
evaluation element starting with the ones that have the high
interest value (Weight) and lowest technical assessment
(Rating): Change of subscription fee; Redundancy in data;
Redundancy in services; Legal protection-Liability-Out of
business; Data disclosure-auditability; Data confidentiality–
privacy (as also highlighted in Table 28 at p. 184 in [14]).
Same considerations can be done for Fig. 7 e 8 with the
appropriate case differentiation (see Table 31 at p. 190 for
case C and Table 34 p. 194 for case D in [14]).
The PAI model and his graphical representation want to
be an added and balanced research instrument to support the
evaluation of SaaS products in a BCE.
VI.

FURTHER WORKS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND
SUGGESTED RESEARCH AGENDA

The PAI data and results obtained in the three case-study
in [14] refer to the same SaaS product, and if a sufficient
number of cases was available they could be aggregated and
analyzed further in conjunction of Fig. 9. In fact, it could be
useful to address the adoption potentials of a SaaS product in
a BEC using some analogies with the well-known
Importance-Performance Analysis (IPA) model [25],
originally developed in marketing research and progressively
disseminated in social studies, with the due care.
12

cha nge of subscription fee (end of contract, anytime)

Further subsequent studies, if sufficient data will be
available, could lead in revealing solid findings for later
adopters and/or could help the SaaS providers to prioritize
improvements to their Software as a Service product and at
the same time conform to what is defined as CC [1].
VII. CONCLUSION
In the Cloud Computing service models (IaaS, PaaS and
SaaS), the essential characteristics are inherited among these
layers through the encapsulation of the various offered
technological components (that can be also automated if
previously subscribed or contracted) and could be made
available for the benefit of the end-users.
SaaS programs are supported on IaaS platforms and are
normally developed through the use of PaaS platforms.
IaaS providers in public cloud that have accredited
platforms are few and distributed in a global geographical
scope (e.g., Amazon Web Services; Microsoft Azure;
Google Cloud Platform and IBM Cloud, etc.).
Providers that offer SaaS applications can subcontract
models of underlying services from other public cloud
providers (PaaS or IaaS) by subscribing to the respective
published contractual conditions in an on-demand selfservice fashion.
The contractual conditions subscribed between different
providers impose predetermined contractual obligations that
indirectly influence (but could "de facto" affect) the final
subscribers of the SaaS service.
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Figure 9. Graph representation of the average of constituent elements of Case B, C, and D not present as a table in [14]
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.

When a specific SaaS service is contracted on a
subcontracted platform, the subscriber of the application
agrees on the use of the program, on a virtualized
infrastructure, directly with the SaaS service provider (with
levels of visibility and transparency most likely fragmented
along the entire chain of supplied sub-contracts).
The contractual and technical responsibilities, “of and in”
the services offered by the SaaS provider are shared at
different levels among all the actors (all involved providers
and the SaaS customers);
The complexity of evaluating the technological
component, the contractual links and the offered services
(incorporated or explicit), are usually underestimated or
ignored until complications arise (e.g., malfunction, loss of
data, unfulfilled legal responsibilities, etc.), compromising
the effective use of the contracted SaaS service and/or the
expected benefits.
The availability of a free trial period (free trialability) of
the application is, by the authors, of deep importance to be
able to appreciate the operational characteristics and verify
the technical and contractual components of the SaaS
services offered by the provider before committing to a paid
contract.
For what reported in this paper is now possible to affirm
that SaaS products for mobile devices deployed in the public
cloud and available on the marketplace: (i) that comply with
the CC paradigm; (ii) and have a SaaS_TFct equal to 1:1;
(iii) and are actively tested (investing sufficient time and
effort for their inspection); (iv) in a controlled and measured
environment; (iv) during a limited cost-free trialability
period offered by the provider; (v) have a lower risk and
error assessment than those that cannot be tested in advance
(before the contract acceptance and payment) but have,
possibly, a higher initial (investment) hidden but measurable
cost (SaaS_TCst).
In order to sustain the letter statement, an approach based
on diverse subjects with different level of expertise
/responsibility and unique measurement items has been used.
The structured approach focused on adoption evaluations
of a SaaS product deployed in the public cloud, with
inspection/test during the trialability period, by:
 single non-SaaS-expert user;
 decision-maker not technically expert in CC
(DMnTeCC) jointly with a SaaS-SpecializedTechnical-EXPERT;
using respectively:
 the Intention of Use construct (IOU) metrics;
 the Potential Adoption Index (PAI) research and
additional graphic validation examples.
Trialability has been here, therefore, proposed not only as
a tangible factor of Diffusion of Innovation in CC
environments but also as viable reasoning and learning tool
instrument in order to acquire a deeper understanding,
knowledge and, data source for personal and scientific
research in the evolutionary Cloud Computing paradigm.
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Abstract—The collection of a voluminous real-world stream
data is achieved today through a large number of distributed
and heterogeneous data sources. On the other hand, it is quite
rare to discover and collect semantic models associated with
this data, in order to be able to represent implicit meaning and
specifying related uncovered concepts and relationships
between them. Such semantic models, however, are the key to
make the data easily available, understandable and
interlinkable for its potential users and applications. Manually
modeling the semantics of data requires significant effort and
expertise. Most of the related work focuses on the semantic
labeling/annotation of the data fields (source attributes), given
that a semantic model is already provided. Constructing a
semantic model that explicitly describes the relationships
between the data attributes in addition to their semantic types
is critical. Related works support the semantic annotation of
data using existing ontologies, but there are only a few that
automatically construct the ontology based on the real-world
stream data that will eventually annotate (two-step process).
More important, existing solutions require a manually-created
training data set and its mapping to existing related
ontologies/models, in order to assist in the process of learning
the mapping function between the actual stream data and the
related semantic model (usually via a supervised machine
learning approach). This paper a) presents the problem and
representative related work, and b) proposes design directions
that are aligned to key requirements.
Keywords-semantic label; ontology; stream data.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In domains such as the IoT, sensor devices are used to
obtain insights about the things that ‘live’ in the surrounding
world, and to facilitate an intelligent interaction with them
(sense, analyze, act). The increasing need of using the data
produced by the sensor devices (stream data) inevitably leads
to Big Data, which requires new scalable and efficient
methods to structure and represent the underlying
information and to make the data accessible, processable and
interlinkable for the applications/services that use it. For
instance, this is the case for accessing, integrating and
reasoning with large volumes of stream data generated from
moving entities (e.g., ships, airplanes), dynamic data such as
weather conditions, as well as historical/static data, in order
to recognize high-level critical events to support real-time
decision and policy making.
Semantic technologies are used for the formal
representation of the real-world sensor data, due to its
advantage of conceptualizing and representing raw data in an
easy but still formal and explicit way, making them machine
interpretable and allowing their interlinkage to existing
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resources (e.g., Web, Linked Open Data cloud). For instance,
representing raw numerical values of measurements of
weather conditions that are measured and conceptualized by
meteorological or AIS (automatic identification system)
sensors, e.g., attributes, such as date, time, swell height (or
height of swell), wind speed (or speed of wind), visibility,
and their corresponding values such as “28/08/2017, 09.00,
1, 20, 10” and “28/08/2017, 22.00, 8, 90, 5”, can be done by
automatically discovering their corresponding semantics and
assigning to them the appropriate semantic labels.
Typically, individual data table columns (e.g.,
CSV/Excel table) are mapped to ontological properties, a set
of data table columns are mapped to ontological classes, and
row data table rows are mapped to ontological individuals.
For structured data/information such as relational databases
(RDB) and Web tables, the aim is to semantically
annotate/label the sources of structured data by mapping
RDB and Web tables against an ontology. As recently
reported [1], such a task can be decomposed into different
subtasks such as table-to-class mapping, row-to-instance
mapping, and column-to-property mapping.
Defining the problem of semantic labeling of a data
source
S
with a
semantic
labeling function
is explained in the following lines.
A data source S is a collection of ordered
pairs
, where denotes an attribute name (e.g.,
‘date’, ‘time’, ‘swell height’, etc.) and
denotes the set of
data values corresponding to the attribute
(e.g., for
equals to the ‘date’ attribute the set will have values such as
‘28/08/2017’, ’30-04-2018’). Different data sources can have
attributes that have different names but map to the same
semantic label (e.g., ‘swell height’ of S1 and ‘height of swell’
in S2 are both mapped to the same property i.e.,
‘swell_height’ of a Weather ontology). Multiple data sources
are often mapped to the same ontology in many practical
scenarios. The goal is to automatically learn the semantic
labeling function. To assign a semantic label to an attribute
in a new data source, we take an ordered pair
and use a semantic labeling function, which has been learned
from training data, to predict its semantic label.
In the IoT domain, one of the biggest challenges is to
discover and establish mappings between raw data and its
intended meaning, formalized explicitly into ontological
concepts, properties and/relationships between them. Such a
problem is usually referred as the symbol grounding problem
[2], describing the fundamental challenge of defining
concepts/properties from numerical sensor data that is not
grounded in meaningful real-world information. Voluminous
real-world stream data are usually recorded and collected as
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numerical values that cannot easily be related to meaningful
information without knowing the context, such as the
observation time and the location of the recorded data. Such
data can change over time or it can be depended on other
external factors. For instance, 30 degrees Celsius in summer
time can be a normal condition, however in winter time such
a reading could possibly mean an error of the sensor
functionality.
In contexts where real-world row data are generated in a
streaming fashion by sensor devices or other data sources,
the main problems related to their semantic labeling are:
• In the absence of a semantic model (ontology), how
to
automatically
construct
one
by
learning/uncovering the semantics ‘hidden’ in the
data
• Given a (learned) semantic model, how to
automatically, accurately and on-time compute the
corresponding data-to-semantics mappings, in a
continuous and iterative fashion.
While syntactic information about data sources such as
attribute names (e.g., title, name, location) or attribute types
(e.g., string, int, date) may provide some hints towards
discovering their related meanings and form the
corresponding semantic types, often this information is not
sufficient for an accurate prediction. For instance, the field
‘title’ of a data source that records artworks is not by itself
indicative of the intended meaning of its values (e.g.,
‘Zinnias’), i.e., it might by the case that values (titles) are
meant to be related with book titles, with song titles or with
artworks. This prediction can be even harder if the attribute
names are used in abbreviated forms e.g., ‘dob’ (i.e., date of
birth) instead of ‘birthdate’. That is the main reason why
related approaches focus on learning data semantics using
the data values rather their attribute names.
The general idea behind existing related approaches is to
learn a semantic labeling function from a training set of data
that has been previously semantically labeled in a manual
fashion. Then, when presented with a new data source of the
same topic/domain, the learned semantic labeling function
can automatically assign semantic types to each attribute of
the new source. The training data consists of a set of
semantic types and each semantic type has a set of data
values and attribute names associated with it. Given a new
set of data values from a new source, the goal is to predict
the top-k candidate semantic types along with confidence
scores using the training data.
In the example of Artworks, the semantic types are ‘title’
of ‘Artwork’, ‘name’ of ‘Person’, and ‘label’ of ‘Museum’.
By simply labeling the attributes with those types however,
is not sufficient. Unless the relationships between the
columns are explicitly specified (‘museum’, ‘painter’), a
precise model of the data cannot be obtained. For instance, a
person could be the owner, the painter, or the sculptor of an
artwork, but in the context of a specific example data for
paints, only the semantic relation of ‘painter’ correctly
interprets the intended relationship between an artwork and a
person. Thus, to build a rich semantic model that fully
represents the intended semantics of the data, another step
that determines the relationships between the attributes of the
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data sources in terms of the properties in the ontology is
necessary.
Moreover, in terms of solving the same problem
presented above, but for stream (mainly numerical) data as
input, one is facing with even more challenging issues. Due
to the nature of stream data (data arrives so rapidly in large
volumes, usually with no structure or metadata attached to
it), techniques such as dimensionality reduction and timewindowing of data, as well as statistical/probability
techniques for analyzing the distribution of numeric values
corresponding to a semantic label as well as linking those
labels to each other, are required.
This paper presents a) a number of recent related works
that try to solve the abovementioned problems, and b)
design directions aligned to technological requirements that
must be satisfied towards the goal of automating the
semantic labeling of stream data. It is structured as follows:
Section 2 provides background knowledge of key
technologies, Section 3 presents the related work, Section 4
presents the proposed design directions towards efficiently
approaching the problem, and Section 5 concludes the paper,
also stating future work plans.
II.

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

A. Semantic Labeling
Semantic labeling (or annotation), in the most common
cases, is the process of attaching additional information to
various concepts (e.g., people, things, places, organizations
etc.) in a given text or any other unstructured or structured
content (e.g., video, RDB, Web tables). When a document
(or another piece of content, e.g., video) is semantically
labeled it becomes a source of information that is easy to be
interpreted, combined and reused by computers. As
described by OntoText [3], to semantically annotate concepts
in the sentence “Aristotle, the author of Politics, established
the Lyceum”, we need to identify Aristotle as a ‘person’
and Politics as a ‘written work of political philosophy’. Then
we can index, classify and interlink the identified concepts in
a semantic graph database (e.g., GraphDB), in order to be
able to add (link) other information about Aristotle such as
his date of birth, his teachers, and his works. Politics can
also be linked to its subject, to its date of creation etc. Given
the semantics about the above sentence and its links to other
(external or internal) formal knowledge, algorithms will be
able to automatically answer questions such as: who tutored
Alexander the Great, which of Plato’s pupils established the
Lyceum. In other words, semantic labeling/annotation
enriches content with machine-processable information by
linking background information to extracted concepts.
For structured data/information, such as relational
databases (RDB) and Web tables, the aim is to semantically
annotate sources of structured data by mapping RDB and
Web tables against an ontology. Such a task can be
decomposed into different subtasks such as table-to-class
mapping, row-to-instance mapping, and column-to-property
mapping [1]. There are many studies on mapping data
sources to ontologies and several approaches have been
proposed to generate semantic Web data from databases and
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spreadsheets [4]. RDB schemas are easy to handle when
computing 1-1 mappings (table-to-class and field-to-property
correspondences). The D2RQ [5] and Ontop [6] OntologyBased Data Access (OBDA) approaches, introduces custom
mapping languages that enables users to define mapping
rules between tables of relational databases and target
ontologies in order to annotate and publish semantic data in
RDF format. R2RML [7] is a W3C recommendation for
expressing customized mappings from relational databases to
RDF datasets. Writing the corresponding mapping rules by
hand however, is a time-consuming task. The users need to
have a good understanding of the way source tables can be
most effectively mapped to the target ontology. They also
need to learn the syntax of writing the mapping rules.
In recent years, some efforts were introduced towards
automatically inferring the implicit semantics of tables.
Polfliet and Ichise [8] use string similarity methods between
column names and names of the ontological properties in
order to discover the corresponding mappings. Wang et al.
[9] use the header of Web tables along with the values of the
rows to map the columns to the attributes of the
corresponding entity that is represented in a rich and general
purpose taxonomy of facts (built from a corpus of over one
million Web pages and other data). This approach can only
deal with the tables containing information of a single entity
type. Limaye et al. [10] use YAGO ontology [11] to
annotate Web tables and generate binary relationships using
machine learning approaches. This approach is limited to the
labels and relations defined in the YAGO ontology. Venetis
et al. [12] presents a scalable approach to describe the
semantics of tables on the Web, leveraging a database of
class labels and relationships that are automatically extracted
from the Web. Although these approaches are very useful in
labeling and publishing semantic data from tables, they are
limited in learning the semantics relations: they only infer
individual binary relationships between pair of columns.
They are not able to find the relation between two columns if
there is no direct relationship between the values of those
columns.
Moreover, other related work exploits the data available
in the Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud to capture the
semantics of the tables and publish their data as RDF. Munoz
et al. [13] present an approach towards mining RDF triples
from the Wikipedia tables by linking the cell values to the
resources available in DBpedia [14]. This approach is limited
to Wikipedia. In Mulwad et al. [15], the Wikitology [16] is
used to link cells in a table to Wikipedia entities. Wikitology
is an ontology which combines some existing manually-built
knowledge systems such as DBpedia and Freebase [17].
They query the background LOD to generate initial lists of
candidate classes for column headers and cell values and
candidate properties for relations between columns. Then,
they use a probabilistic graphical model to find the
correlation between the column’s headers, cell values, and
relation assignments. The quality of the semantic data
generated by this category of work is highly dependent to
how well the data can be linked to the entities in LOD.
In Karma [18], a graph from learned semantic types and a
domain ontology is built. Then the graph is used to map a
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data source to the ontology interactively. In this work, the
system uses the knowledge from the pre-defined existing
domain ontology to propose models to the user, who can
correct them as needed. The system remembers the semantic
type labels assigned by the user, however, it does not learn
from the structure of previously modeled sources.
In terms of stream data, the aim is to automatically
annotate real-world data flows, in real-time, with semantics
that are already available before-hand (for the training
dataset) [19]–[21] or not i.e., extract/uncover the real-world
semantics on-the-fly, during the annotation process [22]. In a
real-time stream processing and large-scale data analytics for
IoT and Smart City applications’ context, the semantic
annotation process of heterogeneous data for automated
discovery and knowledge-based processing is sometimes
referred as data virtualization [23][24][25].
B. Ontology learning
Ontology learning concerns the process of constructing
an ontology from data/information source(s), in an automatic
or semi-automatic manner, to minimize or eliminate cost,
effort and time-consuming human involvement [26]. The
process extracts the concepts and relationships between them
from a corpus of natural language text or other sources of
data and information, and encodes them in an ontology
language (e.g., OWL). As building ontologies manually is
extremely labor-intensive and time-consuming, there is great
motivation to fully automate the process in several
application domains. A typical text-based process of
ontology learning, starts by extracting terms and concepts
from plain text using techniques, such as part-of-speech
tagging and phrase chunking. Then, statistical or symbolic
techniques are used to extract relation signatures, often based
on
pattern-based
or
definition-based
hypernym/hyponym/meronym extraction techniques.
A representative work that learns and constructs
ontologies from text documents is presented in Wang et al.
[27], introducing an automatic learning approach to construct
terminological ontologies based on different text documents.
In Lin et al. [28], a learning approach that constructs an
ontology automatically without the requiring training data is
presented. Other related approaches include the learning of
lightweight ontologies from query logs [29], aiming at the
efficient retrieval of Semantic Web documents. In another
related work [30], a new ontology is automatically
constructed by utilizing representations of entities, their
attributes and relations, learnt using unsupervised machine
learning techniques on facts extracted from Wikipedia tables.
Furthermore, a challenge in the automatic transformation of
an RDB model into an ontology is how to label the
relationships between concepts [31]–[33]. This challenge
depends heavily on the correct extraction of the relationship
types, since RDB models does not store the meaning of
relationships between entities but it only indicates the
existence of a link between them [33].
Several works have been conducted in providing sensor
data with semantic annotations. In Sheth et al. [34] semantics
are used to represent and structure real-world data, however,
automatically transforming the raw data into the semantic
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representation in this work remains an open issue. Dietze et
al. [35] describes the problem of symbolic grounding and the
semantic sensor Web, and introduces an approach that uses
conceptual spaces to bridge the gap between sensor
measurements and symbolic ontologies in an automatic
manner. In Stocker et al. [36] a system to identify and
classify different semantic types of road vehicles passing a
street is presented, using vibration sensors and machine
learning algorithms. In Ganz et al. [22], a knowledge
acquisition method is proposed that processes real-world
stream data to automatically create and evolve domain
ontologies, based on concepts-labeling rules that are
automatically extracted from external sources.
C. Ontology matching
In recent years, ontology matching has received much
attention in the Semantic Web community [37]. Ontology
matching finds the correspondence between semantically
related entities of different ontologies. Semantic annotation
can benefit from some of the techniques developed for
ontology matching. For example, instance-based ontology
matching exploits similarities between instances of
ontologies in the matching process. A semantic labeling
algorithm can adopt the same idea to map the data of a new
source to the classes and properties of a target ontology.
Such an algorithm computes the similarity (e.g. cosine
similarity between TF/IDF vectors) between the data of the
new source and the data of the sources whose semantic
models are known. Most of the work on ontology matching
only finds simple correspondences such as equivalence and
subsumption between ontology classes and properties.
Therefore, the explicit relationships within the data elements
are often missed when aligning the source data to the target
ontology.
D. Stream data mining
Stream data, e.g., encoded in JSON, is mostly numerical
and often with no rich (or any) metadata attached to it. Data
arrives in a stream or streams, and if it is not processed
immediately (or stored), it is lost. Moreover, the data arrives
so rapidly that it is not feasible to store it all in active storage
(i.e., in a conventional database), and then interact with it at
the time of your choosing. The algorithms for processing
streams involve summarization of the data, to make a useful
sample of it and to filter it in order to eliminate most of the
“undesirable” elements (e.g., stop words, noise), before it is
annotated. Then the number of different elements in a stream
is estimated using much less storage than would be required
if all the elements were listed.
Knowledge acquisition requires several processing steps.
Due to the large volume of real-world stream data,
techniques are required to lower the amount (or dimensions)
of the data input to make it manageable for processing
algorithms such as clustering and statistical methods. In the
domain of time-series analysis there has been a number of
dimensionality reduction techniques such as Fast-Fourier
transformation (FFT), Discrete Wavelete Transformation
(DWT), Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA), and
Symbolic Aggregate ApproXimation (SAX). The
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comparative study by Ding et al. [38] reveals that SAX
performs best in preserving the data features by remaining
high dimension reduction (data compression).
SAX transforms time-series data into aggregated words
that can be used for pattern detection and indexing. Since
SAX was not developed for small constrained devices,
authors in Ganz et al. [22] introduce Sensor-SAX, a modified
version that has less data transmission in times of low
activity in the sensor signal that is processed. In order to
group similar types of patterns and events, clustering
mechanisms are used. Cluster mechanisms do not require
training data and can be unsupervised. However, the
clustering methods rely on distance functions that map the
data samples to a comparable space. The k-means clustering
method provides fast computation of the groups even in large
datasets. However, the biggest drawback is that the number
of clusters (i.e., k) is an input parameter, and therefore should
be known beforehand. In order to learn the ontological
properties, a rule-mining approach can be used, similar to the
one proposed in Hu et al. [39]. The authors aim at creating
ontologies automatically by learning the logical rules to
construct the ontology. In Ganz et al. [22] a rule learning
approach is used, similar to the one of Hu et al. [39] to label
the unnamed concepts in the ontology.
III.

RELATED WORK

In the context of the work of Gao and Lianli [20], a
Semantic Annotation and Activity Recognition (SAAR)
approach is presented, integrating semantic annotation with
Support Vector Machine (SVM) techniques to automatically
identify animal behaviors from 3D accelerometry data
streams. It enables biologists to visualize and correlate 3D
accelerometer data streams with associated video streams. It
also enables domain experts to accurately annotate segments
of tri-axial accelerometer data streams, with standardized
terms extracted from an activity ontology. These annotated
data streams can then be used to dynamically train a
hierarchical SVM activity classification model, which can be
applied to new accelerometer data streams to automatically
recognize specific activities. The approach requires a)
significant human involvement, b) the creation of a training
data set, and c) the use of predefined domain-specific
ontologies.
Related approaches map each data value individually,
typically by learning a model based on features extracted
from the data using supervised machine-learning techniques.
In the approach of Ramnandan et al [19], the difference is
that it considers a holistic view of the data values
corresponding to a semantic label, and uses techniques that
treat this data in a collective manner. This way, it is possible
to capture characteristic properties of the values associated
with a semantic label as a whole. It supports both textual and
numeric data analysis and proposes the top-k semantic labels
along with associated confidence scores. For textual data, the
TF-IDF-based approach is used, and for numeric data, the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistical hypothesis test
respectively. The semantics for the semantic annotation of
data are automatically discovered, however the approach
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requires the existence of training sets, as well as of domainspecific ontologies that are used to label the training sets.
Taheriyan et al. [21] exploits external knowledge from
specific domain ontologies and other semantic models
learned from previously modeled sources (based on the idea
that data sources in the same domain usually provide
overlapping data) to automatically learn an expressive new
semantic model for a new source. The new semantic model
represents the semantics of the new data source in terms of
the concepts and relationships defined by the exploited
domain ontology/ies. The approach is based on
training/sample data of the new data source against the
mapped semantics of the domain ontology and the known
semantic models. Although the approach can be used to learn
rich semantic models from data, human involvement as well
as the existence of external knowledge (domain ontology and
other related semantic models) is needed. Also, the data used
to evaluate the approach (museum domain) cannot be
considered as the hard case of streaming data (numerical vs
textual semantic labeling). Finally, supervised machine
learning (training data sets) is used for the semantic labeling
of the data.
Ganz et al. [22] introduces a knowledge acquisition
method that processes real-world streaming data to
automatically create and evolve domain ontologies, based on
concept-labeling rules that are automatically extracted from
external sources. They use an extended k-means clustering
method and apply a statistic model (Markov chain model
approach) to extract and link relevant concepts from the raw
sensor data and represent them in the form of a domain
ontology. A rule-based system is used to label the concepts
and make them understandable for the human user or for the
semantic analysis, reasoning tools and software. The
approach is based on the abstraction of numerical values,
creating higher-level concepts from the large amount of data
produced by sensor devices. To do so, as in other related
work [23], the symbolic aggregate approximation (SAX)
dimensionality reduction mechanism [40] is used. The
approach uses the extended version of the SAX algorithm,
i.e., SensorSAX. The approach uses the SSN Ontology [41]
as a starting point and extend it by extracting new insights
from the raw sensor data to construct a topical ontology
representing an extract of the observed domain.
IV.

DESIGN DIRECTIONS

In this section we propose a set of design directions for
future approaches, based on the specific techniques/methods
of existing ones that stand-out as key choices towards
achieving the highest positive impact in an automated
semantic annotation framework for real-world voluminous
stream (sensor) data. The aim is to design an approach that
transforms raw sensor streaming data (e.g., “28/08/2017,
09.00, 1, 20, 10” or “28/08/2017, 22.00, 8, 90, 5”) into
meaningful semantics (e.g., “Calmness” or “Storm”), as
automatically and accurately as possible, minimizing human
involvement and the use of pre-defined existing domainspecific ontologies.
The focus of these design directions is towards
automating (as much as possible) the transformation of raw
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stream data related to the continuous monitoring of moving
entities (vehicles, ships, aircrafts), for instance, trajectories,
weather conditions, and low-level events (e.g., start, stop,
turn), to valuable annotations of higher-levels of abstraction
such as: change of course (a change in the direction that
vessels are moving), three-point turn (the act of turning a
vessel around in a limited space by moving in a series of
back and forward arcs), cold wave (a wave of unusually cold
weather), calmness (an absence of strong winds or rain),
atmospheric phenomenon (a physical phenomenon
associated with the atmosphere). Moreover, the focus is
towards investigating how these automatically generated
abstractions may be used in a combined way to infer and
model even more higher levels of abstractions and critical
high-level events such as: trade route (a route followed by
traders, usually in caravans), migration route
(the
geographic
route
along
which
populations
of
animals/humans customarily migrate), flight path (the path of
a rocket or projectile or aircraft through the air), collision (an
accident resulting from violent impact of a moving object),
crash, wreck (a serious accident, usually involving one or
more vehicles).
The hardest problem of a data-to-semantics approach that
uses an unsupervised machine learning algorithm for leaning
concepts from numerical data, is probably the problem of
automatically labeling the learned unnamed classes and
properties. In the absence of a trained data-to-semantics
learning algorithm, a rule-based mechanism must be applied
on clustered symbolized SAX patterns in order to
automatically add names to the unlabeled concepts. Such
rules can be manually defined (increasing however the
undesired, in our case, human involvement), or to construct a
mechanism that can automatically extract those rules. The
aim is to develop such a mechanism in order to automate the
process of constructing such naming rules, possible encoded
in the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL), towards
supporting the automated concept and property naming task.
For instance, such a rule set in the maritime/safe-shipping
application domain may look like the ones presented in
Table 1.
TABLE 1. EXAMPLE RULE SET IN THE MARITIME/SAFE-SHIPPING DOMAIN
isAISdata(?ad)
& isSimpleEvent (?se)
& equal(?se, ‘turn’)
isAISdata(?ad)
& isSimpleEvent (?se)
& equal(?se, ‘lost communication’)
isWeatherData(?wd)
& (swell_height_m(?sh) &
greaterThanOrEqual(?sh, 8))
& (wind_speed_kmph(?ws) &
greaterThanOrEqual(?ws, 90))
& (visibility(?v) & lessThanOrEqual(?v, 5))
badWeatherConditions
& vesselInTurn
& ???
badWeatherConditions
& vesselInLostCommunication
& ???

=> VesselInTurn

=> VesselInLostCommunication

=> Storm

=> WeatherForcedChangeOfCourse
(inferred knowledge)
=> VesselInDanger
(inferred knowledge)

Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques and
heuristic rules will be further incorporated in order to assist
the process of ontology construction. For instance, the
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Vessel-related concepts learned from the rule-based
mechanism, VesselInTurn and VesselInDanger, can be
classified under WordNet-extracted learned concept Vessel,
Storm
under
WeatherConditions,
and
WeatherForcedChangeOfCourse under ChangeOfCourse.
Furthermore, WordNet (open multilingual knowledge graph)
semantic relations that hold between the extracted concepts
can be further analyzed in order to introduce labels for the
unnamed properties as well.
A two-step process is proposed and presented below in
an abstract design level. The first step concerns the learning
of the ontology from a specific time-window of the stream
data (Figure 1) and the second concerns the semantic data
annotation of the data stream (Figure 2) i.e., the use of the
learned ontology for the computation and refinement of datato-ontology mappings of the data stream. The input of the
process is: a) streaming data, mainly numerical, and b)
external generic semantic lexicons or knowledge graphs. The
proposed abstract steps of the process are:
1. Ontology Learning (Figure 1)
1.1 Pre-process stream data:
• Transform into a specific working format (e.g.,
from CSV or JSON to RDF),
• Distinguish data between textual DST (e.g., vessels’
historical data) and numerical DSN (e.g., AIS and
weather data).
1.2 Define a time window T for a subset DS of the stream
data D that will be used for the automated learning of
the ontology.
1.3 Analyze data for DS using external knowledge (e.g.,
WordNet) and a data summarization method (e.g.,
SAX).
• For textual data DST: Methods for indexing and
searching of documents (TF-IDF-based cosinesimilarity method). The labeling algorithm will use
the cosine similarity between TF/IDF vectors of
WordNet documents (focused subset of synsets)
and the input document to predict candidate
semantic types (WordNet senses)
• For numerical data DSN: combined analysis of a)
data values (using SAX) and b) data attribute
names (using lexical and semantic analysis with the
aid of external semantic lexicon such as WordNet
or BabelNet)
1.4 Automatically construct the top-k candidate
ontological models Mk, for DS, using a rule-based
entity naming method.
1.5 Present user the candidate semantic models Mk and
allow the selection and refinement of the preferred k
model i.e., the final learned ontology.
2. Semantic data annotation (Figure 2)
2.1 Repeat step 1.1 for the rest of the stream data.
2.2 Repeat step 1.3 using also the learned ontology as
input to the data analysis method.
2.3 Automatically compute data-to-ontology mappings m
for DS.
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2.4 Based on user feedback allow the manual
correction/refinement of one of more mappings of m.
2.5 Automatically (re)compute the mappings, based on
users’ corrections/refinements.

Figure 1. Ontology learning from time-window stream data

The output of the proposed process is: a) a learned-fromdata domain ontology (e.g., encoded in OWL/RDF, and b)
data-to-ontology mappings (e.g., encoded in R2RML).

Figure 2. Semantic data annotation

The aim is to generate the learned-from-data domain
ontology not just as a data-focused subset of the external
lexicon source (e.g., WordNet, BabelNet), but a rich and
expressive (as possible) lexicon-based ontology that reflects
the intended meaning of analyzed data.
V.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECCOMENDATIONS

The main problems related to the semantic annotation of
stream data are: a) how to automatically construct a
semantic model by learning the semantics ‘hidden’ in the
data, b) given a semantic model, how to automatically,
accurately and on-time compute the corresponding data-tosemantics mappings, in a continuous and iterative fashion.
We conjecture that there is a real need to develop
approaches based on issues discussed in this paper, as well as
on specific methods of existing approaches that stand-out as
key choices towards achieving the highest positive impact in
an automated semantic annotation framework for real-world
voluminous stream (sensor) data. The need is to transform
raw sensor streaming data into meaningful semantics, as
automatically and accurately as possible, minimizing human
involvement and use of pre-defined existing domain-specific
ontologies.
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The hardest problem, as identified in this paper, is
related to the data-to-semantics approach that uses an
unsupervised machine learning algorithm for learning
concepts from numerical data: it is the problem of
automatically labeling (adding names to) the learned
unnamed classes and properties. In the absence of a trained
data-to-semantics learning algorithm, a rule-based
mechanism must be applied on clustered symbolized SAX
patterns to automatically add names to the unlabeled learned
concepts. Such rules can be manually defined (increasing
however human involvement), or to construct a mechanism
that can automatically extract them.
Based on the discussion and findings presented in this
paper, the following key research actions are recommended
to be integrated in related frameworks:
• Data synopses (summaries) from stream data
sources, archival data, as well as detected and
forecasted trajectories and events must be
semantically annotated, transformed into a common
form and be integrated. This task will exploit
knowledge models and meta-data schemes that will
be incorporated in the infrastructure, keeping them
permanently up-to-date.
• Advance the related research towards automating, as
much as possible, the transformation of raw stream
data related to the continuous monitoring of moving
entities (vehicles, ships, aircrafts), for instance,
trajectories, weather conditions, and low-level events
(e.g., start, stop, turn), to valuable annotations of
higher-levels of abstraction.
• Develop a method for automatically learning a realworld domain-specific ontology that is needed for
the semantic annotation of steam data related to
moving objects’ trajectories, weather conditions, and
low-level events, minimizing human involvement
and the usage of pre-defined external domainspecific semantics, as much as possible.
• Develop a set of novel NLP techniques and heuristic
rules in order to assist the process of automated
ontology construction.
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Abstract— The Internet of Things (ΙοΤ) is a concept that
describes the connection of various devices with built-in sensors
and communication equipment to achieve the collection and
transmission of data in a network. IoT devices are increasing
with geometric progress, and ensuring interoperability and
handling of the enormous heterogeneous data generated is of
major importance for the creation of intelligent applications and
services. This paper presents the state of art and current
solutions on the issues of interoperability in the IoT domain, as
well as the challenges and open issues. Finally, a discussion is
provided on what future research should focus on and solutions
are outlined to achieve interoperability in IoT systems that can
lead to a “Social Network” of Things.

There are several definitions in the literature for
interoperability. From all these definitions, we will focus on
the one that is most important about our context. The IEEE
defines interoperability as "the ability of two or more systems
or components to exchange information and use the
information exchanged" [4]. Moreover, we can define
interoperability as a measure of the degree to which diverse
systems, organizations, and/or individuals are able to work
together to achieve a common goal [5].
The "Internet of Things" concept implies that all Things
are harmoniously connected so they can communicate and
they are also easily accessible from the Internet to deliver
services to end-users [6]. But, to create a new “Social
Network” of Things, a truly connected world,
that
harmoniously connects applications to Smart Homes, Smart
Cities, Smart Agriculture, Smart Health, etc., it will require a
real horizontal integration of devices, applications, systems
and platforms.
Firstly, in this work, we attempt to define the problem of
interoperability in IoT systems and then we report the current
developments on this issue (Section II). Following the
challenges and open issues (Section III) and existing
solutions (Section IV) are discussed. As a contribuiton,
solutions are proposed to enhance interoperability in the IoT
field and ideas are presented on what future research should
focus on (Section V) before our conclusion (Section VI).

Keywords- Internet of Things; Interoperability; Semantic Web
Technologies; IoT platforms; ontologies; Social Network of
Things; middleware; Open Linked Data, ontology alignment;
reasoning mechanisms.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) is the next big step in the
field of technology. New technologies are being developed to
meet the ever-increasing demands of a new digital world
where heterogeneous devices will be connected, forming a
part of an IoT ecosystem [1]. IoT has the potential to bring
out many possibilities of natural objects, which until recently
were considered impossible. This has a significant impact on
society, economic growth and in the informatics sector.
The IoT devices collect a huge amount of data using
microcontrollers and sensors embedded in them connecting
home users, businesses, public facilities, and business
systems. These data are multimodal including video streams,
images, and text data. The density of systems and
technologies is becoming increasingly high and ensuring
interoperability and handling of such large scale
heterogeneous data will be a key factor in the development of
smart applications in several areas, such as Smart Cities,
Smart Homes, Smart Health, Smart Agriculture, etc. [2].
According to Noura et al. [3], the interoperability on the
Internet of Things relates to the layers below: 1) Device, 2)
Syntactic, 3) Networks, 4) Semantic and 5) Platform
architecture. The difficulty in the communication between
the various devices is not only related to the diversity of
devices but also is about the way data is labelled, how devices
are represented and modelled, as well as, it is about the
architecture type of the different systems.
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II.

INTEROPERABILITY LEVELS IN IOT

IoT interoperability is a multifaceted issue and the
solutions to be addressed must be in line with many factors
that are also referred to the literature as interoperability
levels. A taxonomy of interoperability for IoT is based on
four levels: technical, syntactical, semantic and
organizational interoperability [3][7]. Below we will analyze
each level individually.
A. Technical Interoperability
Technical Interoperability includes the first three levels of
classification, as proposed by Noura et al. and it includes the
interoperability of devices, the interoperability of networks
and the interoperability of platforms.
a) Device Interoperability
Devices that are integrated into the world of IoT are
becoming more and more ubiquitous. These Smart Devices /
Things are either devices with a lot of computing power like
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smartphones and Raspberry Pi, or devices with built-in
microswitches and low-power actuators, such as Arduino,
Wispmote, Libelium, and others [7]. The problem of
interoperability at this level is due to the inability of all these
devices with different architectures and power levels to
interact properly.
b) Network Interoperability
Moreover, due to the variety and heterogeneity of IoT
devices, many communication protocols have been
developed to cover all requirements in the IoT market. Home
appliances, such as smart air conditioners, refrigerators,
televisions, etc., use Wifi and 2G / 3G / 4G cellular
communications. Other mobile devices use more low-power
and short-range wireless technologies, such as Bluetooth,
ZigBee, Beacons, RFID belonging to the WBAN IEEE
802.15.6 family. While a new category created for sensor
applications is that of long-range and Low-Power Wide-Area
Networks (LPWAN). Some of them are the wireless
technologies LoRaWan, SigFox, NB-IoT [8]. This level of
interoperability refers to the difficulty of communication of
the IoT devices using different communication protocols.
c) Platform Interoperability
The IoT platform is a comprehensive suite of services that
facilitates services, such as development, maintenance,
analysis, visualization and intelligent decision-making
capabilities in an IoT application. Interoperability issues of
IoT platforms are because many of these systems are tailored
for specific IoT applications. Some of the most popular
platforms are Google Cloud Platform, IBM Watson IoT,
ThingWorx, oneM2M, Microsoft Azure Cloud, ThingSpeak
[9]. Each of the above follows its data sharing policy, it has
its operating system, and this has the effect of creating
heterogeneous IoT systems and increasing the problem of
interoperability.
B. Syntactic Interoperability
Syntactic interoperability refers to the interoperability of
data formats and encodings used in any exchange of
information or services between heterogeneous systems and
IoT entities. Such forms of standardization are, for example,
XML, JSON and RDF. The encoding and decoding of
messages are done using editorial rules, defined by a
grammar. The problem of syntactic interoperability arises
due to the great variety of grammars that each architecture
employs and consequently, the IοT devices could not
communicate properly.
C. Semantic Interoperability
Semantic interoperability is characterized as the ability to
transmit information, data and knowledge among agents,
services and applications in a meaningful way, inside and
outside the Semantic Web [10][11]. It is the description of
smart devices according to their data, services, and
capabilities in mechanically comprehensible form using a
common vocabulary. Semantic interoperability is achieved
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when the exchange of data is made harmoniously
independent of the structure of the original data giving a
common meaning [12]. This can be done either by existing
standards or agreements on the form and importance of data
or can be done using a common vocabulary either in a schema
and/or in an ontological approach [13].
The use of an ontology is the most common way of adding
semantics to the IoT data. It is a way of modelling
information that extends the concept of the Semantic Web
into the Internet of Things. The most important Semantic
Web technologies have been standardized by the World Wide
Web Consortium and are Resource Description Format
(RDF), a lightweight data metadata model for describing
ontology properties, SPARQL, and the RDF Query Language
[14].
Existing solutions [11][14] suggest the use of unified
ontologies to address semantic interoperability issues and
automation related to the heterogeneity of data. However, the
multiple possible consolidations developed by field experts
[2] pose many challenges as each consolidated ontology
proposes its autonomous classification. It is therefore
imperative to improve ontology matching and ontology
alignment [15][16] to discover the most appropriate
strategies that can overcome the heterogeneity problem in the
Internet of Things and bridge the semantic gap between IoT
entities at the level of Information / Applications.
D. Organizational Interoperability
Organizational interoperability refers to the successful
organization of a system to communicate effectively and to
transmit the information in a harmonious manner [10]. To do
this, the other three levels of interoperability: technical,
syntactic and semantic interoperability, must be ensured.
High organizational interoperability means that information
has been properly transmitted irrespective of the
heterogeneity of devices, networks, types of compilation and
modelling of information [17].
III.

CHALLENGES

With the rapid expansion of various heterogeneous devices
and systems, addressing the interoperability challenges is a
major issue. The IoT devices must be compatible with their
devices communicate with this and this is only possible if
they follow common protocols and communication
standards. Below we present the most important
interoperability challenges in IoT.
A. Heterogeneous Connected Devices/Things
One of the most important challenges in IoT systems is
the interoperability of connected devices. Some of the most
important issues are:
• Heterogeneous equipment from different manufacturers:
Devices not manufactured by the same manufacturer
cannot communicate correctly [18].
• Incompatibility between different platforms. Some of
them are Evrythng (www.evrythng.com), ThingWorx
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(www.thingworx.com), Xively (www.xively.com),
Google Cloud IoT, Yaler (yaler.net), Microsoft Azure IoT
[9].
• Incompatibility of different versions: Newer devices do
not take backward compatibility issues.
• Different communication protocols / formats (IEEE
802.11, IEEE 802.15, LoRaWan, SigFox).
B. Multimodal, High Heteogeinety Data
IoT Systems collect data from different distributed
sensors. These data are multimodal, including heterogeneous
data, such as video streams, images, audio, and simple text
[2]. How to integrate these distributed data from multisource
is a key challenge for IoT development and for
implementation of new innovative smart applications.
Moreover, communication between heterogeneous
devices generates a large volume of real-time, high-speed,
and uninterrupted data streams. These data streams include
structured, semi-structured and unstructured data. When
heterogeneous and various sensor data are acquired,
multisource data should be merged to create a comprehensive
and meaningful view for further utility [19].
C. Syntactic interoperability between Things
As discussed previously, syntactic interoperability
involves packet and data networking mechanisms. Thus,
when the above challenges are overcome, there is still a need
to ensure that the data flow is interoperable between different
networks and between a combination of devices. Translation
functions to networks or on some devices, gateways or in the
form of intermediate software sitting on the edge of one
network are most likely to be necessary [20].
Moreover, IoT frameworks prefer to use popular and
tried-and-tested
solutions
to
increase
syntactic
interoperability. These solutions include the messaging
protocols CoAP, XMPP, AMQP, MQTT, DDS and Hy-LP,
as well as the DPWS, UPnP, and OSGi [21]. However, these
solutions only offer cross-domain compatibility and usually
operate as closed silos with a close application focus,
enforcing specific data formats and interfaces.
D. Semantically Incompatible Information Models
As mentioned in the previous section, ensuring semantic
interoperability is very important to address the inability to
exchange and reuse data. Unfortunately, even today, IoT
systems consist of semantically incompatible information
models, such as incompatible general ontologies that offer
different descriptions or even understandings of resources
and processes, and thus are a barrier to the development and
adoption of the IoT.
Most of the existing semantic tools and techniques, such
as Linked Data, ontology alignment and ontology matching
[14][15] have been created primarily for Internet resources.
Existing models provide the basic description frameworks,
but alignment between different models and frameworks are
required. In addition, the capacity of the natural environment
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and the resource constraints on IoT systems have not been
taken into account [16]. Future work in this area should
provide capability, security and scalability and provide
solutions that are easily adapted to limited and distributed
resource environments.
IV.

EXISTING SOLUTIONS

A significant research effort has been devoted to providing
solutions in the direction of increasing interoperability at all
four levels presented in Section III. In this section, we
examine solutions provided by six related projects (AGILE,
BiG-IoT, VICINITY, Open-IoT, INTER-IoT, and Machineto-Machine Measurement (M3) Framework). These six
projects are developing interoperability solutions at different
interoperability levels and for this purpose were chosen to be
analyzed in this particular work.
A. BIG-IoT
BiG-IoT [22][23] focus on addressing the semantic and
organizational levels of IoT interoperability issues by
creating the BiG-IoT API. It is about a generic web platform
that unifies multiple platforms and different middlewares.
The Web API and semantic information representation
models are defined in cooperation with the Web of Things
Interest Group at W3C, expanding the standards of this
community. The project has chosen schema.org as a basic
vocabulary of concepts.
Through the API, which has a defined architecture, it is
easier to create applications and services for heterogeneous
platforms. To increase the level of interoperability at
semantic, but especially at the organizational level the IoT
API is framed by the following functions [19][24]:
 Identity management for registering resources.
 Discover resources according to user-defined search
criteria.
 Access metadata, and data (download data as well as
publish / record feeds).
 Work with forwarding commands in Things.
 Vocabulary management for semantic descriptions of
concepts.
 Security, including identity management, authorization
and key management.
 Billing that allows you to make money through payment
and billing mechanisms.
B. INTER-IoT
The INTER-IoT project aims to comprehensively address
the lack of interoperability in the IoT realm by proposing a
full-fledged approach facilitating "voluntary interoperability"
at any level of IoT platforms and across any IoT application
domain, thus guaranteeing a seamless integration of
heterogeneous IoT technology [23][25].
INTER-IoT is based on the above main functionalities to
address technical and syntactic interoperability:
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 Techniques and tools for providing interoperability
among and across each layer of IoT platforms.
 A global framework called INTER-FW for programming
and managing interoperable IoT platforms, including
INTER-API and several interoperability tools for every
layer.
 Engineering Methodology based on the CASE tool for
IoT platforms integration/interconnection.
Regarding the main types of interoperability (technical,
syntactic, semantic), INTER-IoT enables all of them [18].
Universal syntactic and semantic interoperability among any
platform with different data formats and ontologies is
possible through the INTER-IoT DS2DS solution. Moreover,
other INTER-IoT layers (D2D and N2N) can provide
organizational interoperability among smart elements,
enabling connectivity to the network.
C. VICINITY
The VICINITY project aims at interfacing cloud-based
platforms from various application domains by providing
"interoperability as a service" for the Internet of Things [26].
The proposed interoperable platform is presented as a virtual
neighborhood, a “social network” where users can share
access to their smart objects without losing control. The
project team has thoroughly reviewed all existing standards
and platforms, selecting those needed to build a service or
increase interoperability.
The project is not so concerned with technical
interoperability. For communication between devices,
wireless networks like Wi-Fi and ZigBee are mainly used.
VICINITY's main goal is to increase semantic
interoperability. Using the standard W3C Web Language
Ontology, specific ontologies are developed in a variety of
areas, such as ontologies for energy and building, etc.,
extending the SAREF reference ontology [27]
interoperability.
VICINITY ontology network is composed of crossdomain ontologies, addressing the modelling of general
concepts like time, space, web Things. It will represent the
information for exchanging IoT descriptor data between
peers. Domain-oriented ontologies aim to cover vertical
Domains, such as Health, Transport, Buildings, etc.
D. AGILE
The AGILE project builds a modular open-source
interoperable Gateway solution (hardware and software
gateway) for the IoT focusing on the physical layer, network
communication layer, processing, storage, and application
layers [22]. The AGILE software modules are addressing
functions, such as device management, communication
networks like area and sensor networks and solution for
distributed storage. Moreover, AGILE approaches include
security features that allow users to share data in a trusted
way.
The AGILE project focuses on technical interoperability
both at hardware and software level [23][25]. Within the
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project, various popular and low-cost technologies, such as
Raspberry Pi are being developed and expanded. This creates
the "Gateway Maker", a proposal to create interoperable
gateways that will be used for multi-purpose and
heterogeneous purposes. At the same time, the project
provides open-source code and a web-based environment
(Node-Red) for developers to develop new, innovative
applications. The project does not address any approach to
the semantic and organizational level of interoperability.
E. Open-IoT
Open-IoT focuses on increasing semantic interoperability
[28]. In the framework of the project, a middleware platform
was created that allows semantic integration of applications
on the cloud. For information modelling, the ontology of
W3C (SSN) sensor networks are used as a common standard
for the semantic integration of various IoT systems.
Appropriate infrastructures collect and semantically
comment on the data of the different sensors. Also, another
semantic technique called Linked Data is used to enrich the
data and interface it.
Open-IoT innovates with other programs as it implements
a platform with modules for collecting data and applications
in cloud computing infrastructures, modules for creating
semantically interoperable applications, and applications for
mobile sensors. The implementation of semantic techniques
in the cloud is something that adds value to the project and
makes it stand out from other similar solution. These
functionalities provide a basis for the development of novel
applications in the areas of smart cities and mobile
crowdsensing, while also enabling large scale IoT
experimentation and increase the level of organizational
interoperability. The project does not address any approach
to the technical and syntactic level of interoperability.
F. Machine-to-Machine Measurement (M3) Framework
The M3 Framework project focuses on addressing the
lack of semantic interoperability in IoT. The framework of
the project assists the developers in semantically annotating
M2M data and in building innovate applications by reasoning
on M2M data originating from heterogeneous IoT systems
and domains. To increase the level of interoperability at
syntactic, but especially at the semantic level the M3
Framework is framed by the following layers [30]:
 Perception layer, which consists of physical IoT devices,
such as sensors, actuators and RFID tags.
 Data acquisition layer, which focus on collecting raw data
from IoT devices/sensors and converting them in a
unified way, such as RDF/XML compliant with the M3
ontology. These formats are compliant with the M3
ontology, an extension of the W3C SSN Observation
Value concept to provide a basis for reasoning.
 Persistence layer, which takes over to store M3 in a
database to store semantic sensor data which called triple
store.
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 Knowledge management layer, which is responsible for
finding, indexing, designing, reusing and combining
domain-specific knowledge, such as ontologies and
datasets to update M3 domain ontologies, datasets and
rules.
 Reasoning layer, which infers new knowledge using
reasoning engines and M3 rules extracted from Sensorbased Linked Open Rules (S-LOR) [31].
 Knowledge query layer executes SPARQL (a SQLlike
language) queries on inferred sensor data.
 Application layer, which employs an application (running
on smart devices) to parse and display the results to endusers.
V.

DISCUSSION

To conclude the degree of interoperability maturity, we
summarize in Table I the tools of state-of-art platforms that
were analyzed in section IV, which attempt to solve
interoperability issues at the layers discussed in Section II.
At technical and syntactic level AGILE, VICINITY and
INTER-IoT attempt to provide solutions by creating Generic
Gateways and device to device modules that integrate several
wireless and wired technologies. All of these need to be
incorporated into supported technologies like families of
Low Power and Wide Area wireless networks (LoRaWan,
SigFox, etc.), as well as other short-range wireless indoor
technologies, such as Beacons.
A recurring aspect is that most efforts are focused on
addressing the semantic interoperability challenge.
VICINITY platform uses the standard W3C Web Language
Ontology and implements cross-domain ontologies, whereas
Open-IoT extends SSN ontology, and uses semantic tools
such as Linked Data. BiG-IoT expands the standards of WoT
and uses vocabulary management for handling semantics
tools.
Moreover, INTER-IoT
increases
semantic
interoperability compared to the rest of the platforms by
introducing different data formats and ontologies through the
INTER-IoT DS2DS solution. In addition, M3 Framework
Project addressing the semantic interoperability by
innovative semantic tools, such as M3 ontology tools,
reasoning engines and M3 rules extracted from S-LOR.
The solutions developed in this direction are promising,
but they are still at an early stage. The proposed frameworks
do not take into account the limitations of IoT systems, i.e.,
low device resources, energy consumption, mobility, etc.
Moreover, the ontologies that are created are complicated and
not interoperable with each other and focus mainly on the
interoperability of specific fields rather than on a general
solution. Besides that, the tools for ontology alignment and
ontology merging, solutions that can radically improve
interoperability levels, have not been particularly
emphasized. Certain future research should focus on this
direction so that future ontology engineers are given powerful
“light” tools, such as ontology alignment tools for low-power
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devices or tools to implement “light” ontologies for crossdomains.
In addition, as already mentioned, organizational
interoperability will be realized provided that all other
interoperability levels are properly addressed. In this context,
BiG-IoT creates a common and generic Application
Programming Interface (API) between the different IoT
middleware platforms. Open-IoT implements a cloud-based
middleware platform with innovative tools and
functionalities. Also, VICINITY project creates a framework
that follows the philosophy interoperability as a service for
“Internet of Things Neighborhood” with many modules and
tools. Moreover, the INTER-IoT platform increases the
levels of organization interoperability with INTER-API,
which includes several interoperability tools for every layer.
Finally, M3 Framework project with innovative semantic
engines and solutions at the Application layer, which parses
and displays the results to end-users, increases the
organizational interoperability level.
TABLE I. INTEROERABILITY LEVELS COVERAGE BY THE
EXAMINED RESEARCH PLATFORMS.
InteroperaTechnical
Syntactic
Semantic
Organizability level /
level
level
level
tional level
Project
Yes
Yes
(Maker’s
(Maker’s
No
No
AGILE
Gateway)
Gateway)
Yes
(extend
Yes
SSN
(extend SSN
No
No
Open-IoT
ontology,
ontology,
Linked
Linked Data)
Data)
Yes
(Generic
Yes
Gateway
Yes
Yes
supports
(VICINI(interopera(OWL
common
TY Ontobility as a
VICINITY
Lang.)
networks
logies)
service)
(Wifi,
ZigBee,))
Yes
(expand the
standards
of WoT,
Yes
vocabulary
(BiG-IoT
No
No
BiG-IoT
manageAPI)
ment for
handling
semantics)

INTERIoT

Machine to
Machine
(M3)
Framework

Yes
(DS2DS)

Yes
(DS2DS)

Yes
(DS2DS)

No

Yes
(Data
acquisition
layer)

Yes
(Knowledge management
layer,
Reasoning
layer)

Yes
(INTERAPI)

Yes
(Application
layer)
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To address the problem of interoperability, equal
emphasis should be placed on all levels of interoperability as
they have been presented in this work. It is necessary to create
tools and software modules that will seamlessly solve the
problem of interoperability at all levels in parallel, and also
provide solutions that are available for devices with minimal
resources. In this way, an indispensable, interoperable, global
IoT ecosystem will be created in the form of a new “Social
Network” of Things.
Taking under consideration, the open issues and
shortcomings of the state-of-art frameworks, as presented in
this survey,
we aim to design/implement
a
framework/architecture called “Social Network” of Things
framework that consists of modules, tools and functionalities
that will increase interoperability at all levels.
Firstly, at the level of technical interoperability, it is
proposed to extend the AGILE and VICINITY solutions as
well as other solutions from similar platforms and to create
an architecture that includes even more interoperable devices.
Expansion of tools, such as Maker’s Gateway by supporting
technologies and new widespread technologies, such as
Arduino, Wispmote, Beacons, Libelium products, etc., are
promising to make device compatibility much easier. New
data collection and raw data filtering tools should be added to
the entire system, so data going to the cloud can be edited
with edge computing techniques. Additionally, these new
technologies should be also compatible with the new wireless
technologies of the LPWAN family (LoRaWan, SigFox, NBIoT).
Also, at the level of syntactic and semantic
interoperability, the new architecture should include new
tools creating interoperable ontologies that will extend the
existing solutions that have been analyzed in this paper.
Initially, it is necessary to create an interoperable middleware
framework with new innovative semantic modules, through
which heterogeneous devices will be interconnected.
Moreover, with the successful implementation and
development of the proposed framework and the creation of
a “Social Network” of Things where all devices and systems
can communicate seamlessly, many innovative applications
could be spawned in various fields leveraging on the raw data
collected. Consequently, the level of organizational
interoperability will increase rapidly.
The new architecture, as shown in Figure 1, consists of
Perception, Transmission, Middleware and Application
layers. The Perception layer contains all the IoT
heterogeneous physical devices, such as Beacon sensors,
ZigBee sensors, LoraWan sensors, actuators, etc. from which
all heterogeneous data are derived. The Transmission layer,
comprises the following modules:
 Data collection module, to get data from different types
of sensor devices
 Data integration module which converts the
heterogeneous data in a unified way, such as RDF, XML
and JSON.
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Figure 1. Overview of “Social Network” of Things Architecture.

The Middleware layer contains components and
functionalities that can be divided into several functional
modules as follows:
 Data Storage module, which contains tools to store
semantic IoT Data to a cloud database.
 “Lite” Ontology Creator module, which includes tools
for creating interoperable “light” ontologies and
semantic structures, and methods to enrich with metadata
and create reusable data, to enable semantic interaction
and interoperability between the various heterogeneous
“Things”, offering a significant advantage compared to
existing syntactic interactions.
 Connector module, to provide Open Linked Data
interfaces e.g. SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF
Query Language) over ontologies for internet-connected
objects within the physical world abstracted by the
middleware to interact with the “Social Network” of
Things.
 Reasoner module, which includes tools and components
for the automated data configuration filtering, fusion and
reasoning mechanisms, according to the problems/tasks
at hand.
 Ontology alignment module for resource-constrained
devices, which includes tools for ontology merging,
matching, and alignment related to the dynamics and
complexity of the IoT systems.
The top layer is the Application layer. It implements and
presents the results of the other three layers to accomplish
disparate applications of IoT devices. The Application layer
is a user-centric layer which executes various tasks for the
users. It contains the innovative smart application of various
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fields, such as Smart homes, Smart cities, Smart healthcare,
Smart agriculture, Smart buildings, etc.
VI.

Addressing interoperability in IoT systems is a crucial key
factor for IoT development. There is an urgent need to
address the problem at all levels of IoT interoperability and
to take into account the limitations of IoT systems.
In this context, we report the current developments on this
issue, comparing the solutions of six major research
platforms, and we discuss the main open issues and
challenges. Finally, we propose to design and implement a
framework/architecture that utilizes tools and methods that
increase interoperability at all levels simultaneously and
address the issue with low-cost devices and minimal
computing resources, such as common IoT devices.
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Abstract— This paper introduces an innovative Micro
Authentication Server (MAS), providing trusted authorization
services to mobile users equipped with Transport Layer
Security (TLS) token. This platform was developed in the
context of the PODIUM French Fonds Unique Interministeriel
(FUI) research project whose goal is to define an Information
Infrastructure (IT) referred as mobile cloud platform,
deployed in emergency situation.

Device (BYOD) principle. Hence, according to these
constraints, security and trust concepts are critical issues for
mobile applications, as well as corporate applications, since
they deal with secret cryptographic keys or PKI resources,
which both require secure and trusted storage for user’s
private keys. In addition, privacy and traceability of users
must never be exposed to an un-trusted party, and must be
independent of any manufacturers.
The underlying security paradigm of the proposed
solution is based on that the digital identity of user or
machine is fully represented by X509 certificate, associated
to asymmetric keys. The certificate does not contain
vulnerable data that might be used by an attacker. Only the
owner of the private key (that never travels through the
network), identified by the X509 Common Name (CN)
attribute, can use the certificate. The IP address is linked to
its owner by means of authentication procedure. This mutual
authentication is performed thanks to the TLS protocol. Trust
is enforced by TLS processing in tamper resistant Secure
Elements.
Two main features should be considered for the security
and access control architecture. First is the connection of
users to the mobile communication network, and second is
their access to different applications and crisis data, which
are used and exchanged.
The wireless mobile network is based on Access Points
(APs) providing wireless local area networks (WLAN). APs
are connected to an infrastructure made of WiMesh routers,
wired routers, switches or hubs, which provides IP services
to specific operating area. Additional features include
Captive Portal (CP) and Access Control List (ACL) in order
to manage users within the Wi-Fi network.
In this paper, we introduce an innovative micro
authentication server (MAS), which provides authentication
and trusted authorization services to mobile users, equipped
with NFC TLS Token (see Figure 1).

Keywords-Security; TLS; Authentication; RACS; Portal

I.

INTRODUCTION

In case of crisis, the rapid deployment of homeland
security, military and civil defense means, takes place in a
context of a multitude of risks and threats. In particular, the
IT infrastructure based on physical and mobile networks is a
main target for hackers and attackers. This infrastructure,
commonly referred as "mobile cloud", provides ad hoc
communication, information storage, and computing
resources. It delivers services, such as multimedia instant
messaging, fast computing of indoors and outdoors 3D
mapping. Its security requires strong network access control,
and security policy enforcing data confidentiality, resource
authentication, electronic signature, and traceability.
Against this background, an ICT research project,
PODIUM [1] has been launched to address these needs. It’s
funded by the French government through the FUI (Fonds
Unique
Interministeriel).
It
involves
THALES,
ETHERTRUST, ANEO, LUCEOR, NEXEDI, IGO, SDIS
13 and the UPMC-LIP6 from university of Paris 6. This
consortium intends to develop a platform and a secure
mobile cloud, which is also expected to be local and ad hoc,
in order to respond to emergency situations.
This paper focuses on security and control access for the
mobile network of the tactic, mobile and local cloud. This
infrastructure needs to be autonomous, broadband and
accessible only to security services, thanks to ergonomic and
strong authentication mechanisms.
The users of the tactical and mobile cloud platform may
belong to different sectors and trades (geographical or
functional), exchanging information through different
formats (SMS, chat, GPS, photos, video streams, etc.), and
through different means of communication (mobile phones,
fixed PCs or laptops, etc.) according to the Bring Your Own
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We designed a "Captive Portal" in order to manage the
authentication for IP addresses. According to Wikipedia, a
"Captive Portal is a web page accessed with a web browser
that is displayed to newly connected users of a Wi-Fi
network before they are granted broader access to network
resources".

Figure 1. Authentication and Authorization services based on micro
authentication server and TLS token.

In our context, the CP IP address is known and shared by
mobile cloud users. The users need to sign-up to connect to
the mobile network via an Access Point, and are identified
by their IP and MAC addresses for getting access.
An important part of the end-user experience is the login
process that he must proceed to access to the wireless access
point (usually a form requesting login and password). The
Access Point enables the scaling of the number of devices
supported on the deployed mobile network that may add up
quickly. The "login" and "password" requested for access to
services will consist of a certificate and a signature,
respectively. The approach adopted here is that the allocation
of captive portal services must be the result of strong
authentication based on the EtherTrust TLS Stack (ETS)

Figure 2.

technology combining digital certificate and TLS protocol
implemented in secure elements [8].
Some mobile cloud services require specific
authorizations. Because in a BOYD context the security of
smartphone is unknown, the micro authentication server acts
as hardware Secure Module (HSM). To reach this goal it
runs a RACS server [6] managing a grid of smartcards.
According to RACS, user authentication is based on TLS
and certificate. A smartcard, typically hosting a private key
is remotely used for signing procedures.
The structure of the paper is as follows: first, a
description of the different hardware and software
components incorporating the captive portal and by
extension the micro authentication server using the ETS
technology. Then, we focus on the implementation of the
trusted authorization services designed to mobile users
equipped with TLS Token.
II.

HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

The hardware architecture is described by Figure 2. The
micro authentication server (MAS) is built over a Raspberry
PI3 board, smartcard readers, PKCS#11 smartcards, Wi-Fi
access points, Android smartphone and NFC javacard [9].
The system overall block diagram of the micro
authentication server is illustrated by Figure 3. A Raspberry
Pi3 board manages an Apache WEB server and a RACS
server dealing with PKI smartcards. The captive portal is
based on iptables resources. The TLS stack used for mobile
authentication purposes is running in a NFC javacard.

authentication server (MAS) providing trusted authorization services To Mobile Users Equipped with TLS Token through a captive portal
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(i.e., the Raspberry Pi board), and doesn’t provide IP routing
services.

Figure 3. System overall block diagram of the Micro Authentication
Server (MAS), providing trusted authorization services to mobile users
equipped with TLS token through a captive portal.

A. Raspberry Pi3
A low-cost computing environment is supplied by the
Raspberry Pi3 (Model B+), which is a multi-purpose
advanced reduced-instruction set computing (ARM)
processor based credit card sized computer.
The Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ is a 64-bit quad core
processor running at 1.4 GHz. The device connectivity
combines dual-band 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz wireless LAN,
Bluetooth 4.2/BLE, Ethernet and 4xUSB 2.0 ports. A Secure
Digital (SD) memory card slot is also present for loading
operating system and data storage.
Raspbian is a provided operating system (OS), but there
are various other ARM-Linux OS variants that can run on it.
The OS is flashed onto the micro SD. The running device
can either be accessed directly using a USB keyboard, mouse
and display or via a LAN port by creating a secure shell
(SSH) session remotely.
B. Smartcard Reader
The smartcard reader is fitted with ISO7816 connectivity
requiring the card is manually inserted into the reader by the
user. It contains a built-in chip used for electronic
processing. The built-in chip acts as a communication
controller, passing data to and from the host system and the
smartcard and performing functions needed for complete
sessions, including: card activation and deactivation,
cold/warm reset, ATR response reception, data transfers and
configurable timing functions for smartcard activation time,
guard time and timeout timers.
Thanks to PCSC-Lite [7] resources, smartcard readers are
supported by Raspbian operating system.
C. PKCS#11 smartcard
The PKCS#11 standard defines APIs for cryptographic
token. The set of objects stored cryptographic smartcards
includes certificates and asymmetric keys, such as RSA
public private keys.
Smartcard, also known as Secure Element (SE), is a
confined and secure computing environment in which
cryptographic calculations, readings, writes or deletes of
sensitive data to be protected in non-volatile memories.

E. Android Smartphone
An Android Smartphone runs the PODIUM application.
It comprises two main elements involved with NFC
communications. First, an NFC interface following the ISO
14443 standards. Second, a Secured Element (SE) in which
host applications (such as PODIUM Applet) and keys are
stored. The architecture of mobiles handsets may support
several SE of different types: SIM card, embedded SE, or a
secure memory card.
F. NFC smartcard
Smartcard also known as secure Element (SE) is a tamper
resistant microcontroller, equipped with host interfaces such
as ISO 7816, ISO 14443, SPI, or USB, whose security is
enforced by multiples hardware and logical countermeasures.
The security level of both electronics chips and associated
operating system are ranked by certifications according to
the Common Criteria (CC, ISO 15408) standards.
Near Field Communication (NFC) smartcard means that
smartcard communicates over a 13.56 MHz air interface, in
accordance with ISO/IEC-14443 and NFC Forum standards.
III.

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

Software components are divided in two categories:
micro authentication server and mobile applications.

Figure 4. Software architecture of the micro authentication server.

The micro authentication server (see Figure 4) is
configured with two network interfaces: Wi-Fi (wlan0) and
Ethernet (eth0); an optional additive Ethernet interface (eth1)
may be provided by an USB Ethernet token. The Ethernet
port delivers DHCP services. The features of iptables [2] are
used to enable routing services between network interfaces.
An apache server is configured in order to provide user’s
authentication over TLS, thanks to X509 certificate.
Authenticated users can download scripts that control their
connectivity to the mobile cloud, i.e., send commands to
iptables. They can also access to a RACS server, which
requires a certificate in order to use dedicated secure
elements.

D. Wi-Fi Access Point
The Wi-Fi access point is configured as a transparent
MAC bridge between IEEE 802.3 and IEEE 802.11 local
area networks. It gets an IP address from the micro server
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A. IP tables
The iptables program [2] is used to set up, maintain, and
inspect the tables of IP packet filter rules in the Linux kernel.
It is executed with root privileges.
Three commands (see Figure 5) are needed to manage the
server routing context, in order to set a route, delete a route,
and dump the route list:
- the append command sets a route for a client (with an
IPclient address) between interfaces eth0 and wlan0.
- the delete command deletes a route for a client (with an
IPclient address) between interfaces eth0 and wlan0.
- the dump command reads the filter rules
append
delete
dump

sudo iptables -t nat --append POSTROUTING s IPclient -o wlan0 -j MASQUERADE
sudo iptables -t nat --delete POSTROUTING -s
IPclient -o wlan0 -j MASQUERADE
sudo iptables-save
Figure 5. iptables main commands.

B. Raspberry Pi Network Configuration
IP Forwarding
DHCP
for
interface eth0

DHCP server
DHCP server
for interface
eth0
DHCP server
configuration

in /etc/sysctl.conf, uncomment the line :
#net.ipv4.ip_forward = 1
in /etc/network/interfaces, replace the line :
iface eth0 inet manual, by the lines
auto eth0
iface eth0 inet static
address 192.168.10.1
netmask 255.255.255.0
sudo apt-get install isc-dhcp-server
in /etc/default/isc-dhcp-server, add the line:
INTERFACES="eth0"
in /etc/dhcp/dhcpd.conf set the parameters:
subnet, netmask, range, broadcast-address,
routers,
domain-name domain-nameservers

Figure 6. Setting the micro authentication server network configuration.

The following operations (see Figure 6) are needed in
order to configure the MAS network features:
- enable IP forwarding (i.e. packet routing between network
interfaces (i.e. eth0 and wlan0) ;
- enable DHCP service on the Ethernet interface (eth0);
- install a DHCP server;
- associate the DHCP server to the Ethernet interface;
- set the DHCP server working parameters.

option, which is not supported by the current TLS smartcard
client.
The WEB server is configured with a certification
authority (CA), an X509 certificate and its associated private
key. Files located in a protected directory (/secure) can be
downloaded only by HTTPS requests, implying client strong
authentication, based on its X509 certificate.
The easiest way to design a WEB user interface is to
encapsulate iptable commands in bash script (see Figure 9).
This approach requests to authorize scripts with root
privileges. The user’s root privileges are controlled by the
etc/sudoers file. The line detailed by Figure 7, enables the
root privilege for a bash script (script.sh).
As illustrated by Figure 8, a remote user is authenticated
by its certificate, which embeds its identity (the CN
attribute).
daemon ALL=(ALL) NOPASSWD: /bin/bash
/usr/local/apache2/sbin/script.sh *
Figure 7. The sudoers file, needed for script execution with root privilege.

<?php
if ($_SERVER['SSL_CLIENT_VERIFY'] != "SUCCESS")
{ Header("HTTP/1.0 401 Unauthorized"); exit; }
echo " Welcome " ;
echo $_SERVER['SSL_CLIENT_S_DN_CN'] ;
echo " IP="; echo $_SERVER['REMOTE_ADDR'] ; echo " ! " ;
$cmd = 'sudo /bin/bash /usr/local/apache2/sbin/script.sh ' .
$_SERVER['REMOTE_ADDR'];
$result = exec($cmd);
?>
Figure 8. Exemple of php page (on.php) performing user authentication,
and establishing a route with iptables.

#!/bin/bash
a="sudo iptables -t nat --delete POSTROUTING -s "
b=" -o wlan0 -j MASQUERADE"
c="$a$1$b"
$c
a="sudo iptables -t nat --append POSTROUTING -s "
b=" -o wlan0 -j MASQUERADE"
c="$a$1$b"
echo $c
$c
Figure 9. A script that establihes a route for a given IP address betwen
eth0 and wlan0

C. Apache 2.4 server
At the time of writing, the Apache2.4 version was not
released for Debian systems. We manually installed it, i.e.
we performed source downloading and local compilation.
This version is needed in order to disable the TLS ticket
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D. RACS 1.0 server for Raspberry Pi
The RACS (Remote APDU Call Secure) protocol is
described by an IETF draft [3].
RACS servers manage grid of secure elements (usually
smartcards). Remote users are authenticated thanks to the
TLS protocol, dealing with strong mutual authentication
relying on client and server certificate and associated private
keys.
An open implementation is available for Raspberry Pi
systems [4].
More details on RACS are available in [6].
E. Ethertrust TLS stack (ETS Applet)

As depicted by Figure 11 the server address, the RACS
TCP port, and the script (on.php) needed for logging
purposes are configured by the user.

Figure 11. PODIUM Mobile Application.

IV.

AUTHORIZATION SERVICES

In this section we detail the portal WEB interface, the
authentication procedure, and the signature service.
A. WEB interface
As illustrated by Figure 12 the portal is controlled by
three main scripts, on.php for connection to the mobile cloud
services, off.php for disconnection, and list.php that collects
iptables information.
Scripts located in the /secure directory require a valid
certificate for the TLS client, whose access rights are verified

Figure 10. The ETS Applet, in a javacard software environment.

The ETS TLS (see Figure 10) stack is an applet written
for javacard [9] that fully processes TLS sessions [8]. The
application size is about 20KB for the client only applet. The
time required to open a TLS session is about 10 to 2 seconds,
depending on the device manufacturer. The four TLS flights
of a full session are fully processed by the smartcard. The
ETS applet always uses an X509 certificate for client
authentication. Upon success the ephemeral session keys,
used for record messages encryption and integrity checking,
are transferred to the mobile. So, each time the NFC card is
tapped against the mobile, a new TLS session is started and
afterwards transferred to the mobile.
F. PKCS#11 Java Card Applet
The MUSCLE (Movement for the Use of Smart Card in a
Linux environment) project developed an open javacard
application (the MUSCLE Applet [5]), which provides
PKCS#11 services.
This application generates asymmetric key pairs. It is
protected by a PIN code, and computes PKCS#1 signature.
G. Mobile Podium Application.
The mobile application comprises a HTTPS and a RACS
client. The TLS layer is provided by the TLS smartcard. The
application is started by tapping the NFC card against the
mobile.
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Figure 12. Illustration of the WEB interface with the portal, which
comprises hree main scrips on.php, off.php, and list.phpPortal Service

B. Portal Service
The user taps his TLS NFC card against the mobile, and
selects
the
HTTPS
service,
performing
the
https://server.com/on.php URL A TLS session is started
between the smartcard and the server. The chip is identified
by the CN attribute stored in the X509 certificate (client in
Figure 13). The script on.php enables the access to the
mobile cloud, thanks to iptables resources. An HTTP
response is returned to the mobile, whose content is
displayed by the mobile (see Figure 13).
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- No credentials or authentication procedures are handled
by the smartphone.
We are currently working on a new generation of TLS
token, compatible with TLS 1.3.
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Figure 14. The Electronic Signature Service

The user taps his TLS NFC card against the mobile, and
selects the RACS service (see Figure 11). A TLS session is
opened between the smartcard and the RACS server. The
chip is identified by the CN attribute stored in the X509
certificate. Upon success the user selects a smartcard,
belonging to the grid hosted by the RACS server, to which it
is authorized to access according to its rights. Thereafter, it
sends a value to sign to a PKCS#11 chip. The returned
signature is displayed by the mobile application (see Figure
14).
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce an innovative micro
authentication server, dealing with TLS NFC token. We
believe that this technology could be applied in IT platforms
in which interactions are performed from mobiles, in a
BOYD context, whose security level is unknown.
The main advantages of our approach are the following:
- Mutual strong authentication based on standardized
technology, i.e. TLS.
- On the client side all operations are computed in a
tamper resistant environment.
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Abstract— In the last years, the fast evolution towards
automation and digitalization of production systems is forcing
companies in re-thinking their business strategies and models.
To overcome manufacturers’ conservatism, migration
strategies and business case evaluations are required to assess,
support and guide adoption of the next generation of smart
production systems. This paper proposes a Business Case
Evaluation Methodology (BCEM) to support companies that
aim to migrate from legacy automation systems towards the
Industry 4.0 paradigm. The aim of the proposed approach is to
assess the profitability of the investment in advanced
technologies for the decentralization of industrial automation
control architectures, evaluating opportunities and mitigating
the risks of migration from technical, operational, human and
business perspectives. The methodology implements an
iterative approach starting from the definition of the current
business and operational status of the factory and the
identification of business goals; progressing towards the
identification and evaluation of possible migration paths;
ending with the selection of the optimal one according to a
cost-benefit analysis. The paper presents two exemplary
applications in real industrial environments, developed in the
scope of FAR-EDGE European Project.
Keywords-Industry 4.0; digital factories; migration strategy;
business case evaluation; investment assessment.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Due to volatile and fast moving markets, increasing
competition, as well as more complex products and
production processes, industrial companies are facing
increasingly intricate challenges [1]. Among these, digital
transformation represents one of the biggest challenge that a
company has to face nowadays [2], since it represents not
only a technical issue, but also a cultural shift. In fact, the
change does not only affect processes, but they require a
shift from the present company values toward a continuous
improvement philosophy. Within the modern industrial
environment, this transformation refers to the processes that
lead to the adoption of the Industry 4.0 (I4.0) paradigm.
Even if the term has existed for some time, only a few
organizations can claim to have reached a mature
implementation. I4.0 refers to the industrial exploitation of
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) for the intelligent
decentralization in the factory. The result is the so called
“smart factory” where, Information and Communication
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Technology (ICT), Internet of Things (IoT), Customer-toMachine (C2M), Customer-to-Customer (C2C), Machine-toMachine (M2M) communications [3]–[5] are integrated with
distributed sensing, processing and actuating capabilities.
Altogether these technologies enable a new paradigm for
production management, driven by a better situation
awareness, built on collection and analysis of big data. For
the companies, in order to compete on the market, it is
crucial to be able to promptly address market challenges with
leading strategies [6]. That implies the adoption of ﬂexible,
lean, fast, agile, efficient, systems with prompt and reactive
decision-making process. In spite of the benefits, the
important impact of the potential technological and
organizational changes has prevented many companies from
adopting a full I4.0 strategy or even systematically investing
in I4.0 capabilities [1]. Two relevant common barriers are:
(i) high investment costs due to a lack of I4.0 suitability of
the existing production infrastructure and (ii) missing
transparency or quantification of benefits [1]. Moreover, this
change has to be driven by clear managerial leadership.
Accordingly, there is a fundamental need for assisting
companies in the transition to I4.0 technologies/practices,
and guiding them for improving their capabilities in a
standardized, objective, and repeatable way [7]. The intent of
this paper is to present a Business Case Evaluation
Methodology (BCEM) that gives support to the companies
that intend to migrate towards factories digitalization,
considering a holistic approach from the technical,
operational, human and business perspective.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the BCEM for factories digitalization assessment.
Section III describes two methodology application cases
developed within the FAR-EDGE European Project context.
Finally, Section IV draws some final conclusions.
II.

BUSINESS CASE EVALUATION METHODOLOGY FOR
FACTORIES DIGITALIZATION

The starting point of a migration path is commonly
referred to as AS-IS situation, while the ﬁnal goal is named
TO-BE situation. Figure 1 shows the framework of the
migration process and BCEM proposed in this paper.
The figure frames the steps 2-3-4-5 under the concept of
Blueprint migration [8]. Blueprint refers to an early plan that
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Figure 1. Business Case Evaluation Methodology framework

explains how something might be achieved. The comparison
of the different strategies implies the comparison of several
features, such as risks, migration design time, migration
execution time, downtime, costs and eﬀort [9].
In addition to the company managers involved in the
assessment, the methodology requires a collaboration with
OEMs and solution providers.
The procedure is described in the next sections, following
a stepwise order.
A. Step 1. Competitive differentials in the company value
chain
The digital transformation should not be considered as a
stand alone solution, but rather considered as a powerful
lever to be integrated within the strategic processes of the
enterprises. For this reason, the ﬁrst step of the methodology
aims to open the way toward digital transformation, trying to
assess the potential benefits for the enterprise value creation
and business model, taking into account the competitive
landscape.
By identifying the relevant Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs), applying the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities
and Threats (SWOT) analyses and an adaptation of the
Porter’s value chain model, different ways of designing the
digital transformation can be analyzed.
In fact, the SWOT analysis [10][11], is very suitable
since it guides the identiﬁcation of business changing factors
through a clear and meaningful way. It can be used
effectively to build organizational and competitive strategy
in a migration context.
KPIs deﬁnition is a fundamental activity in order to
clarify the desired impact of the project implementation,
accordingly to the SWOT analysis outcome related to
internal and external business changing factors
Porter’s model highlights the main activities (primary
and secondary) that allow the company to create value and,
although its original formulation requires to be revised in
order to overcome the functional segments of the classic
corporate structure, it is still valid [12][13].
Overall this first section set the strategic frame for
developing the Blueprint Migration and performing the
economic analysis.
B. Step 2. Technical, Operational and Human assessment
The main goal of BCEM Step 2 is to clearly deﬁne the
AS-IS situation in the technical, operational and human
dimension. The three-dimensional structure has been adopted
to offer a holistic perspective on the migration. To assess the
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various issues related to the three dimensions a maturity
model has been developed and exploited within the context
of FAR-EDGE EU project [8]. The maturity model rate from
1 to 5 the digital maturity or readiness of the considered
aspect: the value 1 indicates a low or non-existent
development, while 5 refers to a cutting edge implementation
[14]–[18]. The assessment in Step 2 maps a ﬁrst overview of
the application context where the company is interested in
reaching a higher maturity level. The final framework will be
completed in Step 3 after the consulting of external experts.
C. Step 3. Migration matrix and scenario definition
The tool for the holistic representation is the Migration
Matrix [8] and it allows to map the AS-IS and the TO-BE
scenarios. It is used as a tool to conceptualize and measure
the readiness or maturity of the enterprise regarding some
specific target state. In this way, it is possible to identify the
AS-IS situation of overall dimension analyzed, enabling the
possibility to deﬁne the starting point for the digital
transformation. There could be more than one way to reach
the desired result and the TO-BE scenario could not be
unique. In fact, a collaboration with OEMs and solution
providers is required at this point in order to assess the
feasibility of the scenarios and provide solutions able to
improve the KPIs deﬁned in Step 1. It can be referred to a
mutually exclusive situation when more than one solution is
considered to solve the same industrial problem (e.g.,
diﬀerent technologies or resources are involved). On the
other hand, the TO-BE scenarios can be referred to a
mutually inclusive situation, when more than one solution is
considered to solve diﬀerent industrial problems. Once the
scenarios are fully determined, then their description in the
final Migration Matrix is portrayed. Initially, the rows are
characterized, then for each one of these, the ﬁve maturity
levels are speciﬁed. The ﬁnal result implies one Migration
Matrix for each scenario where it is depicted only one AS-IS
status and one specific TO-BE status. The selected
alternatives are then evaluated according to the business
strategy, considering also outcome of BCEM Step 1.
D. Step 4. Gap analysis
Gap analysis between AS-IS and TO-BE scenarios
represents an outcome of the collaboration with solution
providers. Required components, possible integrations and
steps for application are the three main steps to carry on.
Required components represent a detailed list of the
additional components, operations, and new professional
skills required for each scenario migration. Possible
integration to the deﬁned architectures has to be taken into
account since they enable system ﬂexibility and easier future
updates: a non-quantitative data which should be considered
when deciding which migration to choose. Then, the steps
required for the implementation of each scenario include
costs and time evaluation for the overall migration
completion which are very relevant in the economic analysis.
Steps for application provides general instructions for the
implementation of the technology starting from the AS-IS
status.
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E. Step 5. Value added identification
The value added section aims to justify the efforts spent
by the company on the use case implementation. The
complete deﬁnition of the scenarios allows to foresee the
quantitative and qualitative improvement of the system.
Value added has a double meaning:
 KPI improvement. A quantitative and measurable
increase of system performance with respect to the
AS-IS situation.
 Unmeasurable advantage. A beneﬁt derived from the
new system which has a positive impact on one of
the three migration dimensions (e.g., flexibility of a
specific process). The unmeasurable advantages of
the scenario have to be coherent with the value
added relative to the technological enablers selected
in the scenario.
Every scenario can count on diﬀerent features and
peculiarities, hence the KPIs improvement and the
unmeasurable advantages could diﬀer from one another. For
this reason, the metrics needed for the KPIs improvement
calculation are case specific.
F. Step 6. Economic analysis
A cost-beneﬁt analysis to justify the investment in digital
transformation is the last step of the methodology. This
analysis is performed comparing the TO-BE situation with
respect to the AS-IS situation and it deals with quantitative
results. The unmeasurable advantages and disadvantages
which cannot be translated in economic value are not part of
Step 6. First, the KPIs improvement is translated into money
and the results are addressed as Economic KPIs or Beneﬁts.
The Economic KPIs estimation is not always
straightforward. Being the beneﬁts computation use case
dependent, it is impossible to provide a complete framework.
Nevertheless, we can identify a common tool to be used as
reference framework: the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO),
that could be adopted for cost evaluation [19]. It is
recognized as an industry-standard method for the economic
analysis for IT and other enterprise issues due to its holistic
view of costs across enterprise boundaries over time. A
subdivision is made between upfront implementation costs
and recurring costs.
The investment is evaluated on a fixed time interval with
a Discounted Cash Flow approach and the specific case
assumptions for the economic analysis have to be declared.
The Net Present Value (NPV) is an economic index which
measures the value acquired by the company associated with
the investment. The Cash Flow (CF) of year t is computed
taking into consideration the diﬀerential analysis between the
TO-BE and the AS-IS scenario. Moreover, the Proﬁtability
Index (PI) is considered. It is a relative index of proﬁtability
and it is deﬁned as the discounted cash ﬂow divided by the
discounted investments. The Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is
also considered in Step 6, since it represents the maximum
risk for which the investment can be considered viable. The
Discounted Payback Period (DPP) represents the number of
years necessary to break even from undertaking the initial
expenditure recognizing the time value of money. Of course,
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the best case is veriﬁed when the DPP is as short as possible.
NPV, PI, IRR and DPP are indexes which deﬁnes the
economic success of a project, and they are also a measure to
compare more than one solution, as in the case of multiple
scenario evaluations. The ﬁnal decision to implement or not
one or more of the deﬁned project is the final point of the
methodology. The migration process deﬁnes qualitative and
quantitative reasons to guide decision-making activity.
III.

BCEM APPLICATION: TWO USE CASES WITHIN THE
H2020 FAR-EDGE CONTEXT

The entire methodology has been developed and tested
within the Horizon2020 FAR-EDGE European Project
context, with the scope to perform an economic and
technical analysis of the digital transformation process
toward I4.0 technologies. The main goal of the project is to
create a novel Reference Architecture (RA) for industrial
automation, which leverages the beneﬁts of edge computing,
while using blockchain technologies for ﬂexible, scalable
and reliable conﬁguration and orchestration of automation
workﬂows and distributed data analytics [20]. The two
BCEM application cases are represented by (i) a world’s top
white appliances manufacturer company and (ii) a leader
company in the automotive sector. A summary of the two
use cases applications, following the stepwise order that
characterizes the methodology, are reported below.
A. Use case 1. Durable goods company
1)
Step 1. Competitive differentials in the company
value chain.
The business objectives of this company, which interest
in re-shoring will allow the consolidation of production
volumes in Europe, are on (i) improving quality, (ii) time to
market, (iii) costs, as well as (iv) system architecture. Better
and more eﬃcient utilization of data generated at the
shopﬂoor level can enhance both the capability of ﬁltering
defective parts and products and increase the productivity.
The achievement of these objectives starts from the
manufacturing ﬁeld, where the investment in improving
technologies can decrease the number of factory defects at
the lowest cost. The FAR-EDGE technologies in this sense
impact on automation, simulation and analytics, both on the
technological process and on the company’s organizational
processes. As a starting point it has been applied a SWOT
analysis in order to comprehend the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats of the FAR-EDGE Architecture
implementation within the company plant. FAR-EDGE
projects with its innovative decentralized structure could
enhance system ﬂexibility, adaptability and reliability. The
SWOT analysis and Porter’s value chain analysis underlined
how the sorting system of the plant represents an issue which
could be solved and improved by FAR-EDGE. The support
activities involved are the ﬁrm infrastructure which should
lead the change. The technology development which should
implement and maintain the new architecture enables the
improved data management. The human resource
management which is responsible for employees training and
hiring digital skilled people. The primary activities, where
the smooth and lean migration is focusing on, are out-bound
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logistics and services, nonetheless, production data should be
collected from the operations in order to optimize the
products dispatching. At this point, the KPIs were identiﬁed
after having got a clear idea about the potential application
ﬁeld of the project: (i) sorter OEE, which improvement is
computed as the ratio between the fully productive time and
the planned production time; and (ii) sorter reconﬁgurability.
2)
Step 2. Technical, Operational and Human
assessment.
The AS-IS matrix has been developed on multiple levels,
describing the technical, operational, and human aspects
where the company should increase its readiness or digital
maturity to reach a satisfactory solution leveraging on the
FAR-EDGE platform. The use case described is almost a
green ﬁeld scenario: all or most of the technological content
of the AS-IS system was not present. In this case, the starting
maturity levels of the migration matrix are very low and the
solution is built from the beginning.
3)

Step 3. Migration matrix and scenario definition.
In the TO-BE system architecture, each smart object is
managed by an independent Edge Node. Edge Nodes are of
fundamental importance, since the information from the ﬁeld
can be managed and processed in each smart object in order
to modify the dispatching policy accordingly. All the nodes
communicate within a Distributed Ledger smart contract
called Collaborative Sorting.
4)

Step 4. Gap analysis.
It was possible to identify in this use case a unique
migration scenario because of the speciﬁcity of the industrial
problem and two main areas can be identiﬁed among the
FAR-EDGE components utilized for the accomplishment of
such a result: (i) Cyber Physical System: all the smart objects
are represented and conﬁgured on the Distributed Ledger;
and (ii) Simulation Services: its goal is to suggest an
optimized sorting policy exploiting real-time data from the
ﬁeld. Simulation services include local monitoring and
control of the real-time situation through the Edge Nodes.
Collaborative Sorting recognizes the change in the state of
the system and adapts the dispatching rule accordingly.
The gap analysis has also highlighted additional tasks
and competences required for managing and maintaining the
systems.
5)

Step 5. Value added identification.
The ﬁnal consultation with the experts estimates a
possible growth of the KPIs identiﬁed in Step 1. The Sorter
OEE will increase by 5% and the sorter reconﬁgurability will
improve signiﬁcantly. A situation dependent analysis is part
of the next section of the methodology. For what concerns
unmeasurable advantages, it is possible to list: (i) a
synchronization between ﬁeld and simulation that could be
further used for other purposes; (ii) an innovative machine
autonomy which creates M2M collaboration in the
operational dimension. For the human dimension, the
number of stressful emergency breakdown situations is
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reduced and the reconﬁguration of the system is not manual
any more. On the other hand, the IT system becomes more
complex and requires that different groups of employees are
trained to acquire new technical skills.
6)

Step 6. Economic analysis.
Accordingly to the last step of BCEM, the economic
appraisal is then performed. First of all, the upfront costs and
the recurring costs have to be computed. As a second phase,
the improvement KPIs are transformed into economic
beneﬁts:
•
An OEE improvement has a direct eﬀect on the
throughput of the system. It has been veriﬁed that an
additional 5% of the sorter OEE implies an additional 5% of
the system throughput.
•
The improvement of the system reconﬁgurability
has been considered exploiting a situation analysis: the
ﬂexibility acquired will impact on the Total Cost of Change
(TCC) of the system.
Finally, the Discounted Cash Flow appraisal is
calculated. In this case, the TO-BE scenario implies a
favorable economic perspective. Alongside a consistent
initial investment, the NPV is signiﬁcantly positive after 10
years. The DPP occurs slightly after the third year. In the
end, the IRR has been computed, with a value of 34,9%.
Since IRR is greater than the discount rate has been utilized
(10%), also this index conﬁrms the proﬁtability of the
investment in the TO-BE scenario. The results cannot be
evaluated without considering the FAR-EDGE context and
all the specific hypothesis has been considered.
B. Use case 2. Automotive sector company
1)
Step 1. Competitive differentials in the company
value chain.
The second project use case is represented by a leader
company in the automotive sector. This use case exploits
ERP, MES and SCADA to collect data from the sensors on
the ﬁeld. The digital knowledge is widespread and is part of
the group strategy, in fact, they already participated to
research projects related to I4.0. The mass customization
causes a high complexity of the assembly systems, it
provides a strategic advantage to target niche markets and
meeting diverse customer needs in a timely fashion. In such
a system operations standardization, production scheduling
optimization, as well as scrap reduction are of fundamental
importance. It is adapting to the new environment by a
changed organizational structure, larger involvement of the
end customer, smaller and less complex development
projects and closer partner collaboration.
The qualitative analysis underlined the possibility to
implement two main target KPIs for the project:
•
Tools adaptation time: automatic reconﬁguration of
the nutrunners could decrease the setup time.
•
Rework rate: a second eﬀect would be the
facilitation of the operators’ job by relieving the stress of the
repetitive operation of setting the right tool’s parameters.
This would imply an overall reduction of the rework rate due
to human errors.
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2)
Step 2. Technical, Operational and Human
assessment.
Thanks to the collaboration with company experts and
technical solution providers, AS-IS scenario has been
mapped. In particular, the assessment highlighted that the
scheduling activities are not supported by simulation services
and the products are chosen from the large buﬀer upstream
the ﬁnishing lines in a "ﬁrst in ﬁrst out" order. This provokes
delayed deliveries due to non-optimized sequencing. The
high number of degree of freedom of the assembly line has
to be tackled with ﬂexible interchangeability of the
operations through the station. Currently, the tools along the
lines are set up manually and for this reason, could lead to
erroneous parameters imposition. In this case an automatic
tool able to auto reconﬁgure according to the activity that has
to perform could dramatically reduce setup time required by
the operator to tune the parameters and at the same time
guarantee a standardized replicability of the single operation
excluding the human error factor.
From a human competencies point of view, it can be
underlined a lack of competences in the Edge computing and
distributed Ledger technologies. This gap is justiﬁed by the
fact that such technologies are very advanced and in some
cases never used in the manufacturing world. FAR-EDGE
project will have to ﬁll this gap and guide the use cases until
the achieved result.
The AS-IS matrix identiﬁes the usual characterization of
the current situation from the technical, operational and
human perspectives. The migration starting point is a
brownﬁeld scenario [8]: smart objects and sensor, as well as
data management already exist in the shopﬂoor.
Summarizing, the MES is in charge of automating and
distributing the order processing throughout all the shopﬂoor.
Work performance and production performance are
monitored exploiting the Factory Control System (FCS) and
ERP. A CAD system is present and it is fed manually with
production data but it is not able to optimize the buﬀer
policy. The tools reconﬁguration is made manually by the
operator to which is not required any digital knowledge,
while the skills for I4.0 belong mainly to IT department
experts.
3)

Step 3. Migration matrix and scenario definition.
The FAR-EDGE project can provide three powerful tools
for several improvements in this mass customization use
cases:
•
Simulation services embedded in the platform could
partially solve the tardy delivery problem by suggesting
improved truck sequencing.
•
Data Analytics could measure the assembly time of
each product and produce statistics for improved decision
making based on simulation.
•
Automation could enable tools with Plug’n’Produce
technology able to auto reconﬁgure the parameters avoiding
assembly time losses and products unable to pass the ﬁnal
quality check.
The greatest change made with respect to the AS-IS
architecture is the introduction of the Cloud and the Ledger
infrastructure. These new items are able to enhance
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automation services control, namely Plug’n’Produce
technology. At Cloud level cohabits the ERP and FCS
technology, in this way it is possible to exploit all their
functionality in a coexistence of the legacy ISA95 and FAREDGE architecture. The Distributed Ledger technology is
exploited to create the so-called “intelligent product”: every
product is registered in the distributed ledger, after every
activity, the ledger is updated in the nearest peer node, and
then in all the other peer nodes of the network. In this way,
the product carries along the assembly line the information
regarding operations performed and equipment installed.
4)

Step 4. Gap analysis.
A FAR-EDGE Gateway is required in order for the
Handheld scanner, the One Spindle Nutrunner and the Edge
Display to communicate with the Distributed Ledger. A
FAR-EDGE adapter has two connectors and is developed
using the edge automation services. It adds Plug’n’Produce
support to the nutrunner by attaching the nutrunner to one
port and the work cell gateway to the other. The purpose is to
encapsulate the open protocol and translate to and from the
FAR-EDGE interface and thus, simplify conﬁguration.
From a practical perspective, few physical activities will
change with respect to the AS-IS situation. The operator is
no more in charge of setting the parameters of the tool, he
would just have to scan the product on the assembly line,
plug-in the nutrunner and perform the activities in the order
provided on the display. The complex IT system serves the
purpose of a remarkable simpliﬁcation of the production
operations and quality. The human dimension requires a little
step forward in the comprehension and mastery of the I4.0
tools. Maintenance and IT department have to develop an
expertise to be able to sustain and provide assistance for the
new architecture components. Furthermore, the operators
along the assembly line have to possess basic knowledge of
digital technology to fully exploit the potential of the tools
automatic reconﬁguration.
5)

Step 5. Value added identification.
Once deﬁned clearly the technology that could be
implemented in the project, a ﬁnal impact on the measurable
and unmeasurable advantages and disadvantages has been
considered. The tools adaptation time will decrease by 98%.
This high percentage is justiﬁed by the transition from a
manual operator activity, to an automatic conﬁguration that
would just require the time to plug in the tool and scan the
product. It has been estimated that the rework rate will
decrease by an uncertain quantity. The reduction is due to the
decrease in human error in setting the tools parameter in any
reconﬁguration. Due to the high level of uncertainty related
to this KPI, it has been decided to exclude it from the
analysis, in order to maintain as consistent as possible
hypothesis. The unmeasurable eﬀects on the system are a
dramatic increase in ﬂexibility and replicability of the
processes in the exact same way. The price of this impact is a
complication of the IT architecture and a slight increase in
energy consumption.
6)

Step 6. Economic analysis.
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The tool adaptation time imply a cost which will be
critically reduced in case of implementation. A 98%
reduction on the initial value is foreseen. This operation is
performed in non-planned production time, thus it does not
aﬀect the throughput of the system. The DPP of the
investment occurs in the eighth year and the IRR value was
computed, with a result of 14,2%. Being the IRR greater than
the discount rate has been used (10%), it can be stated that
both PI and IRR indexes conﬁrm a positive investment
analysis for the project.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents a holistic methodology for business
case evaluation related to digital transformation. Even if the
smart technologies implementation is becoming a main trend
in the manufacturing world, the path toward I4.0 is not
smooth. The ﬁnal objective was to provide factories
struggling for the achievement of a digital transformation
with a useful guide tool to define, select, monitor and reach a
successful scenario. The entire methodology has been
applied to FAR-EDGE project use cases. The analysis has to
consider a holistic approach from the technical, operational
and human perspective. The migration has been analyzed
under these three dimensions, assessing how to implement
the new technologies and how does they impact on revenues,
KPI and business models. Nevertheless, the revolution that
the new computing paradigms are introducing involves the
employees firstly and their way to adapt to this kind of
changes in operations. The jobs are changing thanks to the
digital transformation, the people and the operations have to
be harmonized to the technical renewal so to reach a perfect
and deep evolution. In general, the more ﬂexible and open to
future innovation a company is, the more it will be probable
that they will lead, instead of following, in the market
challenge. A very challenging task is to clearly identify the
impact of the most recent technologies to a speciﬁc
application, so to adapt and bend their functionalities for the
purpose suggested by the ﬁrm’s goal. In this light, the future
work could be the utilization of the method presented to
build a wide database. The more migration matrices related
to value added there will be, the more the methodology
would be usable and precise in foreseeing the ﬁnal
transformation results.
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Abstract— Over the last years, several technologies and control
systems have been developed for enabling the decentralization
of automation control architectures for cyber-physical
production systems. However, none of these technologies are in
use yet. To overcome manufacturers’ conservatism, migration
strategies and decision-making approaches are required to
support the adoption of the next generation of smart production
systems. This paper presents a migration approach tailored to
the migration of legacy automation systems towards the
Industry 4.0 paradigm. Considering that the implementation of
a new, or even just modified production control will have a
direct impact on the existing production systems, the aim of the
proposed approach is to evaluate opportunities of improvement
and mitigate the risks of migration from technical, operational,
human and business perspectives. The methodology follows an
iterative and incremental approach starting from the definition
of the current situation of the factory and identification of
business goals to the evaluation of possible migration paths and
the selection of the optimal one according to a cost-benefit
analysis. The paper presents the methodology and one of the
architectural blueprints derived during the EU-project FAREDGE to migrate towards a cloud- and edge-based automation
control architecture.
Keywords: Industry 4.0; Decentralized automation control;
Migration strategy; cyber-physical production systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
The combination of Edge-Computing (EC) with CyberPhysical Systems (CPS) and Internet of Things (IoT)
standards will virtualize the conventional automation
pyramid, enhancing flexibility and scalability in integrating
modern IT technologies and, consequently, increasing the
efficiency and the performance of production processes [1].
Edge-computing provides a distributed architecture option,
which considers a new functional layer in the Industrial
Automation pyramid that places data processing and control
functions at the very edge of the network and facilitates
distributed real-time control and scalable data processing.
However, today manufacturers are still reluctant to adopt
decentralized manufacturing technologies. They typically
aim at obtaining the return on the relevant investment
sustained for their production facilities and envision only
sporadic and limited changes. Nevertheless, in order to reap
the opportunities offered by the new technologies, changes
during the whole life cycle of the devices and services should
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be performed. To this end, industries need to be supported
with migration strategies to implement new technologies and
decentralize the automation pyramid. Within the context of
complex automation systems, a complete change from the
legacy production systems to the emerging I4.0 compliant
ones in one step, following the Big Bang approach, will have
a negative impact in terms of high upfront investments,
development time, and risk of production losses. On the
contrary, a smooth migration strategy, that applies future
technologies in existing infrastructures with legacy systems
through incremental migration steps, could lower risks and
deliver immediate benefits [2]. The challenge is to identify
the architectural blueprints of the migration considering not
only the technology dimension but also the operational and
human ones from a business process point of view.
Migration strategies are expected to play an essential role
to the success of the envisioned infrastructure. Therefore,
FAR-EDGE will study smooth migration path options from
legacy centralized architectures to emerging FAR-EDGE
based one.
The paper is structured as follows: after this brief
introduction, Section II outlines the FAR-EDGE project’s
goals and Section III presents the methodology defined and
adopted within the project, while Section IV briefly describes
the migration strategy and how it supports the identification
of the architectural blueprints and migration paths towards
the FAR-EDGE architecture by using the migration matrix.
Section V presents one migration solution blueprint and its
implementation roadmap based on the FAR-EDGE industrial
use cases. Section VI concludes the paper with a summary
and outlook.
II. FAR-EDGE PROJECT
FAR-EDGE (Factory Automation Edge Computing
Operating System Reference Implementation) intends to
exploit the combination among EC, CPS and IoT
Technologies for virtualizing conventional automation
pyramid, and enhancing production system reconfigurability
[3].
To this aim, FAR-EDGE project proposes a new
Reference Architecture (RA) (Figure 1) composed by:
1. Four horizontal Layers: Field, Edge, Ledger and
Cloud.
2. Three functional viewpoints: Automation, Analytics
and Simulation
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FAR-EDGE identifies in the Field tier, which
corresponds to the Level 1 in the ISA-95 pyramid, particular
device called Edge Node, equipped with on board computing
capabilities,
The Edge Layer includes SCADA (Level 2) and MES
(Level 3) functionalities by following the Automation
Pyramid terminology. In FAR-EDGE, it consists of Edge
Gateways that execute all those production processes having
a local scope due to time and bandwidth constraints. Finally,
the Cloud layer could also include MES functionality and
provides interfaces (Cloud Services) to the ERP (Level 4) of
the ISA-95 automation pyramid. Compared to the Edge
Layer, it includes production and business processes that do
not have strict time requirements and do not bound to the
factory.
The connection to the shopfloor is performed by the Field
Abstraction Component that has specific requirements from
the shopfloor automations and equipment. Thus, in addition
to the 3 vertical functional viewpoints (Automation,
Analytics and Simulation enabled by RA), a Field dimension
is required, as it is a FAR-EDGE enabler. Therefore, if in
some use cases specific requirements are not met in the field,
the FAR-EDGE platform is not applicable.

Figure 1. FAR-EDGE Platform

III. METHODOLOGY FOR MIGRATION
This section illustrates a methodological approach aiming
at supporting decision makers in addressing the migration,
i.e., transformation, towards FAR-EDGE. The approach
encompasses the initial assessment of the current level of
manufacturing digital maturity, the analysis of priorities
based on the business strategy, and the development of a
migration strategy. Specifically, an innovative holistic
approach to develop a migration strategy towards the digital
automation paradigm with the support of a set of best
practices and tools is presented. The application of the
approach is illustrated through the description of the blueprint
solution in Section IV.
The overall approach is implemented according to the 5
steps described in Figure 2.
The identification of the factory analysis domains in Step
1 allowed a better understanding of the current situation of
the production environment under technical, operational and
human aspects. This task is supported by an assessment
questionnaire according to the scope of the developed FAREDGE architecture. The second step of the FAR-EDGE
Migration approach aims at the realization of the Migration
Matrix and the selection of the appropriate digital maturity
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levels scale characterized for the three different dimensions
of the factory, constituting a reference model that can be used
to evaluate the AS-IS and TO-BE situations of a factory and
analyse their gap. The Migration Matrix with the redefined
digital maturity levels scale are described in [4].

Figure 2. FAR-EDGE Migration Approach

The next step based on the mapping of the conventional
automation architecture within the Migration Matrix, needed
to analyse the possible different starting points of migration
and to define accordingly a kind of library of reusable
blueprints architectures towards FAR-EDGE.
The gap analysis between the TO-BE situation, namely
the edge based distributed architecture envisioned by FAREDGE, and the AS-IS situation of the factory, considers the
methodology described in [5] to point out the business goals
and KPIs, in order to define the optimal migration strategy
for the specific use cases.
Finally, the approach ends by providing a set of blueprint
solution that can ensure a smooth and low risk digital
transformation of traditional production systems to digital
automation solutions, notably the automation, simulation and
analytics solutions that are aligned to the FAR-EDGE
reference architecture.
In this way, the approach provides a clear map of the
current (AS-IS) and desired (TO-BE) conditions of a factory,
revealing different alternatives to achieve a specific goal, by
means of a digital automation system and towards the vision
of digital factory.
Moreover, this approach enables the evaluation of the
potential alternatives according to the business strategy,
considering also strengths and weaknesses points. Based on
this evaluation, the migration approach ends-up specifying
adequate architectural blueprints that match the needs of the
organization and the estimation of the overall benefit of the
digital automation solution for the analysed production
system.
IV. MIGRATION PROCESS
The first part of the migration approach previously
mentioned is based on an assessment questionnaire. It has
been developed in order to assess the current status of a
factory at technical, operational and human dimensions. The
assessment aims at evaluating the digital maturity level of a
factory in comparison with the digitalization envisioned by
FAR-EDGE. For this reason, the questionnaire is structured
according to the main functional domains of the FAR-EDGE
Reference Architecture: automation, analytics, and
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simulation. The “Automation” mainly concerns the
capability to utilize instructions to create a repeated process
that replaces an IT professional’s manual work in data centres
and cloud deployments. In this context, the automation
accomplishes a task repeatedly without human intervention.
The “Analytics” involves those activities related to
multivariate analysis of a process aiming at developing a
statistically based understanding, leading to process
improvement and/or optimization. The “Simulation” is
closely related to the digital factory concept, which offers an
integrated approach to enhance the product and production
engineering processes and simulation is a key technology
within this concept.
In order to create a more coherent questionnaire, the
interrelationship between functional domain (Automation,
Analytics and Simulation) with the three dimensions applied:
(Technical, Operational and Human) has been needed.
The “Automation – Technical dimension” section aims at
collecting information related to the current automation
system in production, i.e. the structure of the automation
architecture and the legacy software and hardware. Particular
relevance is also given to the type of the connectivity among
these systems, and the existing security and access control
mechanisms. Related topics include the monitoring support
in production for errors and performance [6].
The “Automation – Operational dimension” section is
related to the so-called “Orchestration” concept. This is a
broader concept wherein the user coordinates automated
tasks into a cohesive process or workflow for IT and the
business process. In this context, automation is seen as the
capability to manage and to integrate different information in
an automatic way [6].
The “Analytics – Technical dimension” section is related
to the possibility to utilize data and information needed to
carry out the analysis to provide the value added to
management approach [6].
The “Analytics – Operational dimension” section takes
into account the company inclination to manage a basic
manufacturing process controlling the input factors
(especially chosen by decision makers) and the fixed inputs
(defined by the current context) and monitoring the
uncontrollable or nuisance variables aiming at evaluating and
optimizing the output responses [6].
The “Simulation – Technical dimension” section sees the
simulation as a technology that provides design engineers
with the right tools, the right hardware—at the right time—to
make better decisions. It requires Integration of CAD designs
and CAE information, connecting multiple simulation
models, and data synchronization of the engineering
processes requiring access to all necessary product and
process information [6].
The “Simulation – Operational dimension” section
concerns the enabled dynamic analysis and optimization of
material flow, resource utilization and logistics for all levels
of plant planning from global production networks, through
local plants down to specific lines. In these terms, the relevant
goal of simulation is to provide all users to quickly assess the
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impact of their decisions on product, process, plant and
resource requirements [6].
The “Human dimension” section concerns the social
readiness to cope with the functional domains and the related
technical and operational facets, namely it is related to the
level of awareness and know how that are characterizing the
company organization. It takes into account also the
capability of the human resources to extract the valuable data
and to carry out a disciplined engineering and scientific
methods to identify and control the factors that impact the
business value of the company [6].
Based on the answers of this questionnaire, different
migration scenarios according to the possible technology
options are investigated in order to identify the migration
alternatives to go from the identified AS-IS situation to the
TO-BE one [1] . To this end, a tool called Migration Matrix
has been developed within the FAR-EDGE project to identify
all the necessary improvements in the direction of the
Industry 4.0 vision of smart factory, splitting the digital
transformation in different scale-levels. Thus, the matrix
represents a multiple impact dimensions, aiming at providing
a snapshot of current situation of companies and suggesting
which steps should be achieved in order to reach the FAREDGE objective in a smooth and stepwise migration process.
The migration matrix is structured in rows and columns.
The rows represent the relevant application fields selected
during the preparation phase with high potential of
improvement by FAR-EDGE concepts implementation on
the architecture. Meanwhile the columns the development
steps for each application field towards a higher level of
production flexibility, intelligent manufacturing and business
process in the direction of a digital automation
implementation [1]. The development steps are divided in
five columns representing five levels of production system’s
digital maturity, based on the integrating principles of both
the Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI)
framework [7][8][9], and DREAMY model (Digital
REadiness Assessment MaturitY) [10] .
V. MIGRATION SOLUTION BLUEPRINTS
A traditional manufacturer aims at decentralizing the
current factory automation architecture and introduce cyberphysical system concepts in order to flexibly deploy new
technologies and maximize the correlation across its
technical abilities to support mass-customization. Target of
the implementation of the FAR-EDGE platform is the
reduction of time and effort required for deploying new
applications by the automatic reconfiguration of physical
equipment on different stations, according to the current
operation, and its automatic synchronization among different
information systems (PLM, ERP, and MES [11],[12]).
A factory that currently presents an automation
architecture compliant to ISA-95 standards with three layers
(ERP, MES, and SCADA with Field devices) could have
potential issues during the integration of new applications at
the MES level to obtain new functions at the shop-floor. In
fact, it could be very expensive because of highly dependent
on the centralized control structure of the architecture.
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Moreover, it requires a long verification time and,
consequently, a long delivery time to customers.
From this context, one of the project’s goals was to
provide a set of architectural blueprints based on the use cases
that have been developed within the project. The main
objective is to show the benefits of the FAR-EDGE
architecture and few possible application scenarios with
reference to one or more functional domains of the platform.
This section presents one of these architectural blueprints, i.e.
the migration towards production optimization by means of
the simulation functional domain of the FAR-EDGE
architecture.
A.

Simulation functional domain
FAR-EDGE Simulation provides functionalities for
simulating the behaviour of physical production processes for
the purpose of optimization or of testing What-If scenarios at
minimal cost and risk and without any impact of regular shop
activities. Simulation requires digital model of plants and
processes to be in-sync with the real-world objects they
represent. As the real-world is subject to change, models
should reflect those changes. For instance, the model of a
machine assumes a given value of electric power / energy
consumption, but the actual values will diverge as the real
machine wears down. To detect this gap and correct the
model accordingly, raw data from the Field (direct) or
complex analysis algorithms (from Analytics) can be used.
To explain how a typical migration roadmap to the FAREDGE Simulation functionality can bring industrial benefits,
the What-If scenario use case based is here described.
A traditional factory will benefit from the adoption of
simulation and what-if analysis especially about the
evaluation of the impacts of variations in the production
conditions, including changes in the capacity, changes in the
production plan, changes in the production mix, as well as the
changes in physical configurations.
From a technical point of view a capacity to create a
digital model to reproduce the actors and the activities carried
out within the shop floor is required. Furthermore,
decentralized architecture that enhances the automatic
integration of data, information and results coming from the
overall context of the company such as the market, the
customer requirement or the internal processes, is needed.
Finally, the real time and remote communication will need to
be carried out for initiating and updating parameters
exchange for example at the beginning of the production.
This requires standard communication protocols.
Moreover, the role of employees can be affected by the
new technological and operational changes. A typical design
engineer should improve his/her skills and his/her know how
on utilizing new technologies based on design and simulation
activities and typically integrated with ICT aspects.
For example, the added implementation of
communication tools in simulation process means that
feedback loops are growing ever too common to the modern
engineer. Feedback loops are great when it comes to affecting
the design positively, but they often mean a nightmare to the
untrained engineer. With the growing capability of cloudbased programs, engineer’s work is now often monitored or
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analysed in real time. This opens up the door for collaboration
and greater innovation, but it means that as engineers, we
need to be able to communicate.
B.
Deployment of FAR-EDGE Simulation – Roadmap
Implementation
The virtual representation of the physical objects in cyber
space can be used for optimization of the production
processes. For example, the cyber modules have the ability to
avoid getting stuck in local optimization extremes and are
able to find the global maximum and minimum which results
in high performance. Therefore, the integration of digital
models should be considered as a first step.
In addition, the existing CAD systems will be interfaced
to each other, and secondly, they will be fully integrated to
enable the optimization of equipment reconfiguration
through intelligent simulation tools. In the same way, the
production will be optimized based on the integrated
information derived from the CAD designs and then it will be
automatically implemented through the intelligent tools. To
this end, the production process models and their different
layout versions will be first integrated with business
functions, in order to align the process parameters with cost
deployment and profitability measures.
From an organizational perspective, the main
implications affect the roles of product designers and
production engineers: they need to increase their level of
cooperation to model all the relevant aspects of the
manufacturing processes into the CAD. Furthermore, the
production engineers have to see that the models of the CAD
are connected to the models of the actual production
facilities, so that the production can be simulated, planned
and monitored. Therefore, the competences of the abovementioned roles require to be enhanced with new skills
concerning digitalization, modelling and simulation.
Furthermore, the tasks and responsibilities of these roles have
to be updated, accordingly.
The FAR-EDGE architectural blueprint for simulation
and what-if analysis comprehends the following components:
- CPS Model Synchronization
o Synchronization Services
o Open API for Virtualization
- Edge Infrastructure
o Data Routing & Pre-processing
o Field Abstraction
- Ledger Infrastructure
o Distributed Ledger
The Field Abstraction Component provides the
mechanisms for configuring and controlling shop floor
equipment and to receive asynchronous events and alarms
from it. It is composed of informatics istance that, exploiting
a bi-directional, low bandwidth communication, can
exchange high frequent message. In this way, it is possible to
obtain the abstraction of the low-level technical details of
field components interactions.
The Data Routing & Pre-processing Component provides
the mechanisms to move massive streams of data from the
Field Tier to the upper Tiers of the Platform. In this case, the
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communication is unidirectional (upstream). Using this
module, the acquisition and the pre-process of large amounts
of data from heterogeneous sources can be pointed out,
merging them into a common schema.
From the implementation of these two components of the
edge infrastructure, it is possible to instantiate a digital model
of the shop floor and to populate it with set of heterogeneous
data. The digital model facilitates an intermediate step where
the integration of CAD systems with other design tools can
be obtained. In this way, it is possible to leave the approach
in which each simulation system was fed by manually
entering data from other systems (e.g. scheduling systems,
production data management). In fact, through the integration
of multiple software it will be possible to analyse in a single
simulation environment more aspects (from those technical,
operational to economic ones) facilitating the integration and
orchestration ability that will be obtained through the ledger
implementation.
Once the connectivity has been ensured, the next step
consists in the implementation of the Ledger Infrastructure,
namely Synchronization services and Distributed Ledger to
enable the collection and integration of information through
the Cloud and to support simulation activity and what- if
analysis.
The Distributed Ledger Enabler is responsible of the
decentralization of the factory automation pyramid. It
maintains shared process state and shared business logic on
Peer Nodes that may belong to any physical Tier of the
Platform (Field, Edge, Cloud), and includes all the
functionality for the enablement of Ledger Services. In this
case, the Synchronization Services Component is considered
as an aggregation / post-processing layer that includes all
smart contacts used to support the Digital Models. These
smart contracts are responsible to lead the relationship
between the digital model and the changes or the event that
happen in the real world, namely in the shop floor.
After Ledger implementation, the smart contract
instantiation and after the connection of Field abstraction
with upper tier, it is possible to obtain a fully integrated CAD
systems with intelligent tools for interactive design process
and consequently an automatic optimization of shop floor
details based on simulation services. The last component to

be implemented is the Cloud infrastructure with its Open API
for Virtualization that implement the cloud service endpoints.
At this point a definition of maintenance plan for cloud
system and a training for its utilization and management is
required.
Figure 3 represents the roadmap at technical (in blue),
operational (in orange) and human (in green) dimensions
towards simulation and what-if analysis by means of FAREDGE Simulation.
The Migration Matrix in Figure 4 represents the results,
in terms of digital maturity improvement, of one of the
possible migration paths towards FAR-EDGE Simulation.
The technical, operational and human entities most impacted
by the migration towards the scenario “Simulation and What
if analysis” described above are the following:
 Simulation and visualization tools that, by the
implementation of the Ledger infrastructure, are able
to integrate in a digital world the results of different
systems, enabling the representation of virtual aspect
of overall company;
 Cyber-Physical System characteristics of the
process, since the processes are integrated with
digital-twin capabilities to interact each other;
 Autonomous Optimization process, since each shop
floor component can be abstracted, visualized and
can communicate each time has impacted by
condition change;
 Production IT department, since new digital systems
are introduced by external experts that will also
provide continuous support;
 Simulation and design employees’ skills, with the
first trainings focused on the use of the new
technologies implemented.
VI. CONCLUSION
The FAR-EDGE migration approach shows how migration
matrices can support manufacturers by providing them with
a holistic view of the required steps for migration towards the
Industry 4.0 vision at different dimensions of the factory, i.e.
technical, operational, and human. Based on this information

Figure 3. FAR-EDGE Simulation Roadmap for Simulation and What-If analysis scenario
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Figure 4. Migration Path (MP2) for the implementation of simulation and what-if analysis

and according to the business goals, the manufacturer can
select the optimal scenario as first step of migration towards
the long-term goal of complete digitalization of the factory.
The solution identified within the selected scenario is then
further detailed into an implementation roadmap,
highlighting the necessary steps at technical, operational and
human levels, in order to ensure a successful migration
towards the FAR-EDGE vision.
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Abstract— Digital representations of the physical world
through the renowned “digital twin” concept, within industry
4.0 and Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) environments,
gave rise to several digital modelling approaches. This paper
illustrates a complete digital model specifically focused on
intensive Big Data operations, which is a common industry4.0
requirement. The model is established on patterns of world
acclaimed standards-based digital models, as it was deployed
successfully in one predictive maintenance manufacturing
project and one project on edge computing with a block chain
layer. Furthermore, the paper introduces the Common
Interoperability Registry, a novel addition in the form of a
standards-based, vendor-neutral method to map object entities
belonging to different systems/databases. This facilitates
discoverability and inserts a global unique identifier among
entities from different functional domains.

a) Semantic interoperability
By providing a uniform representation of the concepts
and entities that comprise an IIoT deployment, they boost
semantic inter-operability across diverse digital systems and
physical devices. Indeed, the use of common data model
provides a uniform vocabulary for describing sensors,
Cyber-Physical System (CPS) devices, production systems
and more.
b) Information Exchange
Digital models provide a basis for exchanging
information across different similar deployments, which is
closely related to the inter-operability objective.
c) Digital Operations
Digital models are a key prerequisite for performing
automation and control operations at IT (Information
Technology) timescales. Processes and devices can be
configured through IT systems that configure and update
digital models, which reflect the status of the physical world.
However, this requires a synchronization, which can be
challenging to implement. The functionalities of digital
models should support:
• Factory and Plant Information Modelling
• Automation and Analytics Processes Modelling
• Synchronization of Cyber and Physical worlds
• Dynamic Access to Plant Information
Nevertheless, the above properties do not address issues,
such as data intensive applications, similar to those faced
within H2020 FAREDGE and H2020 PROPHESY.
Moreover, existing digital models were found insufficient for
this purpose. Section II explains why a novel model was
required to be developed. Section III presents the guideline
standards for our design. Section IV illustrates the new data
model in detail. Section V introduces the Common
Interoperability Registry (CIR), the merging problems that it
solves, and its potential applications for concurrent use of
different models & standards.

Keywords- Digital Twins; Digital Models for Distributed
Data Analytics; Common Interoperability Registry; Industrial
Internet of Things; Industry4.0; Manufacturing Plant Modelling

I.

INTRODUCTION

Digital modelling of the physical world is one of the core
concepts of industry digitization and the fourth industrial
revolution (Industry 4.0). It foresees the development of
digital representations of physical world objects and
processes as a means of executing automation and control
operations, based on digital operations and functionalities
(i.e., at the cyber world). This concept is conveniently called
“digital twin”. The advent of Industry 4.0 (including models
and standards, such as RAMI 4.0) has led to the
identification of standards-based data schemas and data
formats, which can be used for describing plants, automation
operations, production systems and more. Usually, digital
models are accompanied by a set of functions, which
undertake the synchronization of these models with the
physical world entities that they represent. Digital models
serve three complementary objectives:
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II.

REASONING FOR A NEW MODEL

The reasoning behind the introduction of a new Data
Model in this paper is twofold: First, to focus on dataintensive applications like data streams, analytics, digital
twins on analytics, etc., and second, to provide a CIR
implementation for linking with other relevant data models.
Most Industry4.0 applications are data driven and hence
digital modeling of Big Data operations is a cornerstone
requirement. In this respect the FAR-EDGE data model is
tailored to data intensive operations, rather than lightweight
automation functions. Furthermore, linking and integration
of other data models is made possible through the CIR,
ensuring suitability for a wider class of Industry4.0
applications. The resulting digital model has been
successfully deployed in two predictive maintenance cases of
H2020 PROPHESY, and two factory cases of the H2020
FAREDGE edge computing with block-chain project.
III.

STANDARDS-BASED DIGITAL MODELS

For over a decade, various industrial standards have been
developed, and a long list of relevant digital models exists.
Many standards come with a set of semantic definitions,
typically used for modelling and exchanging data across
systems and applications. For reviews and comparative
assessments, interested readers can refer to relevant literature
(e.g., [1][3][4]). The most prominent ones, which have also
been driving the specifications for the relevant H2020
projects PROPHESY and FAREDGE, can be found below.
Several of them are referenced and/or used by RAMI4.0.
A. IEC 62264 B2MML
An XML based specification and implementation of the
ANSI/ISA-95 family of standards, and a very good choice
for modelling interactions across entities within MES and
ERP systems and their involvement in automation
operations. With reference to this hierarchy, the standard
covers the domain of manufacturing operations management
(i.e., Level 4) and the interface content and transactions
within Level 3 and between Level 3 and Level 4. Hence, the
standard is primarily focused on the integration between
manufacturing operations and control, rather than on pure
control (i.e., Levels 1, 2, 3).
B. IEC 61512 BatchML
An XML based implementation of the ANSI/ISA-88
Batch Control family of standards, suitable for the modelling
of ISA-88 compliant systems.
C. IEC 62769 (FDI)
It includes an information model that represents
automation systems’ topologies, including field devices and
the communication networks that interconnect them, and is
hence suitable for modelling information on the field layer of
the factory (devices, networks), but without provisions for
data analytics.
D. ISO 15926 XMplant
It covers the structure, the geometry and 3D models
about a plant, and provides support for digital modelling of
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plant information, based on the ISO 15926 specification. It is
a good choice for modelling the static elements and
behaviors of a plant.
E. IEC 62453 (FDT)
The IEC 62453 Field Device Tool (FDT) by
fdtgroup.org, is an open standard for industrial automation
integration of networks and devices. It provides standardized
software to enable intelligent field devices that can be
integrated seamlessly into automation applications, from the
commissioning tool to the control system. FDT supports the
coupling of software modules, which have been
implemented as representatives for field devices and are
therefore able to provide and/or exchange information.
F. IEC 61512 (Batch Control)
IEC 61512 – Batch control is also referenced by RAMI
4.0. It models batch production records, including
information about production of batches or elements of batch
production.
G. IEC 61424 (CAEX)
It provides the means for modelling a plant in a
hierarchical way. It supports an XML-based representation
of plant information, including all components in a
hierarchical structure, and adopts an object-oriented
philosophy. CAEX separates vendor independent
information (e.g., objects, attributes, interfaces, hierarchies,
references, libraries, classes) and application dependent
information, such as certain attribute names, specific classes
or object catalogues. CAEX is appropriate for storing static
metadata, but it not designed to hold dynamic information.
CAEX can cover the modelling of the plant elements, but is
inappropriate for modelling maintenance-related information
such as sensor-based datasets.
H. IEC 62714 AutomationML
AutomationML is an XML-based open standard, which
provides the means for describing the components of a
complex production environment through a hierarchical
structure, and it is commonly used to facilitate consistent
exchange and editing of plant layout data across
heterogeneous engineering tools. It relies on three other
standards, namely: CAEX (IEC 62424) in order to model
topological information, COLLADA (ISO/PAS 17506) of
the Khronos Group in order to model and implement
geometry concepts and 3D information, as well as
Kinematics (i.e., the geometry of motion), and finally
PLCopen XML (IEC61131) in order to model sequences of
actions, internal behavior of objects and I/O connections.
I.

MTConnect
MTConnect provides an XML-based format for
exchanging data between the shop-floor and IT applications,
including data about devices, topologies and component
characteristics.
J.

PERFoRMML
The H2020 PERFORM project is devoted to the
development and validation of a plug-n’-produce
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infrastructure. Following a comprehensive review and
evaluation of various data models, the PERFORM
consortium has selected AutomationML as the base for
building its own common data model, conveniently called
PERFoRMML.
It
makes
provisions
for
modelling/representing the following:
1) Machinery and Control Systems
They provide the means for modelling the topology, data
types and interactions of production systems at physical
machinery level. The attributes of these entities enable
capturing and modelling of parameters for configurations
and skills, as well as for shop-floor data to be extracted from
various sources such as PLCs and databases. In particular,
the following sub-entities are also modelled through proper
subclasses:
• Skills (e.g., pick, place, move, weld etc.) refer to
abilities, functions or tasks performed by shop-floor
elements. They may possess and certain values that
are relevant to be extracted (e.g., cycle time, energy
consumption, and sensor data).
• Configurations provide a high-level description of a
possible configuration to execute a given skill,
according to a set of specified parameters.
• Products, which correspond to abstractions of given
product variants, along with their core-defining
characteristics to enable a process-oriented
description of the product.
• Processes, which present the ordered steps required
for the production of an associated product.
• Connectors, which encapsulate and abstract the
information required to communicate with
components in the shop-floor. The abstraction
property enables to support communications
regardless of the actual communication protocols
(e.g., OPC-UA, MQTT) used.
• Events, modelling certain occurrences in production
that require the attention of the system or its users.
2) Data Backbone entities
These model the elements necessary for interactions with
the tools connecting to the PERFORM middleware. These
entities can acquire data and information from the lowerlevel and act based on it, and they include:
• System, which is an entity representing entire
production systems and therefore comprises systems
information in terms of topology, products and
possible simulations.
• Simulation Results, which support the representation
of some simulation outcome (usually a KPI: Key
Performance Indicator) in-line with the PERFORM’s
digital twins requirements.
• Schedules, which model the allocation of the (endto-end) steps that need to be executed in order for the
production of certain product.
For each of the two sets of entities (machinery & control,
data backbone), the project specified standard based
interfaces for accessing instance data of the various entities.
These interfaces form the basis for an API (Application
Programming Interface) as well.
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IV.

THE FAR-EDGE DATA MODEL

The root element of the FAR-EDGE Digital Models is
the “FAR-EDGE DM” and at the next hierarchy level, a set
of further XSD Schemata are designed. The FAR-EDGE
Digital Models’ factory data and metadata are based on the
entities:
a) For factory data description:
• Data Source Definition (DSD): Defines the
properties of a data source in the shopfloor, such as a
data stream from a sensor or an automation device.
• Data Interface Specification (DI): It is associated
with a data source and provides the information
needed to connect to it and access its data (e.g.,
network protocol, port, network address).
• Data Kind (DK): This specifies the semantics of the
data of the data source. It can be used to define
virtually any type of data in an extensible way.
• Data Source Manifest (DSM): Specifies a specific
instance of a data source in line with its DSD, DI and
DK specifications. Multiple manifests are therefore
used to represent the data sources that are available
in the factory.
• Data Consumer Manifest (DCM): Models an
instance of a data consumer, i.e., any application that
accesses a data source.
• Data Channel Descriptor (DCD): Models the
association between an instance of a consumer and
an instance of a data source. Keeps track of the
established connections and associations between
data sources and data consumers.
• LiveDataSet: Models the actual dataset that stems
from an instance of a data source that is represented
through a DSM. It is t is associated with a timestamp
and keeps track of the location of the data source in
case it is associated with a mobile edge node. In
principle, the data source comprises a set of name–
value pairs, which adhere to different data types in
line with the DK of the DSM.
• Edge Gateway: Models an edge gateway of an edge
computing deployment. Data sources are associated
with an edge gateway, which usually implies not
only a logical association, but also a physical
association as well.
Based on the above entities, it is possible to represent the
different data sources of a digital shopfloor in a modular,
dynamic and extensible way. This is based on a repository
(i.e., registry) of data sources and their manifests, which
keeps track of the various data sources that register to it.
b) For factory analytics description, analytics
workflows and pipelines:
• Analytics Processor Definition (APD): Specifies
processing functions applied on one or more data
sources. Three types of processing functions are
supported, including data preprocessing, data
storage, and data analytics functions. These can be
combined in various configurations over the data
sources in order to define analytics workflows.
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•

•

Analytics Processor Manifest (APM): Represents an
instance of a processor that is defined through an
APD. Each instance specifies the type of processor
and its actual logic through linking to an
implementation function (like a Java class).
Analytics orchestrator Manifest (AM): Represents an
analytics workflow as a combination of analytics
processor instances (i.e., APMs). It is likely to span
over multiple edge gateways and to operate over
their data sources.

V.

THE CIR COMMON INTEROPERABILITY REGISTRY

A novel addition to the proposed digital model, is the
Common Interoperability Registry (CIR) that enables the
merging of the data models from the different functional
domains. Specifically, CIR provides a standards-based,
vendor-neutral method to map object entities belonging to
different systems/databases that share common business
context. Additionally, it:
• Enables the discoverability and relation of the
registered objects and helps third party applications
to combine the information provided from these
systems/databases.
• Provides a global unique identifier (in a UUID
format) for the registered objects.
CIR can be viewed as the infrastructure for linking
objects and their information that reside in different
databases, and enables the enrichment of the underlying
datasets based on additional data and metadata residing in
the linked databases. For instance, considering different
functional domains, such as the Data Sources, the
Virtualization/Simulation and the Automation, the need
arises for information sharing among them. The obvious
upside is that an IIoT application will be able to consult and
access (through the CIR) information about the full context
and observations that are related to an object, regardless of
the repository they reside. Likewise, a flexible extension of
the digital models’ infrastructure with information
(data/metadata) stemming for additional repositories and
databases is possible. Nevertheless, note that this will require
each new repository to be linked to objects of the project’s
database at the time of their deployment. The CIR provides
an XML schema and a relational DB describing the
specification. The OpenO&M (CIR) is open source and the
latest version can be found in the MIMOSA organization
GitHub. As implemented, the CIR [8] includes:
• Registry: The container object for a set of categories.
• ID: The user-defined identifier of the registry.
• Description: Description and expected use of CIR
• Category: Categories define sets of potentially
related entries, such as equipment, which have
alternate names on different systems.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In the complex landscape of various standards for digital
modelling in Industry 4.0, there exists no "one size fits all"
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solution that will prevail, until the present day. Standards are
tailored to different applications, e.g., automation,
simulation, digital twins, Big Data analytics, supply chain
management, etc. Our needs dictated the design of a new
model focused on data collection, routing and analytics i.e.,
typical data-intensive applications. It is based on several
world-renowned, standards-based digital models. The future
vision of a "Fully Digital Shopfloor" (i.e., for all production
processes) will require the concurrent use of different models
& standards. Hence, there is a need for more mechanisms to
link those standards (like the proposed CIR), to digitally
reflect the shopfloor consistently.
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Abstract—The progressing digitalization of factories coincides
with a growing amount of raw data being available in order
to create valuable, data driven application. The Edge Computing paradigm is one of the key enablers to realize beneficial
solutions, since it helps overcome obstacles such as capacity and
latency restrictions or data privacy and protection requirements.
However, realized industrial applications of Edge Computing
Applications are rather limited as of today. Therefore, as part
of the Factory Automation Edge Computing Operating System
Reference Implementation (FAR-EDGE) project, a series of
expert interviews covering viewpoints from both industry and
academia was conducted in order to gain deeper insight on
limiting factors and development challenges and expectations.
The results are presented in this paper forming a brief snapshot
of the current perception of Edge Computing contributing to
the creation of an overall understanding of the needs of the
manufacturing industry.
Keywords–Edge Computing; Fog Computing; Survey.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the increase of raw data streams within factories,
the need arises to provide processing capabilities to transform
them into valuable information and act on that information in a
timely matter [1]. The rising Edge Computing (EC) paradigm
fulfills this need by providing both hardware and software
capabilities [2]. There are currently three major reference
architectures with unique features in development that focus
on the challenges arising from Industry 4.0 [3]. One of them is
the FAR-EDGE reference architecture, currently applied in 13
active use cases, each focusing on one or more topics in the
field of automation, analytics, and simulation [4]. Common
goals within the use cases are a reduction of latency, an
increase of data security and privacy protection, increasing
processing performance while maintaining a high level of
autonomy. An ideal solution would meet or even exceed these
goals while providing all services required by any production
environment. The development of such an all-in-one solution,
if even possible, requires a significant amount of resources
and development time. For most industrial use cases, this
might be an overkill contradicting with the desire of industry
to solve their current challenges as soon as possible and
start migrating towards architectures supporting their continues
growth [5]. Therefore, focusing on fulfilling the requirements
of industry stakeholders is crucial for an efficient adoption
and integration of the EC paradigm. While ”the research on
the emerging domain is still in its infancy” [6], and only a
few solutions being already deployed in industry, the question
which factors are most relevant and should be prioritized in the
development of reference architectures and software solutions
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is left unanswered. The increasing amount of surveys on EC,
as well as similar paradigms [6]–[8], explicitly and implicitly
cover are a large variety of essential factors and benefits for
edge. However, in most cases it is neglected to present the
current perception regarding the level of relevance and focus
within industry and academia. In this paper, the results of a
series of expert interviews conducted with both representatives
of industry and academia are presented. The aim is to determine how EC is currently perceived within both domains.
First, ten relevant factors for EC are rated according to their
importance. Second, the necessary development distribution
over the software development process is estimated. Last, the
cost distribution throughout the life cycle is analyzed.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
This section will explain the interview questions in detail,
and define how these questions contribute to the survey.
A. Overview
As described in Section I, the project builds and realizes
its reference architecture in use cases defined by two industrial
partners and a research partner within the consortium of the
FAR-EDGE project. The project consortium also consists of
several technology providers who provide software for the
use cases. To interpret how these use cases and the solutions provided by technology providers match, nine expert
interviews were conducted covering all aspects differentiating
Edge Computing from Cloud Computing. The interviews are
organized for each partner individually. The interview questions were provided beforehand. However, none of the answers
of other partners were shared with anyone, whether they are
involved in the particular use case or not. The interviews were
recorded and the results transcribed accordingly accordingly
summarizing. The following sections explain the methodology
and specifically the interview questions in detail.
B. Definitions
This section will explain the questions that were asked to
both kinds of partners. The interview questions are separated
into five distinct sections. Although the questions were slightly
different for technology providers and the use case owners,
they targeted the same aspect from a different perspective. The
use case owners are namely Volvo Trucks Company (VTC),
Whirlpool (WHR), and SmartFactoryKL (SFK). Technology
provider names are obscured for reasons of confidentiality.
It is important to note that the prepared factors fostering
Edge Computing applications and additional benefits aim for
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completeness. Even with a thorough investigation such a target
is challenging to achieve. Therefore, the interviewees were
encouraged to extend the list at any given moment if they
see the need for it.
1) Evaluation of Relevant Factors for Edge Computing:
The first part of the interview was on the evaluation of relevant
factors for Edge Computing, that are preselected based on
prior experience, as well as literature [2], [9], [10], to measure
the use case requirements against the five imperatives of
Edge Computing, namely: latency, data ownership, autonomy,
quantity, and connectivity.
One of the key advantages of Edge Computing is to
overcome latency constraints which are one of the reasons
to prefer edge solutions over for a Cloud solution [11]. For
the use case owners, the question was the measurement of
the importance of the latency, whereas, for the technology
providers, it was whether the solution satisfies the latency
requirements of the use cases and if it helps improve the
latency.
Similar to latency, data ownership, or privacy and security
reasons are another cause for choosing an edge solution. Use
case owners were whether they have a security issue at the
moment and if the use case contains sensitive data. For the
technology providers, the question was whether the data they
work with is confidential, and if it leaves on-premise servers,
which may cause an security issue.
Autonomy is the degree of being autonomous. In this
question, it was targeted to learn if the system can govern
itself without an operator, in case of a failure, etc. The use case
owners were asked how autonomous they desire the solution
to be. The technology providers had to answer this question
by evaluating whether their solution is autonomous or not, and
up to which degree.
Another benefit of Edge Computing is being able to preprocess the data at the field tier, helping reduce the network
traffic and reducing the raw data that is transmitted to the
Cloud. The use case owners had to answer how much data is
being generated at the field tier, and whether this is a limit
to increase the Quality of Service (QoS). For the technology
providers, they were asked if the data being used needs to
leave the Edge for decisions, and the size of the data.
The last question in relevant factors was on interactivity
and connectivity. The use case owners were asked whether the
actual setup needs multiple machinery to be communicated
with each other for a successful production. The technology
providers needed to answer if their solution always relies on
the connection outside Edge, and if the solution allows even
sub-components of the machinery interact with each other.
2) Importance of Additional Edge Computing Benefits: The
second part of the interview was to decide on the importance
of requirements of Edge Computing. These requirements were
reliability, scalability, extensibility, abstraction, and interoperability, and partly taken from literature [10], [12].
An edge solution is intended to keep servicing without
an internet connection. Use case owners were asked how
important it is that the system works reliably, meaning how
the production would be affected if a failure occurs. For the
Individual Software Vendors (ISVs), it was asked whether their
software can recover itself in case of a failure, and how the
software affects the production in case if stops responding.
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Scalability describes the capacity of the solution to adapt to
its increasing users and products, whereas extensibility is more
focused on the functionality. In scalability context, for the use
case owners, it is asked whether they foresee an increase in
the product and user base count. In the same context, the ISVs
answered whether their solution supports a big number of users
and products. Similarly, for extensibility, use case partners
were asked whether they plan to deploy new services, devices,
or functionality to their production plants. For the technology
providers, we asked whether their software is extensible with
minimum (re-)configuration if such deployments were made.
Modifications in the production systems may require lowlevel tweaks or configurations. These changes may break
existing solutions. Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)
introduced by abstraction can enable more straightforward
configuration and better backward compatibility. Use case
owners were asked if the plant structure is likely to change.
Furthermore, the intention was to learn if they develop internal
software which interacts with the edge solution. The technology partners answered whether their software could be used
in legacy machines and if their solution introduces APIs to
abstract the complexity.
Interoperability is an essential factor for complex systems
since relying on a single proprietary solution may cause vendor
lock-in problems in case the solution is no more updated or
non-available. Working with too many solutions can also cause
compatibility problems, which may require additional adapters
and wrappers. The use case partners answered the degree
of interaction between existing components from different
providers.
3) Development Time Distribution for an Application: This
part of the interview targeted the estimated time distribution
(in percentage) of development for an application. Similar to
Section II-B1 and Section II-B2, the definition of an application for both type of partners differ. For the use case partners,
this section focused on the AS-IS and TO-BE values during
the planning phase of the use case and the implementation
of the solution without an edge solution. For the ISVs, this
section took values for the designed or implemented TO-BE
Edge application.
Time distribution values were collected in seven categories:
(1) analysis, (2) design, (3) implementation and build (4)
deployment, (5) testing, (6) revision, and (7) training. In the
analysis, the use case partners report the time needed to
analyze their non-edge solution and the current production line
to create the ideas for their use cases. For the ISVs, this time
includes the period for analyzing the use case to look for the
solutions. Design for the use case partners includes the time to
design the use case, including its requirements. For technology
partners, the design time is the duration to plan the solution
considering the requirements of the use cases. Training for use
case owners represents the time required to train the workers
or operators before introducing the edge solution. For the
technology partners, it exemplifies the training time spent on
instructing the edge solution.
4) Development Cost Distribution for an Application:
Similar to Section II-B3, this part collected estimated cost
distribution (in percentage) of development for an application.
Costs are typically split among one-time costs (also called
upfront costs) and recurring costs. If the solutions require no
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additional hardware apart from server hardware, usually, the
distribution of the cost is expected to be similar to the time
distribution. Upfront costs are analysis, design, implementation
and build, deployment, testing, and training. Maintaining or
revision costs are considered as recurring costs. As the Figure
2b shows, in this part, analysis and design costs are estimated
higher than other costs.
Since determining the cost for the development the edge
applications directly is challenging to upright impossible,
the interview questions are designed so that the only the
distribution of costs can be estimate based on the current
progress of the development. At the end of the project, the
estimated values will be compared with the actual numbers. If
a technology provider is involved in more than one use case,
the respective questions were repeated for each use case they
are participating in. Additionally, contingency costs, which
are unexpected costs, are going to be added after the project
completion, if any exist.
5) Hardware and Software Distribution: The last part of
the interview collected the distribution of the hardware and
software for the TO-BE solution, to decide the tendency of the
solution concerning hardware and software, in percentage. If a
use case is only software-based, then the hardware questions
such as reliability in Section II-B2, were unrelated.
The following section will summarize the results of the
interviews explained in previous sections.

IV. D ISCUSSION
Interview results showed that the technology providers and
use case owners are well aligned concerning the chosen factors
for Edge Computing and solutions covering additional edge
criteria. The proposed list of relevant factors for Edge Computing did not have to be extended based on the interviews.
Thus, the five chosen attributes - Latency, Data Ownership,
Autonomy, Data Quantity and Connectivity - can be considered
as sufficient when assessing Edge Computing implementations.
As it may be noticed, one solution partner may rate the
importance differently for different use cases. This is the case
when the solution partner provided a different solution for that
use case.
Focusing on Figure 1, the results can be interpreted in the
following ways.
Unexpectedly, latency and data quantity factors were not
critical due to reported low data transfer rates outside the
factories. Only WHR use case requires that it has a very high
importance, since the whole factory generates high traffic for
actions to be taken.
For data ownership, the industrial use case owners see
this criteria rather low, which might surprise at first - In the
project, however, the agreement was made to not share any
data meaning that even very low would already mean that their
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III. R ESULTS
Figure 1 summarizes the answers given to the first two
parts of the interviews. The scenario column contains the use
case owners, followed by the use case ID and the interviewee
(actual names are obscured for reasons of confidentiality).
The next two columns contain the evaluation results for the
first and second part of the interview, respectively. The range
from one to seven defines the importance of the attributes:

one meaning not applicable, and seven being crucial. The
presented attributes can be considered complete, as throughout
all interviews no interview partner saw the need to adapt those
in any way.
Third part of the interview is summarized in Figure 2a.
The figure shows the development time distribution of six
providers and three use case owners. Figure 2b depicts the
development cost distribution of the edge solution. Similar to
the development time distribution, the figure summarizes the
answers of six technology providers and three use case owners.

Scenario Use Case ID
1,2,3
VTC

4
5
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1
1
2,3,4
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5
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Figure 1. Results of the edge factors and the perceived importance of attributes
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Figure 2. Distribution of development time and cost distribution for Edge Computing implementation

data will not leave the boundaries of their factory. However, the
test laboratory SFK contains hardware/software that is not yet
robust and is prone to cyberattacks from within the network.
This increases the necessity for each device/platform to contain
the data accordingly.
In automation use cases (VTC #1-#3, WHR #1, SFK #2#7), autonomy, and in analytics use cases, scalability and
extensibility factors have higher importance than others. Edge
solutions are given partial responsibility of the automation
tasks. This leads to Autonomy being a crucial feature in
the industrial use cases, except VTC use case #4. SFK is
not affected from this criteria, as the factory has already
been designed to work autonomously. Similarly, importance of
reliability is very high in average, for the industrial partners
and the solution providers. However, as SFK is a test laboratory, the solutions are developed to test the new technology
inside, before applying them in the industrial world. Therefore,
reliability is not vital for the prototypical applications. SFK as
a test laboratory also requires very high extensibility, since
one of its goals is to provide modular factory with minimal
(re-)configuration. Provider #6 in fifth SFK use case seems to
provide no extensibility for this use case, however, it can be
discarded as the extensibility part of the use case is satisfied
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Figure 3. Hardware and Software distribution by all partners, w.r.t. their
contributions to the project.
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by the Provider #3 in the same use case.
Abstraction importance is above high, as the solutions
are asked to reduce the complexity of the existing systems.
Vertically, except the fourth use case of VTC, which is a
simulation, based on models, for all partners, it is important
to increase backward compatibility for future technologies or
allow legacy systems to continue functioning properly.
Interoperability is very important or even crucial for some
partners. Except the fifth use case from VTC, which is an
analytics use case consisting of only event identifiers, all use
case owners and use case partners require and give above high
attention to this factor. As the factories of the industrial partners are composed of components from different companies,
interoperability will improve the efficiency once they scale, and
prevent vendor lock-in problems. SFK also aims to continue
the highly interoperable approach together with the solutions.
With respect to the development time distribution, the
results seen in Figure 2a can be discussed as follows:
The high percentage of time spent on analysis is expected,
as it means examination of the production plan for use case
owners, and analysis of the given use case for the software
providers. Similarly, design means sketching the use case for
use case owners and designing the software for the given
use case for software providers. The high training amount
in analytics use cases are due to user interaction via the
dashboard. However, the benefits of using analytics solutions
reduce the time spent on evaluation of monitoring values,
directly affecting maintenance time in the future, hence the
costs. Less time requirement for deployment and testing can be
explained as the deployment is mainly the software installation.
Similarly, the project executes unit tests in component level
during development, therefore, only final testing is conducted
after deployment. Likewise, results collected for the development cost distribution shown in Figure 2b, can be interpreted
as following:
The
high
cost
requirement
on
design
and
build/implementation phase is directly related to the time
values. Since most of the solutions are software-based,
software development time is aligned with its costs. Use case
owners and software providers agree that most resources are
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expected to be spent on designing and build/implementation
steps. Furthermore, the costs are desired to be minimized for
maintenance and upgrading after going for the edge solution.
Analytics technology provider foresees neither maintenance nor upgrade costs after deployment. This is because
once the software is run, it can easily be scaled or extended
to service the needs. Moreover, they do not expect to provide
an upgrade to the final solution.
As mentioned in Section II-B5, the last part of the interview
was to identify the percentage of hardware and software usage
by the partners. As it can be seen from Figure 3, the results
show that the use case partners, namely Whirlpool (WHR),
Volvo Trucks Company (VTC), and SmartFactoryKL (SFKL),
are the partners who contribute to the project with more
hardware than software.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
Edge Computing is a recent paradigm, which moves computing power, applications and services from centralized units
into the logical extremes or at the closest locations to the
source and provides data processing power there. Factory
Automation Edge Computing Operating System Reference
Implementation (FAR-EDGE) is one of the ongoing actions on
Edge Computing, which focuses on three functional domains:
automation, simulation, and analytics. In this work, interviews
were organized with all consortium members; firstly, to get
feedback from the partners and to figure out, to which degree
Edge Computing is a better alternative to the Cloud for specific
use cases. Secondly, comparing the answers from use case
owners and Individual Software Vendors (ISVs), to understand,
how many of the important factors have been covered by the
developed or in progress solutions. Thirdly, to identify the
driving factors and benefits as perceived by both, solution
providers and use case owners. Finally, to give a breakdown
of the estimated development time and development costs to
assess which step takes the most resource during development
and the degree of decrease in the development time with the
edge solution.
The findings in the survey are depicted in the figures in
Section II-B3 and Section II-B4. Main findings from these
figures can be derived as follows: (1) the industrial partners
do not want to distribute their production related data, or they
only plan to distribute non-identifying data, which increases
the importance of data ownership, (2) except for simulation use
cases or the simulation sections of the use cases, importance
of abstraction is above very high, to support the legacy
systems and to provide increased backward compatibility in
the future, (3) automation use cases require that the autonomy
is crucial for the factories due to production rates, and to
reduce the amount of time for configurations or setup, (4)
the solutions provided for the industrial partners need to be
reliable as downtimes in factories reduce the efficiency and
the productivity, however, for the test laboratory the prototypes
can be deployed easier for further testing. Moreover, most of
the development time and the costs are expected to be spent
during the analysis and design time. Some of the use case
owners target reducing the deployment time whereas some of
the technology providers foresee that their solution will require
neither maintenance nor upgrade.
As mentioned in Section I, this paper described the report
of the initial evaluation results, which are going to be compared
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with the factual numbers after project is completed. This
research included nine consortium members which is not yet
ideal to get a clear picture. In the future, it is planned to
increase the amount of participants to get a clearer view on
the criteria.
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